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Several ‘genefations ago. a master carpenler was hired bv families or 
r cpinmunities to’provicle the skill, labor and tools he had:itlherited from his 

klclers. It’ wa? .his responsibility to perpetuate both the history and 
, methodology of building and to teach those who would carry cm after him. ’ ‘. 
’ Unfortunately; this-kind of self-help from ode-generation to the next is not in 

practice today. Consequently. as the old-timers. pass on there is no one to 
,_ 

‘5 . ’ perpetuate the tradition or the methods of timber framing. We have written 
this hook, therefore, as a “how was” as well asa “how to” hook.We hope it 
can serve some of the functions that the masler carpenter fulfilled. 

We would like to, thank the many interested people who have asked 
questions about building timber frames. These people include our suppliers 
who support our unusual building methods‘ and philosophies. Their interest 
and willingness to help have contributed to our success as a b&ness. The 
b.ackhone of the huskiness is o”ur dedicated group of craftsmen an’& women, ” 

.- 

and’our architectural designer. Their varied skills enable Houseqmiths to ex- . 

I 

II , plore our building 
changing needs of 

to >apply this knowledge to thk constanlly 
nt to thank them as well. 

‘The hook could not have been written without the help of ma 
energetic people who have reacted positively with their comments, and who 
have given many hou,rs of de&cat&d’ work. Don .Gbodwin,- Silas and 
Constance Weeks, and Roth Wilkofsky were among the-initial suppo.rters of 
the book. Mary-Catherine Deibel hasspent many long and late hours editing 
several-drafts for the hook. It is difficult to write about :a craft in a way that 
makes the information useable to the reader. With ,her’e?xpeatise. Mary- 
Catherine has made timber framing a comprehensible subject;’ 

Alexandra and Page Mead Bave worked closely with’us on the book. 

- \- 
‘Xfexandra has sgent long hours typing and revising several drafts, offering 
valuable consultation on text and ‘layout. Page has been the overall coor- 
dinator for the b,ook. He has arranged meetings, set up distribution schedules 
and. locations’, scheduled the rnqy phases of the process,. and, conducted 

~kesearch fo’r the hook. He has s$ent many hours consulting with various peo- 
ple about”the publishing aspects. We decided early in the process that we 
wanted to write, print, hindand distribgte the hook ourselves. We thank Page 
and Alexandra for making this possible. ’ ‘. - 

The thanking of a co-author is a dlfficul,t. thing to’do. Genie waded. 
through mountains of illegible handwritten notes ahqut a subject that was 

. then foreign to he\ ‘putting philosophies and ideas in their proper perspec- 
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I  j? ; because she knows I& and the buildings inside and out, she lould. 
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i,ut into words all o$ my mental gymnasfiiss. Geniyis the co-au.thor & the’ . * 1 r 
i truest sense. Her limitless energy and unendilng support providedLthe’!nj- ” ” * . 

petus frar the creatiqn and completion df every phase of.The Timber Framing 
Book: A vkry specia’l, thanks to Geni-e. _ : ._ ., ., 
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having accomp&&ed something good. 0.0 having built ‘soplethJng good and 
lasting, of’having shared in an importarit.task, that come3 &“people raising a 
timber frame. That’s what timber framing is $11 about: and timber framingis 
what this hook is all about., Enjby it, enjo$ your timbe!-frame house, ahd . 
enjoy yourselves. * *. 
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‘1 INTRQDUCTIOli * 

It was J;ly 4. 1975: a fine Maine day for the Fourth and an evenbetter 
day f0r.a barn raising. Stacy Wentworth had taken down an o,ld barn thal had 
stood on family land near the ocean in Kennebunk. He had saved the timbers 
and they were being used to frame the Wentworths” new barn. 

Stacy and Marilyn had invited theirfriends for the raising, and on that 
gay more than 100 of them - m ‘, women and kids +- arrived to raise the 
Wentworths’ barn. Only Stewart # liott among them had ever raised a timber 
frame before, but that didn’t lessen’anyone’s enthusiasm for the.job. There 
was plenty of work to’be done, and hard work it was, but everyone pitched in 
and the fob got done. 

. There was also swimming in the pond, laughter an< a potluck feast that ’ 
Lr would have been the envy of any baronial dining hall.But most impressive of 

all was the feeling everyone had that they were part sf a re&l,cotirqunity. 

u Strangers wor$$:together. sweated together. joked’ tagether and tiecame 
-d friends. ’ 

The raising took a little longer t’han hadseen expected, but by Sunday 
night the last rafter was raised, the ridge pole was iti place and Stacy had 
climbed aloft to nail the traditional ping bough i@ place at t.he peak. The 
Wentworths had a barn frame and their-friends had experienced a Fourth of 
July they’ll never forget. , I/ 

It seems to nie that the sense of community, the idea of bending one’s 

1 . 

back to help one’s qeighbor, is the essence df timber.fpamingiYou can’t raise . 
a frame by yourself. It takes people, a lot of people if tGe fraine to be raised is 
a large one, and *when people work hard togethef dding something as - 
worthwhile as helping a friend raise a house or,barn, they can’t help feeling . . 

good about it and about themsejves. .’ 

A raising is-? celebration. Wh”en the Housesmiths raise-a-frame, they nail 
the pine bough to, the peak, tap a keg of beer and have a party. Once they 
even hired a one-man band to play for the occasion. I’ve nsver heard of that 
happening in Levittown, or anywhere else that rows ana rows of conven- ” , 

’ tional stud wall ho&s are being built. 
I Tiniber framing offers many alternatives, but I believe the most impor- 

tant of them is the alternative to conventional, tiass-produced, anonymously 
built houses that i,t offers. I suppose the ecbnomics of timber framing can be 
argued,. pirtictilarly if you l.ive in a part of the country where massive 
timbers aren’t readily available. But what can’t be argued is that fee&g of 
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This hook.is IIcinG writtcn‘for those of you wlii want ‘to learn.how to Guild 9 
. . timt)c~r-fr;lrnc~hrl~lscl. For the past several years, we’ve been building such ho’uses for 

.,, folks in Now England ,hecause we think thjt they provide both beautiful and 
durable .She!Jer for people. We have discover$d thqt an increasing number of our 

$>. clients are interestedin in the’dds.ign an’d coptructiod’of the houses 
-- they will he2spending pa t,of th@ir live’s in.,In sympaihy with thataintarest. we find 

. _” 
. k; ,$ 

“R 1 ourselves trying,to de’sc . the principles of timber framing over the phone, or 
2”’ , scriblilingrhouse plans dnd joint diagr-ams on matchbook covers or doughnut hox- 

Q 

tops. We began to~realizk that there is now a need for an organized squrce of infp- 
mation on the $lanni.ngian.d building of a timber-frame structure. 

_ Early ckaftsmen abandoned timber framing as smaller sawn, starrdard lumber 
and ine,xpensive’nails became available. Today, however, many sizes and lengths of 
timbers are available from lumber mills [who Miill deliver your order .to your 
building siteg; a.nd n-ails, are no longer inexpensive. Therefore, we have returned to 
timber frampg and we’would like to share with you several of the considkrations ,~ 
which persuaded us to adopt and recommend this method of construction. . 

% We ha& discovered *ihat there are strtictural, economic and aesthetic advan- 
tages to ti?ber framing. A timber-flame house offers more Strength than a conven- 
tionally framed house becauge,>he frame bears the ,+veight, as in the human s 
skeleton; the walls (like skin] mainly provide closure. Since thk timber frame is 
jointed together, it needs few nails or bolts which weather more quickly thati wood +’ 
pegs. Because windoivs can be <mounted on the frame, rather than onthe sheathing, i- Z+l, 
the system is strong and weather-tight. History provides the best test for durability. 
Timber-frame houses built ifi Europe as-early as the fourteenth century,, stand, 

9= 

prou& and sturdy, to this day. 
Compared to conventional construction, timber-fra&e str?ic;.ures can be 20 to 30 

perqent less expensive to,build. Less energy is expended in both the milling and the 
construction of the frame. Atthough it.takes just as long to mill a2” x 4” as it does a 
major timber, there are far fewer tiebers in a timber structure than there aie 2” x _ 
4”s in a conventional frame. The fact tha? we use native lumber consi’dera,bly 
reduces transportation costs a,nd the amount’“of time and energy we expend on the 
job. For people interested in using wood heat, timbers absorb-and retain heat Aore,, 
efficiently than a conventionally framed house. The sun’s warming of the solid mass 
of wood in a timber frame works to the advantage of a solar heating &stem as well. ’ 
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0 The timber-frame hous’$‘is. h>, the standards both of nature and of 

Y . 

beautiful. The exposer1 fra&ing in a finish,e&irp%r house is one of its m 
XL 6L.e features; striictural and finish \york mekge .a-rGl become one philse of 

lion. A timber-lrame house o\vner,has a 1% e range of choice as to \vhat 

-1 ‘tialls ijntl ceilings he Lvants. The, acoust 
‘those of a con\~entional~structure. sine 

a timber-frame. house are’bet 

frame reduces echoes. qou will 
diversity of surf-aces in the 

discover in ,timher-frame structu.res, 
1 no large surface; thgt force light to r,ef’l.ect harshly: natural ‘and laps ligh . 

_ S;~ftl!s and warmly, e*nhanced 1~)~ the wood. The basic plandof a tim$er-frame house ’ 
adapts-well to various arrangements of interior space and to an!..[uture additions .’ 
the owner might decirle to build, since there is no structural ne&ssity fbrd)artitions. , 
Rooms can he large and open. YOL,I can fill vour rooms with hanging pots and pans, 

‘plants. tools, or hammocks. since the ft:tie’itself is a na!umLantl hap‘py place from 
which to suspend anything. 

,; ~ ’ 
,. 

If you have some-basic carpentry skills, you and some helj).eis can frame a ‘.a 
house using the i,nformatihn in this hook. If you do not, anrl h*vc a cjarpenter in mind- 
,who has not previoils!F used timher framing, he can use. t”hisb>l.ol??to teach himself . 
how. .3 ’ .I 9 

What we are presenting here is our preference’ for timber framing as it was 
‘used $1’ the early settlers in the New Engiand colonies. We ad,mi’re th.e traditioRa1 

‘; 
. 

and functional qual-ities af such framing;, it-is aesthetically pleasinK and-al.lows’for 
flexibility in design. Perhaps most,,important to us is the fact that the method &as 
conceited by.men who relied on only their own manpower to build their houses; .Cr 

I timber’framing does not require ,any extraordinary equipment, or even electrical 
power. The meth&lology is simple and honest and .u.tjlitarian, wirh.form following - 
function. . . 

We iniiite yqu to return, as we have, to’ New England-siyle.timber framing. We / : 
think you’ll find the process of raising your own timber-frahne‘house an ext.r,emely 
satisfying experience. I. : I a d d 5. ., 1 .+, 

.< 
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HISTORIC,4I. R.tCKCROI ‘XI1 1 . 

:.: The, history of timber framing is very much a part of our rationale for building 
,,-ctimber-frame houses. Therefore, w’e will begih our book by giving you a brief out-. 

I 

!ine of that history. . 
. 

.’ a Timher framing is a tradition and a_.-skill that has its rodts in the Egyptian 
cultures of 2,000 B:C. No one k~;~.s.wYG~came alo’ng first, the carpenter or the fur- 
niture.maker. We da’kn~~t;har7urniture making and timber framing use the same 
‘sys!em ofSjoinery. P%i%ers were iraditionally their own carpenters and furnitu-!e ~ , , 

’ makers. IJsing the same system of joinery for both tasks siFnp1ifie.d their life.: 
‘When the first settlers arrived in Ameri.ca, they were faced with a varietj, of 

-obstacles. the most urgent of which was housing. There were no local housing 
models to copy. What Che settlers knew about English architecture didn’t help much 
to acclimate,them to ttreifnew environment, with its extremes in tem.perature.and 
its periods of rain and drought. Their fi.rst homes were very primitive. They scraped .. L 
ant a dugout under a hillside, and made a fire.against the wall on the highest side, z 
but they soon found that smoke andheayy rains made their sod huts uninhabitable. 
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2 TlfI: TI,\!HER I~K:l.\1IYC IlOOK 

The colonists ‘w!,ere forced to develop their own meth’od of building, taking into con- 
sideraty6n facto& such-as climate, available materials, and the capacities. of their >k 

own labor f&e. + 
Wood, stone, marble, slite. sand and cla>, \vere abundant in Xew England, hut 

masons. carpenters. sawyers and tools were not. When skilled craftsmen and’tools 
began to arrive-from Europe, the settlers started to duplicate the methods of con- 
struction Firevalent in England and Holland at that time. They used the wattl’e and 
daub method, that is, a wood frame was fille! in v+th woven twigs and smeared o 
with mud, Later. when bricks became available, the spaces in the frame were filled 
in with brick nogging. 1 

I 

. . i > 
In Englahd. the settlers had alreadi learned about the properties of white oak 

in their construction. They continued to make use of this wood in:both,frame and 
finish work in spite of the abundance of more easily workable hard and soft woods 
in America. This tradition survived in the colonies unti’l as late as 1800, when the 
abundant, native pine came into use. 

The settlers were eventually forced tb modify the wattle an; daub method. 
They were discovering that extremes of weather made the wood frames and nogging 
shrink andaswell and eventually crack. Soon, nogging was eliminated altogether, as :3 
the colonists found. that clapboard exteriors and plaster,interiors provided more ” 
protective walls. At this point, in’ the, early 1600.5, the log cabin was virtually.unheard 
of as yet in New England, andCone structure the colonists had experimented with, a J 
stockade bf sharpened lo@ driven into tie ground and filled in with mud, had . 
proven impractical. Therefore, the New Ehglanders directed their energies toward . . . 

- perfecting and expandingthe w’oad-f&me., ciapboard-sheathed cottage. It was their 
solution to the problem of shelter in their new environm:ent. 

These houses set the standard both for strength‘ and for security aga’inst climatic 
and environmental menaces. The timbers were. squared wibh a broad: axe and 
finished with an a’dze. Planks and beards were cut with a pit saw. It tias an arduous ” 

* task for two.men; one worked f&m above and bne from below, using a long: straight . 
. . r LI ’ ‘. . /” 

, . . . .., s . . -’ i I . -;.. ..e I = 
,, _I- . --- -~ ,.‘ ., _ 6. . , &: 
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saw. Even thougtiit took onI>, 13 L’ears from the time the first settlers arrived to es- 
tablish the first water po\ver saw at the Falls of the Great Il’orks River in GTaine, 

d labor w8.s al il pr(?mium.. 
\’ 1 

. . / 

. 

Because 8-f time an’d 1 ab o r 
limitations, the. earlv settlers built 
one-room houses, wh:!ch wer? e,ither 
cqe or one-and-a-half stories high. 
There was an”entry way. or porch, 
and a chimney stack at one end. 
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Bgr 1675, modifications of this plan de\~eloped A second room was added on the 
other siHe of the chimney, creating space for a kitchen and a living room. The house 
now had a central source of heat. Then, by raising the roof and adding a “lean-td” 
along the back lengtliof the house, a second story was created. The design, known as 
the saltbox design, allowed for three rooms on the ,first fldor and.an attic on the 
second. By 1700, householders w,Fre using the saltbox design as a pi-an, rather than 
just as ‘a means of expansion, for their cottages. Very sqon, the lean-to was ahan- 
doned in favor of the full two story house, in which the second floor attic was . 
replaced by three rooms. We mentioned b’efore thgi we consider the inherent flex- I 
ibility for adding rooms and stories to be one of the impo+tanf advantages of timber 
framing (dne that the early: settlers counted on). ,Even though few of us begin 
building with ju& one room’ today, the evqlution of design in timber framing il- 
lustrates’the many options we have for structural expansion as our space needs 
change. 

,. <~ 

Flant.l-hewn timbers jointed together ‘and se.cured with pegs remained the 
metho.d of’ constructi’on until ihe ,early decades of the nineteenth century.’ In the ’ 
183Os, 8s ine$pensive machin&nadgnails and standardized sawn lumt!er became 
availhble, the: balloon frame hwse came into being. The lighter frame and 
simp,lifidd lab6r .r’equlrements 6f b,alloori framing appeared at a time .when’ both 
transpdrtation and milling te$hniques were still pr,i.mitive. The timber-frame 
melhod was soon replhced by the new, .faster and more kconomical process. By this 
time, however, the colonists had Successfully adapted their housihg to their new- 
world environment. Their structures tiere compact, low-ceilinged, centrally heated 
by a large fireplbce, protected by small windows covered with oilcloth, weath’er- 
tightened by clapboards, and secured with roofs with pitches that could :$d the 
rains and snows of New England. 

We will .be ,talking about metho.ds for building a timber frame, 
0 >a, pw 

thodg very 
much like the ones of the 1750s. Our frames reflect the traditional propbrtidns, ceil- 

+ ing *heights, roof pitches and structural systems which the 2olonists developed in 
response to. th.eir needs. We have the advantage of.choos?ng to f’ollow in their tradi- ., 
tion not because we negd to, but because we have foundlheir methods practical and i 
ihe finished product =beauJiful. ‘. 

1 
Q 

Bvt befofe we do that; let’s, examink the sbecific reasons’that &e, as modern 
builders, ‘prefer timber-fra?e structures. 
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Timber framing is a personal statement made by; the builder-owner. From the 
‘beginning. the work i*both a process and product, to be seen and ehjoyed, to take 
prid:e in and to use. This involvement between builder ahd building sets timber 
framing ap.art from. other methods of modern construktion. A timber frame, is a 
handcrafte’d piece of,work fashioned frdm the best of materials - wood. The end 
product is a living. breathing, organic structuri: yhich will las’t many generatipns. 1 
The high quality of workmanship in the frame, its strength, durability, and beauty, ’ 

e can serve as a model for all the many generations of people who will live in and look 
at the houSe. 

Timber framing seems to have many limitations. For example, a timber frame 
must be built by hand if it is to be properly done. It demands that the builder &e 

~care,~ traditiorial tools, .a lnt &_time, and have-an ~understanding -Qf tr&liLiion. The ,‘. ---‘~. 
timbers are heavy, and it takes many hands to raise them. The frame is also limited - 
in size (theye will never be a timber-frame skyscraper] and style [the system of 
timber f-raming tends to dictate a box or rectangular shaped house). The massive 
roof system is 

1 
n expensive one, and therefore the pitch shduld be steep so that 

there is as muc space as possible under the roof: the basic cape, saltbox, garris-on, 
gambrel and two story styles of timber-frame homes evolved from this inherent 
robf/space limitation. It takes more man hours to compb&te a timber frame than a 
conventional 2” x 4” frame. The method also requires mori: equipment and special 
tools - tools w’hich, are traditional an’d might require time to acquire and mastec. 

But the uniqueness of the timber frame d,erives frorp the fact that its seeming . 
limitations turn out to be its assets. The frame’that takes more time and mofe people 
to raise is the frame that becomes an act df friendship, a community effort. Timber 
framing provides the.situtition in ,which people can help one another, in wh’icli pea- . 

.* 

1 . 
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pie make a commitmentto each other and to their comes. 1Z’e feel that traditional 
methods and tools and building by,hand hel’p us to appreciate the better, more sub- 
stantial kind of life that we are trying to reintyoducezinto our communities. The age- 
old styles of timber-frame houses algn fit the spirit and climate of New England. 
These new homes~will- depend ,on the use of local reso$ccks, lab:c&and materials. In 
contrast to timber framing, automated construction se&s to-us-to be th.Qrgughly LUI-’ 
acceptable. The timber-frame home will still be standing when the “IiPi’e biyes‘on 
the hillside” fall dawn; they will prove ‘[? he an-asset r,ather than 2 -’ l&hili’ty to a 
town. i 

3 
‘$A - I. 

We look-to the craftsman to producesuch high quality work. I160 is he? H$~~gs 
not need IO have accrued thirl>, years of expekience or to h&ye come from a family of 

FIRST,.THINK ABOUT THE PROJECT IN ITS ENTIRETY 

What is the nature of the job? Is jt going to be vis,iFle, and if so, how much of it 
and by whom will it he seen? Does the end product have to work - can it resist peo- 

! pie, support a horse, or rain or snow? Will’it be portable, stationar!,. permanent. or 
’ temporacy.~and to what degree? How long does it have to last - hours, days. weeks, . ’ 

months,?r years? Is the task part of a whole or an end in itself? 

What are the tools necessaryfo.~.the._jab? ~~_. .- .- ’ - - - _ -5.. .~ - -- - --’ -. -- 

What are the materials necessary for the job? 
How are you going to transport your tools, equipment, and mater’\,als to the job? 
What is tshe follow-through and the clean UP process? * 

\ i, 
, 

SECOND, ASK YOURSELF IF YOU ARE CAPABLE OF DOING THE JOB 
._ 

Ask this only after you have considered all 6’f the factors ,above. 
Proceed if you can. 

0 
k ’ 

If you cannot, admit it,‘and ask, read, observe and practice until $0~ can. You 
can ask Housesmiths for help on any phase of the planning or building of your 
house. 1 



” THIRD. PREPARE FOR THE TOti ‘. I 
, ‘. ,- 

\ 

Think of the logical order in rvhich the joh should he done~. 
Qrpnnizo all- the tools and materials hefore !‘ou start to transport-them to the 

,silf?. 
. 

I 

FIa\re the m:!terials- and tools on hand and make sure there is enough of 
.* e\per!.thing. 

Set up the’ncccss;fr!i equipment. staging, and temporar!, jigs >‘ou \viil need for 
.z . the job.’ 

_ 
,, Organize all materials 1~~. ,th& order of their use and their size. 

e Choose a solace for \vaste so that clean-up &Till n(jt he a major undertaking 
De\.ote all !‘oyr initial‘ energ! to m;>king sllre ~:OII ha\rc eirer!sthing’ yo\;‘need 

.J \vhc!n !‘~JII got to the job. 
l 

‘a 

FOURTH, THE EXECUTION OF THE & 
. 

Asseh 

: 

1.. 

- 

i, 
. 

,b 

. Pu’t each piece together as preparation for the next piece, with each step achiev- 
ini a higher degree of finish.-The-amount of skill you display and the rimount of time 

‘,-. you spend shotilc! he appropriate to the’stage of construction. In other words, rough 
! 

work demands -yo-ugh materials And rough skilli; 4inish work demands good 
-4 

materials Rnrl a high degree of skill. Know where you chn fudge -what will be seen 
. in [he end product. . . 
. .: 

Completion and Follow-Through 3, 
- : 

A jdh is complete ‘when all the component parts .have been assemhiesi 
succe&f6lly and the tiork has been accepted by whoever isresponsible for the job. 

L A successful job is dne in which the materials and workmarlship ser’ve the purpose 
for which they were designed for the duration .of the tiine the product is expected to 
last. 

Clean-up a 
B 

A job has a specific time and p&e. When it is compleie, all,items no longer- 
related to it must be remov&$-: Returh and store all tools, equipment and materials * 
so they are ready for tv’next job. \ 

A mechanic can o&y all these rules. -But ‘what makes a c;aftsman? A 
ex&,qutes a job in an efficient, economical and perc_eptive 



. 

i 
\va!f. deciding as:hc goes alpnp how.hest i”o use his skill and his time. He is able to 
arrange his woik so that there is always a built-in cushion to acScount for all 
irregularities aqcl human inaccuracy; at the’same time he makes sure that he is 

‘producing a be-‘utiful, structurally sound product. He knous how to hide the ragged 
corners. He 6ng erstands the future of the joh an,d the materials. how they will react ;1 
to weather. loqds and forces. Ffe knows which measurements are the critical ones. 
He knows kvhe’re the greatest chances of error are, and how to reduce i.hose chances. 
He is alwa!~ 9 in et-kin _ ,, g his bzrork and his measure~yen?s h\, using an,alternate method 
of calculatin’: He h’as a constant vi&al image of t,he end product. He knows that 

9 , 
measuring Fifth a ruler of an!! sort is o’nl!, a methocb’of transporting the relative size I 
of somethin&from one pvlace to another. He recognjze’s that this is one of the easiest 
ways to rna!qz a mistake, either because o’,e can read the rule incorre?tl\, or not ac- 
cilratel>, enough. He adds again, subtracts again, and tes’ts his memr,r\:. ._ 

The craftsman’s way of avofdi,ng yistakes’is!to measure as little as l)ossible. 
[<‘hen’ he does measure, ,he do+ so two or three times, and cuts only once. He 
scribes as much of his wor’k as he kan b!r holding one piece in place and marking it to 
The-existing sitLlation. Or he makhs a’templtite for repeti!i& wor$.-JIe ynderstands 
his tools, !hefr capabiljties. their!limitations, iYteir design and funE!ion. He ‘knows 
,that Ieye& and squ,nres Are also always relat’iv; and onI>, represent the a’ctual situa- 
tion. He knews that measuring to&Is ca:n he interp-%ted in various ways; and each is 
affected daily Ii!, location and we2th’er. Ile knowshis tools and his skill allows him 
to adjust to their eccentricitLies. I; 

In the heart of any good craftsman i.s a good attitude. He must care about his 
p‘roject. his tools, the tradition-and philosophy of his craft, and the durabilitv and 
heautlf of his crkation. Anyon&- whp seriously underiikes the task of building 
himself a timber frame, of learnjng tve methods, and acquir’ing the tools, steadfast]! 
lifting and cutting, fitting and &dju&ing, deserves on raising da>, to call himself a 
&ftsman. ;: 

1 . 
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Now that you know some of’ &.c histbry of tjle traditional, timber-frame house, let 
hs XI)-‘th’at t’here we?e as, mahy variations on the basic design as there were 
prototypes of it. There w%$no one wa?; that any bi’the framing was always done. For 

.: exa.mple, summer timber‘s can run from the froiit #the house to the back, or from 
side to side’opbe excluded’from the frame altoge’ther. We have not been restricted 
bysthe notion GfBreproducing “the colonial.fQtim6.” We hope that you will choose to 

: , buiJd~ihe frarpe that-is mo,s[ appealing to you, drawing on the traditional framing 
system in order to-make it’ happen: 

; f . 
i 

<There are.some important decisions’yotl ‘will be making as you design your’ 
house and before you caq order your timbers. 

;- 
What size is your house going to bk? 

, 

, 1 
Most [elks have difficulty visualizing the size of a finished ho&e by trying to 

imagine its dimenBions or by looking Zt a scale drawing. Our experience has.been 
that the house se&&, to its owner, to get bigger and bigger as it is being built. The in- 
itial staking for the excavation and foundation often looks very small. As the first 
floor framing and deck go down, the proj,ect begins to appear bigger,. On raising d.ay, 
the house is suddenly larger than life..So that yov won’t be spending more time hnd 
money than is n&essary to produce a house that is bigger than you envisioned, we 
suggest that you f(nd a cape or garrison, or any design, that $3~ think rrieets your ap- 
proximate space requ-irements, and measureit carefully. An.extrd 2 feet in a small 
cape could add As ‘much as 1,200 dollars to your budget. T.be cho’ices for interior 
space divisions are almost infinite, SO” be’ co;cerned at this point only with the 
overall dimensions. of the house. : 

i , 
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L Are you going to build your house ‘alone? 

. It takes strong mllscles to move timbers and to cut joints. If you have no power 

.i , a\.nilahle, squaring the ends of large timbers iyith a one-man saw is ha?d, time- : 
consuming bvork. If !.ou are going to have power at !‘our house eventualI),, contact I 

. !‘our electric comp~pi. about getting temporary po\ver a~ your site. . 
The amount of time >fou are going to spend building is anot’her important con- 

. sideration. It takes one of us I30 hours 10 precut all the timbers for a 26’ x.32’ cape. It I ‘_ 
I takes a sunny Saturday and six to ten strong friends for us to raise this entire,frame. 

in’cluding the rafters. We ha’\,e had, however. plenty of experience. You should plan :q. ,, 

on spendin% more time than this. and be sure to arrange for enough help. 

Where are you getting your timbers and decking? 

\~‘e suggest you check M’ith several mills, ,if possible, in >‘our area to find out if 
the sizes of timbers youlll need are available arid to find the best-priced. gr?od quali- 
ty wood. Be sure the mill can provide you wit,h the milling you need for your 
materials. and that they will deliver. We use green’pine for the timbers. We would 

-like to be able to use seasoned timbers hut it takks one year for 1 indh of lumber to 
dry and we can’t wait,eight years for an 8 inch timber to dry. The next hsest alter- 
native is to use wintercu’f trees that have cured as long as possible. We use 1 or 2 

1’ 

inch tongue and gsbove pine, spruce or hemlock planed on one side for the decking. 

‘; What tools will you,,need? . 
-4, , 

‘Although early colonists had onIy hand tools to work with,$e suggest that you 
save time* and effort hy using power tools Eor at least some pkasei*.of construction. 
For the most part, we use power tools on parts of the frame th&t will not be exposed 
in the finished house. We use hand tools for planing, adzing, an‘d finishing the parts 
that will show. (There is a glossary including tools at the end qf the bobk.] 

What’ are ‘the safety considerations? 
I) 

- The size atld number of timbers in your frame make safety rules particulariy 
important. You‘should have your foundation backfilled..before you start cagrying 
timbers around so that ynu will not be spanning open .+a;$~ carLying heavy wood. 
Be sure your tools are sharpened and in good repair: they should he checked daily. _ . 

’ .Now you,are ready to learn ahobt [he frame and its timbers. .’ 
I : 

I_ -I 

: 

‘. *’ 

. 
s 

_’ > - 
1~ 



We define “frame” as the.basic skeletal structure of the house. The frame con- 
sists of different sizes of timbers. The definitiups of these different timbers will 
make a lot more sense if, as you read about them, you refer to the labeled drawing at 
the beginning of the hook. A better way to understand a frame andits component 
parts is to sit in the middle of a friend’s timber-frame house’or barn and study the 
Lzisible framing. The functions and relationships’of all the parts .asp thei form a 
whole wil.1 become more ohvious as you begin to develop a working knowledge of 
timber framing. 
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Repinning at the foundation, the frame consists of the following timbers. 

_ SlI,I,S These are the major hoiizontal timbers lvhich lie on the founda- 
tion and form the lowest part of the frame. 

POSTS Known also as uprights, postsare erected perpendicular to the ’ 
? 1 

_ sills at specified intervals. They are also used as supports within the 
. ,, .’ I frame:as around masonry,. * 

c 

(: I ‘NSTOCK POSTS These are 
special posts ivhich provide art- 
ditional support a~ the points where 

.othcr major timbers meet. Gunstock 
posts widen- in size in one traverse 
.direction from floor to ceiling. 

, 

ri (:LRirS These are major second or third story horizontal timbers which 
run from the front to the hack of a structure. 

I 

]OiSTS These are any of the smaller 
horizontal tim$bers which run 
parallel to each other between major” 
timhers to fill out the structure and 
provide support for decks. ’ 

PLATES These are the major second or third story horizontal timbers 
which run from one end of the frame to the other. The plates support the 
rafters. 



THE FRr\IlE 13 = 
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; SI!.\f.\lb:R. This is the largest major: 
horizontal timher spanning the girts. 
II runs parallel to the ‘plates and 

. parallel IO the front of the structure. 
2 Th,is timber can range in bvidth from 
’ 12 lo 17’: inches. 

.-, 
ft:II~“I‘F:RS ‘I’hesk are the sloping 

-main timljcrs nf the rnnf frame. 

,f’I’R!,f,‘I:S These are horizontal 
members of the roof frame which 
run between rafters. 

RfII(;EI f’CJI,f*: This is a hori%ntal 
timher which connects the rafters at 
the peak. 

RH:ICES These smaller. timbers are 
placed diagonally between posts and 
girts or. plates to make a structure 
mnre rigid. , 

CO1,1,,4R 7’IF:S Running parallel to 
the girts. these timbers connect rafter 

., pairs at a given height. 

fIE.‘i?’ This is a section of a frame 
ivhich is composed of a ‘line of ver-. 
tical pests and the horizontal timbers 
that connect them. 

I 
c 

‘0 . 

n 
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As you continue reading and hegi’, to plan your own house, you will learn the 
whys and wherefores of some of the optional framing members, such as summers, 
collar ties,.and e?en ridge poles, The rema”lning members are considered standard 
and only differ in their dimensions and relationships to each other in the whole. 

Now that you have an overview of what the structural frame of vour house con- 
sisb of and lnoks like, we’d like to discuss the calculations and measurements that 
will enable you to’figure out how to put-it $11 together. 

i 

? 

. / 

,.- 
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, Tg-he able to orrle’c framjng materials, an8 to estimate’hoth cosis and @me, you 
M;ill.need to .know how ,@ make some.hasic calculations and measiurements. Your 
c.al;:ulations will save you time in the long run. Figure everything bn paper, order 
correctl>f.-and then put all your energy into carrying out the prescrqhed operations. 
We have developed some formulas which we will present at the end of this chapter. 

* 

qlong nith our calculations for several sample situations. 
i,c 

First of ‘all, before you can order materials. you will need’ to figure the ’ 
measureme-nts of: - 1 ,. . ! . 1 I the Fjerimeter of ‘the buildin;; < I 

the r&f - the span, rise, run and pitch: I 
.i the rafter length; ~ I 

the ‘squar’e footage measurkme’nts. 
*I 
I 

’ 

# 
‘. 

PERlMRTER’\This is a term which describes the number of feet around 
your house. Tzifind the perimeter of a square huiIdihg, multiply the 
length. of one side by four. For-a rectangular building, afd the width and 
length together and multiply by two. Finding the perimeter is necessary 
for determining orders for foundation .materials, ahd for figuring 
measurements for sills, plates and girts. 
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HOOF’ PI’R2I.I’ and’ SI.OPb:S These jr, terms \vhic:h refer to the . / 
relationship ilf the angle of the rnbf to the horizontal plant! of your house. 

b The’roof’s Function is III proiect. It is*slopPd so that it shT!ds \vater. [)tlr in- 
n tcntion.is alwavs to design and build a rrlof that is attracti\.e as LVI:II as 

. L 

cffectivc:. The prnp~r‘tions of thtl rilo;f sloI)~~s art’ :~ . an iniI~ortanI f~lf:mf~ril of 

.thc tratlition ,\vtf respect i-n our htlildiny of lirnl~c~r-frarnr: strllc:trlrt:s 
-#oIlowing tratl:ition’s esampl(t. then, wt’ I(~ok at.pitch as ;I rc:lati~lnshiI) of 

1 the height of thi?ridg@ abo\,e thf> plate to the \vidth of tht> huildinp. The: 

,p 
hei’iht of the ridge above the piat@ is called thr> ~1s~. (a). and the \vidth r)f, 
thr building is called the span. (ih). Thk.run., (h]. is half the span. 

Fbr example, 173 pitch meahs that the rise is?/3 the width of ‘the 
building. Thus, if the building .is 30 feet wide, the rise is 10 feet. 
Sometimes; the pitch is.expressed as the relationship of the rafter length 
to the tiidth of the building. For ex.!mple, a 2/3 pitch means that the. 
length of the rafter is 2/3 the width of .the building. If the building is 27 . 
feet wide, the rafter would be 18 feet.!pag. In Gothic roofs, the length of 
the rafter is.equal to the width of the building. In square pitch roofs, the 
rise is eqyal to the run and the rafters meet at right angles at the peak. 
Conventional builders use set formulas and tables to determine the pitch 
of the roof. These formulas serve only to relate the rise to the run without 
specifically relating the pitch 1o.the overall building dimensions. Thus, 
-an 8/12 pitch means that for every IZ inches that you~measure in on the, 
horizontal girt, you will measure up 8 inches on the rise. - 
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I Iow. then, do !.orl determine what pitch !zou uould like? Either find an 
old building that has pleasing proportions and make some measurements 
of house tvitlth. and of rafter length and/or rise, or draw your house 
tlimonsions and design a ro;!f that ~‘(111 ivill like. \I’e prefer square pitches 
on capes, saltboxes and some ba’rns. We have used a l/3 pitch on two 
story center-chimney colonials. 

‘? 

R:\F’SF:R J,J-:S(Z’T’J~S These are determined b!. a formula once you knou 
the width of the building and ‘the rise. .A simple application of the a2 c h* 
= c2 fo~rmula used to dctcrmine the sides of a triangle will give FUJI your F 
rafter length. This is fully explained in Chapter 9. 

SQI l:\flt: f~OO’I’:\(:f-1 ,\fE.~ISf :R,Y.\l~:STS These are’ a!7a measyrements 

._ “i 
nf:c[!ssar;’ for clcttC!rmining ho\v much li\ring area the hnuse’cvill have. and 
for Ilrtl(!rlng mat~~rials !,~~u’ll nee(l to huil(l the frame and deck. Following 
iiro,I)io sclli;ir(: fl)Otilgf? mf:ilsllromttnts !‘orl \,vill hfl computing. 

I ~5/5:\f~l.I~: SQI !:\fIE f.‘OO’I’,~\(;t: Of.’ :\ f31’II~JIl.\fv(~ For ii squarf: building 
.mrlltipl!, the length elf on;: sitle IJ\, itself. For a t\zo storb, building. multi[J- 
I!. thfa clc)\vnst;lirs ar(:;l’h!, 2.~. 1f’it.s a caps, multipI!, the downstairs arty 
h\, I,.75 for the total useahlt? area.. ;intl for a saltbox, multiply the 
(lo\vnst;lirs are,1 1)) 1.~15. ‘T’hosc are the formulas LV~ tfevisecl so that the 
atltli tionalbarea ,of the attics createcl b!, (raditional roof pitches is provid- 
etl for. (Those computations are useful onI,!, for estimating the living area 
of the building.] 

. 

i. S(>l‘r.~IH~: FOO’J’:\(:~ OF FLOORS This area equ’als, the length times the 
\vitlth times the number of stories or floor2 in your house, including t$e 

-!&.!tic if there is to be one. &“-, . 

J3,O:\fiJI I;( IO’J This is an abstract volume of lumber 1 inch thick. 12 in- 
c:h[:s wide and ‘12 inches long. To find out how many board feet there are 
iri a giLzen length or lengths of lumber, you use the following formula: 

thickness (in inches) x width (in inches) x length in feet 
12. .* 

L 

Thus, a 3” x 5” timber 12, feet long would have: 
3" x 5” x 12’ = 15 board feei (bf). 

12 
. 

If there were 40 3” x 5”s 12 feet long, there would be: “1 

!-. 
40 (3" x 5" x 12') = 600 bf. 

12 

LINEA! FOOT This is a term that refers to thelength of any given pikce 
of lumber. For example, 12 linear feet of 2” x 4"s is enough to cover 12 
running feet. 
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When \‘our frame calls for a number of pieces that are all ihe.same length [for 
exam’ple; the joists), yo11 can order them by the piece. For example. b’ou might ask 
for NI 3” s 5”s 8 feet long. This ~vould be ‘an alternative to figuring out the board feet 

‘F * in your order. The total number of board get In,ynur frame is a useful number for 
determining bvhat your materials \vill cost, &yce’lumber is fr..eql~entl!~ priced b>’ the 
board foot. It’s then simply a matter of multiplying the gross number+of board feet of 
lumber in !+ur frame b!, that price in orller tthmake a fairI>, &irate estimate of 

i 

\vhat !‘our frame materials uill cost. 8 
I 

There are some useful terms associated \vith ordering decking. \l’e use tongue 
and groo\‘e [also called matched] hoards for decks. ThesP can be planed on one side 
(the side !fou stalk on] and rough on the other (the side that i~ould he the visible 
ceiling of the first floor). or the!, can be planed on both sides for a smooth ceiling. 
This is cadAt:cl either 111s ~d~cssetl-one,-side). or SIS [smoclth-one-sitle). or. in the 
‘case rlf tlz’o smooth sitles. 1124 or S?S. YOGI can use boards which ha\,e square smooth 
~:_clgc:s. 1)11t >‘ou frill fintl that tonur~e ant1 tiroo\‘e boartls. art: strrjnuer & 

No& that wo hriv;: presente(1 the basic formul’as and terminolog>. LV(: wi)l give I 
!‘ou an esample of how these calculations can ac!unll!, \vork for !por~ ;IS you plan 
your house.‘We’Il also give you Some m‘ore of the fi)rmul’as we’ve worked OLII over 
the !-ears. The\, should provide you with some shortcuts in !pour figuring. f:irst of all, 
let’s s;I!’ !9u’rc: blliltling a 36’ x 32’ cape. (These figures art? \‘er!’ familiar to us since 

.- those are the dimensions of Gur oLvn cape. Lvhich \ve built in the spring of 1~5). Otl,r 
roof has a square pitch and Lye chose 7’6” oeilings to have room for our Shaker Hutch 
Which is 6’8”. Therefore the height to the girts is 6’9”. 
. + Firsr. calculate the number of square feet of useahle space in the house. 
downstairs and upstairs. Because of its roof pitch, a cape only has three-frrurths of * 
the usenhle space upstairs that it has downstairs. Thus, ~t’e use the length times the 
,witltK times a factor of 1.?‘5 whenever we,ciant to calculate the useahle living space , 
of a cape. ,a 

‘ iL 
I ‘SE:;\AJ,E SQr r,4RE I’OOT,4(:E: OF HOI !SEL 

i dgwnstairs = 26’ x 32’ 1 832 sq. ft. i 

upstairs = .75 x 832 sq. ft. = 624 sq. ft. 
total = 1456 sq. ft. r? 

Shortcut: (26’ x 31’ x 1.75 = 1456 sq. ft.) * 

PERIMET~:R OF HOIISE: [ZS’ + 32’) x 2 = 116’ 
. 

i *. RAFTER LENGTH: a2 + b2 = I? 
132 + 172 = c2 L 

338 = I? r 

18’ 3 15/16” =“c 6r 18’4” 

Round the figures off to the nest highest foot for ordering pur- , 
poies. 

The following formulas, ones we have derived,iwill serye as a rough gui&e for 
calculating the amount of materials vou will need, and the hours VOLI will suend to ._ 

< -a 
. ( 

‘, Ts 
-t ; . . 

. I’ c 
.’ ’ _ ‘, A - ~ I 
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. q-’ 
complete the framing phase of construction. These figures afe onI>, estimates, but 

f. 

thl, are very helpful for halfpark fi,&rinF. 
~. 

d “,.,,., ,, 1L .: 

l~‘lI.~\,\Zl.: T-0 determine the number of board feet in a framtih-1 .in,ch‘ 
thick decks. multiply the useabltl square footage b>, a factor of 4.25. .:, 

I. 
A 26 s 32’ cape ~vould have 1456..sq. ft. x 4.25 = 6188 bd. ft. 

, 
A 26’ x 34’ saltbox would have 1723 sq*. ft. s 4.25 = 7322 bd. ft. _j~ 

To determine hoti long it \vill take a skilled person to cut and raise the 
frame. multiply bhe useable square footage by a factor of .15 hours. 

.- 

i 

. . 
.-xi. 

A 26’ x 32’ cape woL~;d take 145fi sq:. ft. x .15 = 218.4 hours: that 
is, it would take three workers 1.8 weeks, or it would take one 
man 5.4 weeks. 
A 26’ x 34’ salthos would take’ 1723 sq. ft. x :15 = 258’:5 hrs. .- 

IIb:Ck’S ‘To roughly detekmine the number of hoard feet of lumber in a 2 
ihch thick deck, multip?y the useable’square footage by a factor of 2.70. 

: 
The cape would have 1456 sq. ft. x 2.70 = 3931 bd. ft. 
The saltbox would have 1723 sq. ft. x 2.70 = 4652 bd. ft. 

I’ To determine how long it will take you to lay the deck, multiply useable 
Square footage. times a factor of .03 hours. 

The cape decks would take 1456 sq. ft. x .03 = ‘43.68 hrs; 
The Saltbox wquld take 1723 sq. ft. x .03 = 51.69 hrs. 1 

If you’.re laying a I irich sub.floor and a I inch finish floor, your time es- 
timate for laying the decks will be determined by multiplying useable 
square footage by a factor of .02 for the subfloor and a factor of .l for the 
finish floor, which requires more care and time. 
For the cape: 1456 sq.. ft. x .02 = 29 hrs. ’ 

* 

1456 iq. ft. x .l ‘G, 145,6 hrs. 
‘:. 

And for the saltbox: 1723sq. ft. x .02-= 3.46 hrs. 

1723 sq. ft. x .l = 172.3 hrs. 

If you use tile in the bath and/or the kitchen, there will be fewer board 
feet to order, and there will be fewer boar,&-‘feet to lay, thereby 

i diminishing the time factor. You.can either lay a deck once using 2 inch 
.; stock, bra lay it twice using a 1 inch subfloor covered with a 1 inch finish 

floor. The advantage to the method of laying a Z-inch deck once is khat it is 
D .: practi‘cal and saves time. Jt’s finished at once - yo 

move heavy aplpliances, and furniture around later en it’s time to 
I - : 

\  

/  
.  

,9 
; 
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finish the,fl.oor. Hp<vever, if your initial capital is limited and you are in- 
terested i.n taking- Bdvan?age of an opportunity to salve mane!‘. you can h: 

\, 
‘\ 

defer half your flooring expense till later by la>:ing just the 1 inch sub- 

\ 
floor. For esample. in the 26’ x 32’ cape. the materials alone wouldcost 

0 320 dollars more (at our local prices) for 2 inch decking-than for I inch 
(I ‘\ decking. j 

\ 

‘. 
i ’ * T’I;\IE: TI COA-IPIJ:TF: THE EI.\‘?‘IHE HOI ‘SE This can varv to a large ex- 

4 

; 

, 

A 
. . 

/ 
0 

. 

, , 

\ tent, depending on y’our foundation. the masonry.. and -the- degr<ee of 
\ 
‘5 

finish detail, but you can roughly, estimate the time the cvhole project will 
\ stake hy, multipl>,ing square footage times a factor of .nl weeks. This for- 

, mula is hased or-i a work force of six people. 

For aicape, 145fi sq, ft.‘x .OI wekks equals 14.6 weeks for six 
,{I fmp 1 f?! . ~- 

E’or a salthcrx, Ii’23 SC]. ft. x .Ol weeks equals 17.2 week for six 
people. 

You should by now ha\Fe made some basic decisions ahoutyour house: how big $ ’ 
your house will Ile. hhcv high the ceilings will be, what pitch the roof will be, and so i 
on. These decisions, translated into figures,. will allow \;ou to communicate with ; ~ 
your suppliers. Before we take a look at how to devise your own particular frame, I 
we think it mighebe important to take a look at how all these pieces of the frame,get 1 
put together, that’,‘s. how joinery works. We’ve chosen to discuss joinerp at this point ‘i 
because .we 7 want you to .know what. is involved in cutting your joints before you ‘; + 
decide how many 

+ 
tick$you will need, and before you<decide what sticks will be in- 

cluded in your part !cular frame. If time and labor are restricted, you may choose to 1 
use simpler joinery \iln.d .fewer, larger timbers. If you.are working as a community , 
with lots of time for the project, perhaps you will ch.oose to go full tilt in terms of the ’ 
joiner he flexib~lity~,bf the New England timber-frame tradition allows you to do 
either 1 still be true to its heritage. The builders of two hundred years ago had the 

‘:,, ’ 
* 

same problems you will face’. : 
: 

3 
. . . 

i 

b. 

-. 
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DEFINITIONS 
rc Cl 

Joiner!, is the craft of cohnecting and securing the separate members of the 
frame to one another bv means of’specific cuts on the ends and/or sides of the 
timbers. Eat;h of these jdinks has a name and Is u.sually some-variation of a hole or 
slot onone timber, arid a correspopding, matching projection on the other. Follow- 
ing are definitions and drawings of the joints you will most likely use. 

SIMPI,F: MORTISE:‘j4ND TENON A mortise is a hole or slot in a timber, 
and is also called-i pocket, housing, 0; the female,part of the joint. A 
tenon’, called the male portion of the joint, isYhe projqctiqn wh’ich fits into 

* the mortise. The tenon can either be a’) a gntral tenon or b) a full-width 
tenon. A third type of mortise and tenon is{the tusk joint where the tenon 
go.es.al! the,way through the correspond&&-mortise. This joint is used at 
the point whereVposts-arle joined to sills, girts a‘ir,d plates. 

-’ , 



JJAJ,F-1,.4P In this joint, the mortise is an L-shaped notch on one timbei 
a.nd the tenon a corresponding L-shaped projection. A half-1,ap joint can 
also describe a situation in which each timber being joined has an itlen- 
tical and corresponding L-shaped portion removed from its ends. The 
half-InI) is u’setl whore joists join the sills, plates, girts and/or summer. or 
,&here girts join plates, and where one part of th(t sill joins another part 
of the sill. 

. 

IIt )VI~~‘J’:\Jl. Tbs is a spec;al mortise 
and tenon. The tenon is tapered to fit 
tightly into n cor:responding mortise. 
This is the strongest joint for joining , 
two timhers ;lt.right angles. We use it 
to join the srtmmkr to the girts or 1 
plnles: 

JfAJ,E’-UC)VE:TAIL This joint looks, 
appropriately enough, like half a 
ddvetail. It is used to join.collar ties 
to the rafters. Ii is also used 
sometimes to join the members of the 
sill at the corners, or to join a corner 
brace to a post and girt or plate. 

, 



I ’ 
.\IOI)IFIk:l) .~lOR’l’ISI~~ This joint is ’ 
used to join the rafter pairs at the \ ‘. ,r 

,l. roof peak. I 

fIIHf>SRfOI U’ff The mortise in this joint’is a \‘-shaped notch on the end 
of a rnftcr which either a) rests-on the plate. or h) fits into a correspon- 
cling notch in tho 1’la’te. if an overhang is (losired. Sometimes half of the 
I)ortion resting on tho plate is visihlc from thr! floor helocv. ,. 

-. 

I / 
; ’ 

7 / 
J 
~---- ,/,/ 
4 &, 

OVE~RIJz4YlNG Timbers are joined end to,,end and rest on timbers 
without the use of mortises and. tenons. This system bf joinery can savk 
you time since the timbers are simply cut to prope‘r length and the ends 
squared .off. Overlaying is usually done when framing will not .be.expos- 
ed, or in an outbuilding, \’ 

’ I,ET’I’IN(; ‘I’ffHOI~Gff In this joint, . / , 
the mortise literally goes all the way 
through the timber, and the other / 
timber remains uncut.. This system is. 
sometimes used for joining joists and 

/’ 

plates. 



SC,9liE’]OINT Scarf jointsare used to join two timbers end to end so that 
they act as one uncut timber. The interlocking joint is self-supporting and 
therefore is used at points Lvhere there M’ill be no suppurting post 
beneath the joint. 

V;lHI;1’I’f( )NS ( )I*’ ‘I’1 iI-: s(::\IlI~’ J( )IS’i 

.I 
1) Irut! scurf i 

_r 
2) half-lun scarf IThis joint requires a su(porting post.) @ ;, 

3) Ilflll~~Cl mrf * ,. 
.’ ,’ 

. . 

I,ike the;Iefinitions of the parts of the frame, these’definitions are intentionally 
hrief:~Th‘e!~ Lvilj become clearer to <OLI as we describe how to cut the various joints. 
They, will also help yrou to understand the terms’\ve will be’using as we go on to the 
considerations of the laying out and cutting of .joints. Please rememher that refer- 

’ ring to the glossary.as you are studying and huilcling will help you to avoid mistakes. 

GENERAL COkIDERATI6NS FOR LAYjNG OUT ,fND CUTTING JOINTS 
., 

A profierlv executed joint $11 not weaken a timber. The old-timers who built.hy 
the seat of their pants always’used to say that if ,you replace the wood you take out, 
the timber will not suffer for it. ‘And,,con$idering the physics of the situation, they 
were right. Look at a mortise which has $aen cut to make room for the tenon. Now, 
envision the forces which will be applied,, that is, the jweight of the materials 
themselves, and the load the timber must carry. Imagine how the top surface is try- 
ing to compress itself, thus reducing the dimensions. of the notch. The bottom sur- 
face, under tension, is tryihg to pull itself apart: Now, if we replace this mortise, or 
fill it hack up with a piece of wood, we can almost restore a timber to its natural 
state. 2 



of. however, we put pieces of wood into mortises that were just slightly smaller 
than the pieces. the timher ~vould begin to ‘arch. Suppose, for example, we cut 16 
notches and put hack pieces that were l/16 inch too big, the top dimension 
~vould then be 1 inch larger than the bottom. Of course, this does not actually ’ 
happen tLec:ausrt the ~vood becomes compressed. 1Vhat does happen’ is- th’at a stress 
force has been put on the top surface to offset the compressional force. This situa- 
tion actualI>, makes the%timber stronger than it isas in its unpcut state, since an arch is 
created. 

I\ 

1 
,!y , il 

~~ - ~. --.- 

” @lLf! t&l+ tiy o&u, the kdfmces ____3 
.‘I’he unnatural forces applieil to the frame while it is being raised are incredi- 

hlc. It is being’pushed. pulled, dropped, hammered, mau,led, temporarily braced, 
driven into place, straightened out, used as staging for the next bent, or as a 6rane \ 
for lifting timbers to the second and third stories and roof. When the frame is finally 
in place and properly braced, the processes of sheathing, decking, trimming out, 
plastering and the completion of other finishing stages add more and more material 
and mass. And yet, the frame is strong enough to hear all this. Consider the attackof 
the hammer alone. The sw?ng of an ordinary hammer on a nail is 1000 pounds per 
square inch for-the insrant that it hi,ts the nail! The combine@ forces exerted hy%he 
people living in the house and the climate outside it are not as great as the stresses i! . 
endures during construction. As the old-,timers used to say, if ,the joints will hold 
together while the frame is being raised, they will be strong enough for anything * 
thtit follows. 

- -.- ‘4s we stated earlier, early builders made a continual effort to restore the 
‘original strength of the timber. Consequently, we have uncovered joints made one 
and even-two hundred years ago that are still good and tight. The huil$ers*responsi- 
ble f@r the e.joints had the kind of intuition that distinguishes the craftsman from 
the mecha ic. 

The ho se frame is like a piece of furniture. (In fact, as we explained in 
Chapter 1, th 

k, 
same joints used in good furniture making are simply greatly enlarg- - 

ed for the tiii7 er frame.) Both a fine deacon’s bench and a timber frame,reflect the 
skill of the craftsman, who has understanding of the complex forces which these 
structures must resist and who has a desire to create a finished, exposed product 
that is both functional and beautiful. /- 

. 

(-1 
: ’ 

/ . 

T.o achieve fhis kind of strength ind Guality, there are-several important con- 
siderations in laying out and drawing the lines for all of these joints priorlto.cutting. 

- . 

The forces can no longer ‘try to reduce the dimensions of the niortise. *They 
must, int ‘fact, disperse themselves over a large area of the timber: 
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Organization /H “pi7 ;, , / 
I 

S?‘.*\CKlS(: Your timbers and other - &; 
lumber should he stnckcd in piles h!r 
size and length. IJse 1” x 2”:,t,oards to 
separate la!rers of tighcrs and leave 
spaces between all timbers so that 
air can cir?ulate throughout the-pile. 

, .,. 

.‘_ 

Stack all of your joists in one pile, all your posts in‘another. and so 
on. The timbers should’besaccessible, and be arranged so that you have 
room to maneuver around the piles, and ~1) that they are as close as possi- 
ble to the site. Tools should also be organized an’d kept%close at hand. II is 
convenientto have a covered box in whit!+ you can stdre tools overnight. 

/ 
CHOOSING THE LO(L4TION FOR JOrNTS ON ,4 TIMBER For cash 
timber, a decision must be made,as to which face or faces you will w3nt 
exposed i9 the firiished ~ousk. We think-of the timbers as “li&q,” having 
complexions and coloring and textures, or grains. Thus, part of your deci- 
sion can be governed by aesthetic preference, and part bystructqal con- 

’ siderations. Most timbers have a crown, or convex curve. The crown can 
curve slightly or be quite bowed. A slight crown is desirable since a‘rcGed 
timbers. as we mF.ntioned lyefore, are stronger than straight ones. ‘on a 
timber whichwil’l lie horizoniall\;, the joints should be l&l out so that ‘the ~ 
crown will be on the top of thi! timber. A tiinber which will stind vertical 
is usually shorter than one used in a horizontal @osi?an, and thus the 
position of the. crown is less critical. You can ignore it >l,t,ogether on $ 
post, Knots are weak points in a timberland they can cause the timber to ’ 
twist in the completed frame. Knoitalsd interfere with the pfoper cutting 
of joints. InteresGngly enough, our fortjears used to cut the kuot’Syt vf,. ., 

’ their timbers, dhic,h really didn’t helo at all. Avoid cutting a joint, If 
possible, on’s tidber face which ti’as larige knots. However, if you are cut--. 

‘;, ting a n+jor, horizonta’l timber which has both a large kl$ot and .a _. 
‘. pronounc&d croivn, it is .more important tha,t the knot, rather’ than the 

1 
’ 

crown, be on the top face of the 1:.mber.. 
X 

., ‘.. , ‘\ ‘\ 
We want to stress again that it is important to thtink of the fra&B in all stages of 

i its’ development- as art of the finish work. What you mark and cut on a timber even- 

’ 
dually will relate fo.,,he markings and cuttings of some other tiinbers that will join it, 7 

.- 

and then to the finished interior. Think of the joint as “contained” in the rough, ;n- 
cut dimensions of the timber. It is only for y,ou to uncover it. It was Mich61angelo 
who said that .sculpture is simply a matterdof taking away the excess. 

I .’ 

-‘be -.=_- Measurement Definitions,, 
‘i -. ! 

L “L, 
‘.--Q develop a consistent system of measuring and laying out a joint, there are 

some tciqnumbers‘ and relationships you will always need to know for each joint. 
It will help to refer to the labeled drawing. 

; ‘. 
J- 

. 



JOISER‘I 2: 

1 

12’III’I’II ()R SIDE This refers to thi 
larger dimension of a gi\.en timber, 
tha! is. the tvidth or side of a 8” x 12” 
timher is ‘I:! inches. (... “idz: 7 ~-Gr - 

,’ 

/ 

. 

s 

I 

, 
/ / 

‘I’lll(:h’;SF:SS This refers to? the 
smaller clime&ion of a given timhc’r 
(8 inch*cs in the example). ~ 

T 
s* 
L 

I,E,‘N(:TIf This is the measv?emcnt fr;m one end of a timber to the other. 
-. 

ISSII)f.: III.\ff-:,“L’SION This is a measurement of the dis’tanqe between 
ttz.0 parallel timbers to be joined hy a third. -. ’ ,. 
O’l “I’SIIIE DfI\IE3\‘SION This is a measuremen’t of the distance between 
tLvo parallel timbars td be joined. and includes the thickness of the 
timbers themselvesm.8 

ru;lning 

SfIOI !I,DE:R This is the area that 
remains after the waste around a 
tenon has been cut away from a 
timber. 
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_- 
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_ 

tfAIrNCH This refers to the part of 
the ‘whole timber beyond the 
shoulder which is to -be let into 
another timber. 

* 

_. 

Procedures and Relationships 0 

1. All’ measurements for any given joint should be accurately figured and 
i. 

written down. 
2. Devel6p a consistent pattern or sequence for measuring and cutting joints, 

This is important because timber sizes can be irregular and humans can he L 
’ inaccurate. For example. either decide always td cut the tenons first and P 

,< . the mortises second,,-o,r the mortises first and the tenons second. We recom- 
mend cutting the tenons first and then,the mortises to match. Otherwise, 
you are trying ,to measure a void. Also, by cuttinbthe tenon first, you can, 
in many instances, lay out the mortise simply by tracing the tenon’s dimen- 
sions on the timber. For example, when you set the braces, which are small- 

‘. enough to hold in place, you can trace around the tenon to lay out ,th”e mar: 
tise on the post. ~ 

2 _ , 3. It helps to have The ends af each timbgr “squared off’<’ to final, overall 
a 

c-. length. When we explain cutting-specific joints, we will describe a system c 
for marking a.nd squaring off the timber as part of the whole process of cut- 
ting the joint. In the’meantime, squaring off the timber end should be con- 

1 sidered part of the system of cutting joints. _ I 
F 4. The reason for developing .a system iis to establish a consistent point of 

reference for yourself. On the summer, for example, we choose to start 
laying out between the girts-and then proceed outward. On girts and 
plates, we choose the distance between the posts as a reference point and 
lay -out toward? the ends of the girts and plates, or center lines over the : 

A posts. I 
1 8. 

L ; Measurements 

x.1 
As an illustration of the measurements and relationships necessary for a consis- 

tent system of joint layout and cutting, x.e will show the summer timber joined to 
two parallelgirts. The summerjs dimensidns are 8” x 12”. the girts are 7” x.9” and ‘. 
they are 14 feet apart in the frame, I 

- h 
, 

0 i 

* 
1 

I. L ” 



I 
JOINERY 

Overall length of summer = 14’7” 
S = thickness of summer = 8” 
7: = width of summer = 12” 
Z = l/6 of T = 2” 
v’ = thickness of girt = 7” 
U = width of gi@ = 9” 
W = inside-dimension y 13’5” . 

X = center line dimension =.-i4’ 
Y = outside dimension = 14’7” ’ 

R = l/2 thickness of summer = 4” 
Q = ‘1%” haunch 

,.sl’ 

(Shoulder to shoulder of .dovetail = W + ;Q =. 13’8”) 

The girts must be 1 to 2 inches thicker than the summer yhe.n all are in their 
final positions. One to 2 inches must remain, below any joist Jrbusings on a summer, 
girt or ,plate. A post must provide a shoulder to all timbers’ that will rest upon it. 

9 

0 .*. 

JOISTS ’ ’ 

L ER a 

J . 

There.are man-y exceptions to all of these rules, but here we have been dealing _* 
with the norm. In the next chapter, as we discuss laying out and cutting joints, all of 
these relationships will become-even clearer. Remember that wood is the “prince” . 

‘of.building materials. It is. strong, flexible, workable, and it ,takes a finish well. But 
niosi Cmportant of all, it is very’forgiving. 

‘. a 
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0 The mortise and tenon form the basis for almost al-l joiner-y, and comprise the 
earliest joiner-y s&stem known. The mortfse and tenon j0in.P was crudely cut in khe 
Stone Age some six thousand years ago: Most other joints are Lrariations on this , 
them-e. For example, the dovetail join’t has a special tenon located on the top side of c 
the timber- rather t)aJi encased within it. It is important to,lf;arn. first of all, ho& to 

SB 
,? cut a’hasic mortise and tenon. t/ 

“. 
$7 

I * 1 
: : 
: && 4 

. .f, .- 
‘?$I&. : 

~o$,~~~ill need the following tools for laying out and cutting joints: 
4 

framing square 
” tr 

framing chisels (2 inches, 1% inches and 1 inch] . 
- carpenter’s mallet 

z _ 
hand saw (6 or’8 pdi’nt) 
broad hatchet 

c combination square . 
rule 

sr‘ 
circular saw (if using power) 
chain saw I\ . 
rabbet plane ‘.> 

Y carpenter’s pencil _ 1 H 

corner chisel 
’ 1 a ‘i L I 

c ” 
.I -i : 

L t . I 
‘P , 
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LAYING OUT AND CUTTING A CENTRAL AND 

FULL-WIDTH TENON 

The clc:grt!c: of stress. strain. Lvcight and pull a joint must withstand in a finished 
frame will determine LYhether !‘our posts require a full-bvidth tenon or a central 
toniin. A full-width tenon is the stronger of the t~‘o. acd shbuld be used in situations 
where the stress is exerted both b\, dowmcvard Lvkight and from lateral pull. For ex- 
ample. thr, full-\vi;lth tenon is used to join the major past.s to the sills, girts and 
plates. and to join the rafters at the ridge. The distinctive difference between the 
full-fiitlth tenon and mortise, and the central tenon and mortise -is that the full- 
ti’idth joint is usrinll!~ pegged upon installation. The joint must be accessible in order 
to install the necessar!’ trenail after it is assembled. 

+ A c:ontr;ll tenon is also r~setl to join Ilosts to sills, girts and plates, but for the most 
i 
i 

l)art, it is IIS~!II in inti?rmo(li;lto positions ~~ht?rc! the main forces are ones of compres- 
sion. In th’l: tl;~!,s Iiofort~ nails wer(! wi(lol.!~ u+st:tl. a c:entral tenon was ;ilso rlsi?d for 
ch;lc:h strltl to join it to the sills, girts and plates. This joint is mainly used to hold an ..’ 
upright in place. 

i 
I, 

Using Hand Tools 
. 

V 
SQI lAJIJN(; OE’E’ It is i:mportant that the ends of eaci$mber are squared 
off. I> 

I. Mark a “squaring-off” line on each surfaclle.of the timber with a fram- ’ 
ingftl~ei-m,&ing sure<-hat a-l1 far 1Lne~mee~ . 

h I?. Make these marks as close to the rough end as possible so that you 
don’t waste wood. Later on, when ~OLI make these cuts, be sure to cut 
straight through all four lines. J. 

3. Using the framing square, mark and measure the length of the tenon 
on all four sides of the timber. The length of tlie tenon will he half the 
width of the timber receiving it. For example&sing a 6" x 8” sill,‘the 
tenon ‘on the post would be 4 inches long. * - 

.s. 
i 

! i 
‘“is. : . 

. . ..” & c. _ 
I 



‘L-t 
To mark the,widlh of the tenon, set the combination square to dimen- 
sion “N.” -_ Th-e wicljh of the tenon will he one-third the width’bf the 

* . timber having the tenon. If the timber is 6 inches wide, the tenon 
. would be 2 inches. ConFedt the lines dralvn in Step ? with thnse 

drawn in’ Step 1 at point N. 
-I 

Ct?ntral tenoh 

;;t WTJ&: Y’J I,‘: ‘J’Ea& I!‘\, . ’ 

1. With a saw, cut out the excess, 
First. make the squaring-off cut. 
If Gou are cutting cross grain, use 
a cross cut saw, or if yo’u can 
manage it, a bucksaw. If you are 
cutting with the grain, use a six 
point or rip saw. ‘Of course,’ a. 
chain saw cuts with the highest 
degree of efficiency. “. : 

I Step 3 [above] ,o 
nect on the end 
off. Then, saw the tenon. 0 u 
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I 1 

3. To make ;I central tenon. rotate L 
the timher and make ‘t\ro more *’ 
cr1ts. ? : ’ 

8 

*. 

-1. ‘(:llt thct shorlltloi-s. 

c G 
> 

.q+ B 

5. If <,ou arc c:rlttiDg a BIIll-\vidkh tenon. clean out thtt corners 
s chisel.: 

_- A. If’\,orl are crltting a &ntral tenon, rotate the.timher and make 
diiional cuts on the other two sides for th? shoulder. 

‘, i’ ,i r 
_ - :: 

. 

r 
6 I e.,. 

-:‘ 7. Clean out 
. 

.~ ~---&iigm -____~ 

wj:t h a 
‘ .*& 

the ad- 

I 
d 

‘8. 
.,: 
i i 

1 ,. . P’roceed as in. the squaring-off section with SteIjs 1 and 2. . ’ 
,i.‘ *-Fur Step 3, instea’d.of setting dishce “N” on the combina’tion’square, 

1-- I 
set-i circular gak:to cut to a +pth of that distant%. Make saw kerfs, or 
slices, I to ll/z+~~tibe+ ap$rt.,U$ng our example YOU would set the saw ‘, 

8 -. 
for a z inch deep cut. They< rotate the timber atid repeat the kerfs on, 
the other ‘side. ;- 

i 1 
‘2 , fi 

.’ i . 
*, 3. 

I . 
’ . 

1 . 
I 

* ‘ _: I ._ 0 
* 

. . 1 a . 
‘: .* 1. <5 
s _. L 

, , ‘e 
> ‘I 

__ - 
Y ‘I 
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1 . 

. 3. Clean out the Lvastt: Lvitt7.a hroatl 
hatc:h(:t or fran$np’c.hisel for the 
fu!l-width tenon. 

. 
I‘liE .1 I\lFil:H I-H.\\tl\:(: HOf)K 

. 

bL 
- 

n 
_ 4. To make a central t&non. repeat Step 3 oh the remaining two faces 

B and clean out the excess wopd as before. 
3 

4 ‘ Special Uses of the Framing Square 

1 Jll’ to this point. we have presetitetl the traditional techniques for laying out a 
tenon. fHowevgr, there are shortcuts ,which will save you time and helr~My~.u to stan- 
dardiie yourisystem. I,earting to use a framing square is oneshortcdt. The framing 

‘P; 
, 

sq’uare blade is 2 inches wide. f,av the blade flush to”the timber etlge and make a 
mark. Do the same thing on each e&e. Since !‘ou Lvill alwa>,she making a mark 2 in- 
ches from any given edge, the sizes of the tenons will vary according to the timher 
size. Thus,- the tenon \qiIl alwa!,s he 3 inches (2” + 2”) narrower than the-overall 
width of the face. For example, a 7” x 7” post would have a 3 inch wide tenon. If you 
use a 6” x 8” post. the tenon will he 4 inches” wide. If we hacl. used the traditional 
*method, the tenon wotild haveiheen 2.3 inch= wide on the 7” ‘x 7” post. As you can 

. see, this would be a more difficult measurement lo lay qut.and cut. . ._ 
i 

.< 7 

‘* 

i 

-; 5 

,. 

. . LAYING OUT AN T ~UT~NG MORTISES 
r . .- - e 

‘?he first step in layiig out and cutting’; mortise is to choose the areas of the 
timber -whidh are to house th”e tenons. Again,it.is importaht to,keep in mind which 

’ surfaces,‘if any, will be exposed, and the load the timbers wil1 b’e carrying, an3 the 
Pi1 location of’ciown and knots. “#a . % m 

. . jc ! 
. II 

-I 
.I I’ ., ,* 

, 
. 

‘: ,, ’ i* 

’ \ :: 
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+lortise fcvr Central Tenon 

1. On the surface that will .rt!ct:i\,t: 1 
the tenoni. mark out Ihe climen- 
sion of tho post.‘ 

2. I.oc:ato rho canter Iloint of t$&.&.,F+-?-_ 
. post tIimc:nsions I)!, (drawing-tht! 

livi diagonals. 
‘r 

, * ‘\ 

% 8 i . 
3. hlea.sr~~~ the finishtJ(l clirriensiohs -., . 

c,i‘ the:.tenon ;Intl Ioc:nt~~ thtlm on 
. . 

‘I 

the la!,r~r~,t for th(> post. (Iding the 
centdr“ poinl as \fclirr,. point of 

‘reference. These lines, tlra~vn on 
-‘both sides of the center point, 
s h o II I d h e equidistant and 
~13rallel from the point txj the 
,lines rcptesenting the dimen- 
sinns of )h6 pest. 

. - 

4. IJsing a tlrill hit equal to the -A z -- ~ 
thi$ness ofthe tenonxore to a 

’ point deep enough tq receive the +- 
tenon. B 

43 ~ : 
. . 

e 1 
5. With ‘a frkming or mortising , 

chisel, clean out the waste, so 
that the hole to receive the ,., 
square tenon is square. ,’ . I 
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Mortise for a Full-Width Tenon 

Proceed as ~011 wo;lld for a central ten?n h>. earking out th,e dinlensiohgof the 
post. Here areitwo 6xamples of several possible mo‘riise‘locations. 

. I_ I 
;a) on. a h orizontal timher I 
IhI on a vertical jimher 

1. 1. 
/, 

i, s 

. 

‘i 2. Now la~i out the center line. of 
those post dimensions so that it 
‘proceeds in the same’ dire’ctian 

” thaf the teno’n will lie. 

._ I 

. 
z. 

. . b 

2 
.t 

3. Next, lay,=out the tenon dimen- I 
,sions equidistant to the center 

/ line on either side of it. 

.I 4: - 

4 
\ / 

” ’ ’ -*., ! c .: 
’ , .&. . . . . 0 

“, y, s_ 
‘._l 

is 2.: ‘.., -._._- ~5. 
- 

- -. .’ ,z 
T.. 3--T, ‘, i t 
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* 

4. With a drill bit equal to the thickness of the tenon, bore a pocket deep 
enough to receive the tenon. With practice. you will find that the 
tenon will fit the mortise more easily if the mortise is cutjust a shade 
larger than the measured dimensions. This small measurement is 
really indefinable, and is known in the trade as a “hair.” Clean out _*- 
the waste as you did before. 

’ ~’ I 
L 

/ 

Special Uses;pf the Framing Square 

: Whenlaying out the mortise with a framing square, it is not necessary to find 
c,enter lines. Simolv use the blade of thesquare to measure z inches from each edge a . 

of the base dimensions of the post. _ * 

SPkCIAL SITUATIONS 

.sgv When e-mortise and tenon joint 
is.used to secure a girt to a post, there 

~ 
\ 1 1 

are often other girts entering at the 
‘2. same place. You ,must consider the : /--- 

/--- 
j 

- 
’ order in which you will assemble th,e * 
’ joints si,nce this,m-ay affect the length 

of, a, tenon ind the corresponding 
: depth of a mortise. The drawing to 

-tJhe right illustrates th.e~ order of 
,*’ 

* assembly. 
: . , I 

. _- :, . . . . 
- .7 . _ ,s . . ). 

_ , 
.p -2. E .; 

A _ ; 

_’ 

- IJc 

1’ ” >’ 
_ --, . ’ 

/ < . ;-z /. , t 
: . 

,,-. . ‘. ’ : 
,._ ‘., 

c 
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5 . 

In any miltiple *joint situation, 
the length of the‘tenon is still deter> ’ 
mined by t,he basic rule, but with 

‘some*changes,. When three girts enter 
a post in the same area, you 6can 
either shorten the tenons a hair, or 
set the mortises slightly off center. 

>’ . 

i 
Again, we emphasize that every 

,* step in the prdcess of cutfivg and 
-, joining is important ‘in relation to the‘ 

I total frame: 
‘8, 

,;., :. 
.--.. 

The framing square can be used 
,’ -.._,-jB~~ke-.t.he.adjust-dents. in this mul- !. ** ., tiple joint situation. The tenon can be -. 

~~ - .~ made short,er and the’ m=ortise.s 
shallower. For example, if you are 

3 joining a 7” x 7”-pos,t to 7” x 9” girts, 
. make the tenon z incheslong and the 

L 
- 

~ mortise a corresponding depth. 
a. 

.._ . . 

, 
\. 

~, . . 
’ _,, 

, : 
C” i * 

/ 

,,, i" .FINAL~~EEPPoR~~LL~ETHo~s' 1 ‘\,, \ 

; /- :, I' 1 -, 
's ." . ’ 

f>,’ T’ The final step ,for ,preparing any tenon’ to be inserted in*.a-mortise‘ is to‘ 
champh.er, or shave’ off, the edges’of the. tenon. Yo’u ‘should do t-his as a 

\ 
’ 

I 9 precautio,nary measure, since i’t’is difficult to pull a joint a,part once it’is assembled. 1 
The tenon might not fit b,ecause of some small piece of woodleft in the gottom of the- 
mortise. It can.,be disheartening to see how much trouble one small@ece,of shaving, 

I.,’ 
” r 

1: .. - of a ragged edge :can cause. , -_-/ -. I 1 ’ :.’ 
,_, - _- .’ ” ; 
/, :- .n 1. r -’ 
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@mm have been .%wcked 6” 
CHAMPHERED 

LAYING OUT AND CUTTING A HALF-LAP JOINT 
I . 

‘_ ’ ‘) 
The’:h’alf-lap join1 consists of an L-shaped tenon notched out of tho end of a 

timber: and a~cdrresponding L-shaped mortise’in the receiving timber. Following are 
some for&ulas for determining the lenglh of the tenon. 

I 

, 

I. When joining a joist td a girt or 
pla’te. *the .lcngth of the tenon is j 
one-ha!f the thickness of .the 
receiving timber. 

When’joinipg one sill timber -tp 
another, or one plate to a girt at P+ 
corner, the length of the tenon is 
equal tp the thickness of the 
receiving timber. . ” 

I 



3. When two sections of the sill are 
.’ ‘joined end to end, the length of D+ 

the tenon is equal to the length of 
the mortise. 

This sikuation does no+ necessarily occur in every frame 

4. 

i 

.c 

Whe,n two secti,ons of a plate are 
j,oined end to end, the post 
beneath must be z inches wider 
than the length of the lap. If itis 
not possible to have a post 2 in- 
ches wider, then it is necessary to 
shorte,? the lap so that the jo? J is 

f adecICately supported ‘by he 
post. 

\ 

\ 

“L-j 
I 
I 1 

-P-+ 
’ : 

p9 Lt2” 

T 

5. ‘Here ar’e sdme examples 
7, 

on bothxides of a timber 



,/ , 1 
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The lap must-be at least 3 inches long. However, you must make some 
judgments bgfore deciding t(>,use any of the preceding rules.~ The 
situation of Jdists coming into both sides of a timber uSually occurs on 
a summer or chimney girt. Both of these timbers must span a long, un- 
supported distance. There must be enough wood left between the 
qortises [distance “A” above] so that these large timbers are not 
weakened. For irfstance. if we were to apply the rule that the lap, or 
tenon, l?e one-half the-thickness of the receiving tir%ber to the case of 
an R” x 12” summer, we would find that the summer would not have 

r enough wood left, after a 6 inch mortise was cut away, to enable it ‘to 
bear its load. Sb we woulcl make the tenon 3 inches long. If joists are 
being joined on both sides of this summer, it ig obvious that 6 inch 

. ,. mortises on both sides ,wotild definitelv not leave an adequate . 
amount of wood. Therefore, the rule in th’is situation’is that the dis- 
tance between the mortises [distance “A”) rnLgt be at least 6 inches 

6. When one large major timber 
joins another, for example. if >‘ou. 
art? joining a girt to a plate, or il 
summer to-a girl, you ma>’ need il 
mortise that spans the entire 
thickness of the timber. This 
joiner? is called “letting 
through.” 

j Laying Out and Cutting the Lap .’ 

a 

Li 

1 The half-lap tenon is one of the easiest joints to cut. FiEst, decide what 
the tenon will be. 

‘.,i 

1. Mark the squaring-off line. ~ 

2. Determine which surface of the 
timber will be the top, and 
decide whether the lap is to be on 
the top or the bottom of the 
timber. Next,, find the center of 
the timber’s side [D], 

2 ./- __r- 
j . 

3. 

ength 

Measure the length of the lap [p) 
from the squaring-off line. 



, 
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4. If the’lap is located on the toll of 
the timber, ‘turn the timhcr o\‘er 
so’thpt the portion to he cut a~va>’ 
is, more accessible. Wo alw;l!~s 
mark the portion to ho rcmoverl . 

Y with an “X.” It helps us lo tlis- 

c ’ 
tinguish’ clearly between u.hat is 

/- IO he removed and other layout -- . 
markings. 

-_ . ’ 

5. If !‘I111 ilrf! rising IlFllltl tllcllS. 

the scIli;iring-off linc!. 

n . 

L 

\. r 

Ir . 

“. 
. 

(_ 

6. You may make several saw kerfs to depth and then cmhisel or axe out 
the necessary portion. Or,,use a rip saw to saw from the squared-off 
en&to the initial depth cut. *Then use a broad hatchet. 

*. 
---7 = 
squared oj 

n 

ii I-- b 4th ctit cunmcr-;nfj -2 

?3?d cutqqysh'e 2 

-: If a power circular saw is available. make the square cbt as ustal, 

J 
and then make the len& and depth cuts. Turn the timber on its side 
and saw dowti the center line to the tenon length on both sides. Final- . 

, ly, saw down the square end, if necessary, to connect the two side 
cuts. - I 

d‘ 
1 7. The remaining;portion can be knocked out easily and clearied up with 

a hatchet or c&isel. b t. .i 

../-------- 
--Y . ___, ‘i ? 

_/--- __---- 

_-- _...,-’ - ! * 
L 

/Y+ 
,,,-- 

. 
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Laying Out and Cutting the ‘Mortise 

\ 

, 
’ ) 

, 

I I 
<. I 

- 

,’ ’ 

These mortises are basically prcparetl in the same wab’ as the other mortises \ve 
have discussed. When joists are joinecl to gi.rts. plates or summers, they are ~rsuallk 
zqacerl 12 to 34,inches apart. on i:cnter. It is important. therefore, to la!, out all the 
centers for all%e mortises hefore la!,ing out in detail an!! indi\~idual one. The half: 
lap mortise is cut out on the edge of a timher. This location makes the mortise more 
accessible both for boring out with a bit. and for cutting with a hand or circular saw. 

Clean OUI the pockc~ with a framing chisel. Again, tgis process is made much easier 
hy the fact that you can approach the jhint from b/oth sides. 

. :- 
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Special Situations 
_’ ; 

There are some modifications t;, the simple half-lap just as there are for an‘? 
j;,int, l:irst, when ;I half-lap is heing used over a corneF post, the traditional method 
is to cut ttvo small tenon> on the top of the post to tie the three timbers together. A 
corresl)ontling mortise LVOIII~I then he cut in each of the t\vo lapped timbers. 

i / ( fl 

For. the sake of convenience agd con,sistency. the tenons in this situation wou’ld be 
equal to the dekjth of the lap. ’ I . 

A second mbdjf.ication of.ihe half-lap joint occurs when three major pieces, for 
.example, two plates and a girt, are to be joined over a post. Proceed as you would -’ =, 
for the half-lap over the corner ppst,<*being aware, however,.that the plates must 
share a benon on the post. The. laps, therefore, must be one-half the normal lengtti. I 

The girt would have a mortise to’ house the smaller tenon on the post. 

L 
. 

\ 

. 

“P 

. 1. 
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THE HAUNCHEIj HALF-LAP JOINT 

The haunchod half-l+11 joint is simpl!, a.regular half-lap kvith a modified mor- 
tise. With the haunched half-l,np. it is ver>’ important to plan ahead. You will he in- 
creasing the inside dimension of this timber when you cut the haunch. Therefore, 
when you select a :timher to use. it must he long enough to accommodate the 
h‘ailnches ancl still span the necesdar\p distance hetween,the timhers. AIan example” 
let’s sa!’ the haunches arc: to he’t l’z-inqhes on+ither enii o.f the timhei. The uncut 
t<imher, then, must hr! 3 inches lorigcr than the final inside dimension’8 will he. 

‘Reca1.l the example of the --__ -----. ~~_~_ _ _~ 

relatjonship of the summkr to girt: 
the inside dimension of th%-, stick 
would be the length shouI.$r to 
shoiilder. f .\ 

r 
a . 

1: Sl~f!f:ial attf!nlion rnrlst hf! I)aitl to 
the lil!,out of a haunch tttnon. ‘I’hc 
morlisc:.is sitnl)ly a half-lap c<lual 

a to the length of.,the haunch. I:UI 

into thc.rf?c:c:i~~i~~‘timl)er. 

. JG 7, . 
; I 

2. The tendn’s overall. w’idth and 

/ thickness-are. also la,id out. it is‘. 
helpf~ll ~b lay out the. line- t.hat 
represents the bojtom of the lap 
as II guide for hoth~b&ing and 

, chiseling. To relieve the hortise. * 
,.procecsd’as,yo~~ would for a sim- 
pie mortise. First, saw qut .the 
‘lines. -Then bore- out the waste. 
‘Be careful with th’is step, since 
the depth‘s difter. Also, it is’ ad- 

‘visable to bore in from the ,side 
rather than from the top. 

H / ’ : 
. : ;1+ 

,I 
* 3. Cle,an bur~Tl-re-m&&e ~with the framing or mortising chisel’,; . ‘:. 

e 
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LAYING OUT ANti CUTTING A DOVETAIL JOINT T 

. 
’ A dovetail joint is usecl primarily’to join thk summe’r timber to other major 

timhers, such as a plate and girt. The dovetail shape insures that the joint is so 
secure that a trenail is not needed. The complete haunch of the dolretail rests inside 
the mortise. Thus, the tenj)n is a$ long as the recei\.ing timher. iS \vidc. , 

Laying Out and CEtting the Tenon 

The dovetail is an example of a haunched half-lap. Its Ia!fout is basically the 
same. It is used. hocv;?ver. quite differentI!,. It is generally used to join much larger 
‘and heavier timbers. Therefore. it is important that ,dol,etails fit the first time 
around, hecause once >‘ou start to r3isr a summer, it is difficult to mo~~c.~much~less 

“femove: the jnint. ye chnose again tqcut the tenon first and to use its measurements 
for tht$lnyouZ of thr mortise:. IJsing thtl measurements of one part of a jojfit to deter- 
mint! lht: six of th;? other part is ;I good Eva!’ in chrt!:k !‘out- nverall Ia>,trut. Man!, 
smi~ll irlilc:;:rlr.;lcics can ~Ic:voItip from ~nols th:it ‘are slightly, (IlIt of scltiar(:. pencil 
lines (IF cii~ff!r.c~nl Ihir:knossc!s, anal timhr:r tljrnotisions that \‘ilr\‘. 

I. (:hoo;t: <,,,,,r stor:k. lor:atc: pnssil)l(t (:I-mvns. clt~tt~rmint: lvhir:h sllrf;lc:es ’ 
,ty ospwx, an(l c:h(?ck the ovc?ral!+length nf tht> timher. Then. lay otlt 
tht! haunchad half-lap. The benon length .is the full wictth of th(! 
timi)(;r ?nto which it \virl ‘he -mor’tised Icss th(! dimension of rho 
haunch. I:or,.t?xaml)le. if a-girt \vt’r(a 7” s 9”. the tenon would be SY! in- 
ches L+ith~i 1 rf? inch haunch. .- > 

2. I.ay out tl?e <Lovetail o.n the td; surface. LYe choose tb’us’&i the 2 inch 
blade of thl framing square to de.termine the taper if the summer is 
thicker tha.n 8 inches. If the thickness is jusi around 8 inches, we use 

.the IV:! inch tongue. Make a mark at the point where the 1% inch I“ 
1 tongue or ?J inch blade meets the mark that corresponds to the length 

’ of the la’p ,!A). Connect this point to the end of the lap at the squaring- ,’ 
9 off line (I3]. 

f. 

. ‘, 

..’ * 

2’ 

i ,, 

T 

n. 
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-. 

’ 

‘. 

3.. Proceed first by cutting the depth, the’le’&th, and the squar’ing-off 
lines. Make the two dovetail cuts, stopping &t the shoulder. 

4. Set; your saw to a depth of 1% or z inches and cut the shdulder, stop- 
ping at the dovetail line. You can use a ha‘nd saw. * II 

5. Fake out the waste left from squaring off. Clean out both the lap &a 

D 
the tiedge up t’d the shoulder. _’ _.. 

.’ 

?’ < 

’ ‘-,n 
I 

9 -.- 
tr : . ’ - . 

. 
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Laying Out and Cutting the Mortise 

lap. 
The mortise of the dovetail join.t is mueh like the rnprtJ?e Ff any,haunched haif- 

. 

:I’; Determine ttre location of the mortise ‘on the timber and .use th’e’- 
dimensions of the tenon to mark’6ut the entire half-lap an&haunch. 
Then lay out the dept.h of the haunch, thee>% br z inch d,ovetail, and * 

. the depth of the lap. 

L 
I 

: ” D ‘, , ..I 
,’ #h 

“I s ,. .’ , /’ a 

: ‘. ’ * _ 
1 j * i I .’ i -- -.. ____ 

, _; 
- 

, I L 
, 

I.', : 
". 1 , 

. - ' i ' , 
'I ,i 
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y 
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Jn’all jninery. it is imporl:int to im- 
agine the joint inside thg mortise 
before yoil begin to remove any of 
the waste.-If you CZT envision this. it 
becomes easier JO see what and how 
much must he removed. 

, 

. . . - 
.: .\- 

.i 
I 

2.: If j.t~u will he using a circular 
s’aw, first SCI it IO the propel 
tlcpth and siiw ,the tlavetnils. In 
I Ii i s c a s e , you can. saw right 
thxJugh antI riot worr!’ ahout the 
shr~ulticr, since it is going IO he 
removetl anybt’ay. 

.I 

‘, 
I. 

, 
4 

. 3. Then set the saw for the depth of 
the haunch and ‘very ca?refully 

1. ‘cut the haunch ljnes “out. 
, (Disregard this step if yau do not. , 

‘. use a circl!lar saw. This. par- 
titular cut requires “burying” 

r-r 

’ ’ the saw by lifting the guard, and 
is only Recommended for ex- L 
perienced carpenttirs,) > 

4. Next, bore out the remaining pdr- b 
\ Cons of the joint to proper depth. 

. . 

/ 
. 4 

i 
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S. F&all!,. u:e ;i framing chi&l to cut 6~: the’ramainingi,clrtion of&ood 
*. . 

i ’ ant1)f.o clean:the i)o?ket out. Start ivith the ha-finch. are+ and mote to 
the lap area.:” - 

’ r _ 4. : L : < - 4 , ,., “. . 
I di.:.. :. 

--c. _’ .A 
P 

. 

: 5 
. 

; 
6. Bcforc Ilringing the joint home, .make-sure that the mc;rtis& is s.lenn; 

and that the inside carriers .of the rlAGetail.*rire i:b~~mphere:Sl so the 
I 

lonon does nol heconie ohslrucled. <D ‘. ; < : 
. ,&’ 

.:,k &E.SGA~RF JOINT 
.I :; 

. ‘, 
> 

’ -‘-‘- 
- .; * t 

_.. .-~ ‘ 
.c , ./ ,-’ .,_y.’ I I. : * . . ,: . 

Th;? sircngth of the sca’rf )oint approximates as3hearly,as ~-l~~ssibl’~ fhe;irength df _ :” ,l:,.- ’ .-, 
a whole. uncut !ihi!~~r:T-h’~degree of strength wiH depend on.which scarfjoinfis ~5: _ . ; “: ! 
etl:The &mpl~ $carf ja’l.nt:*tih,ich is not,used in Ii,-eber v&ik, m&t bk .glLsd an,d 
screwed. It is gener’all_t’ us&cl for-%ogt mzsts and furniture. F;orstl& liind bf v;rdr,k, t:&? 

,’ ; , _‘_ 
^’ -3 

. lerigth ‘bf ,the xc’6rf ,js 13 iim.e’s’.the width of the luCT.b&r.. 1rqakjng ‘i! i’~pr,a@dal,for “I “- 
,. framing. . ’ .‘ 
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For timber framing‘the traditional true scarf joint, the haifed’scarf and’ the - 
double splayed scarf (which is a modifiication.of th’e .ha,lved scarf) are tbe&ost’frer .: 

pi * ‘, 
*.. ’ 

quently usedxscarf joints. These three,vary in t’tieir applicatibns.and bom,plexitjCr All . 
1 are unable to resolve the tensile forces naturally and.therefpre rely on bolts or pegs. .I, 

;. 
;- 

to keep them from being pulled ‘apart. ’ $5. ,?’ “? . 
. ,*A 

‘r . .,:, : 
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They all resist co’mpressive for,ces, and 
.,a greater degree than the first. 

TIIE ‘Tl’\l~Eli I‘R.4AllY’(; ROOK ; 
8. ‘. L 

the latter IWO resist transitional forces to’ ’ - ; 

c 

P 

-. . The only two scarf joints that resist’comp,ression, tra”nsitiin:and tensile f0r’ce.s ’ 
are the tab’led scarf,jqint,and:the double tenone-d scarf. Both-Sequire wedges:which,, ’ 

:; > in effect. .“pre,str+s” the joint.’ ‘, ,” ‘. -..-.I’ 
_.,, /A’ ‘. 

“,...” 
_- ~The I’avout,fo,r all IhQ;e-jo?nt% is,bas,ically the same. First, make adecision about 

. .r- wlii,ch join; to use, cbnssi’a,e.ring the forces it is to res&t, ihe size of the timbers being 
; . L y f 

< i. “use,d, an,d’the,bcaaionGf the jo”‘int in ibe house. Second, locate the center line of.the* 
9 *. ;- joinf withzrespect to’the ‘dvir.all leng$r..df^ the.tim*bbers being.;-oined. We wili use the 

, , 
L 

.‘: , . v .y 
%alvecfS&a’rf as an exa,mple since iiinco‘rporates .bort.ions’of both the true and doi- 

-: h] e splayed, siarf joints.’ L j a ’ ’ ,.I .I > 
-.- 

,-,; .,.,* ::, , 
. .(.B& 4‘ *. 

s’., ” L. I _.. I;,_ 
’ I 1 : I’. 4, 

) .r.* . _ z 
The overall length’of thescarf; 22, depends o”;l the size of the timber. 

:- .- * s,-z* ., : .‘. I . A ratio of three to fo+r tim& the &dth ,wil.l-serve as a good formula 
- .* .? ‘\a’ for determining this length,. Therefore, tiii’h an 8:“bibth and>atio of, - 

1 
. . . ,. -’ : 

,’ : . .; --., _ ‘.’ .‘th-ice, the .overall length is 24,inches for ibe ‘Scarf. (x would equ,al 1.2, 
:. - 3 

. _ .% “..‘f % 5. 
-. ..__. 

, ,“‘inches]..Each timber, then, must be 1 foot longer th’an the distance, _ 
4 it is .lo span. In~i&~exa~mijlk~ Timber‘A plus Timber B isa-sparibf XI- 

. 
’ - -- 

.I* ,. 
. ’ 

,. >“- 
a ’ .feet.arid,tha center,.‘line of’the”joint occurs at a’b0int.i &et from.the .+ 
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2. One-half the lennth of the scarf is 

3 

I, 

measured on either. side of the 
center line. I;nv out the depth of .__ 
the scarf, which is one-half the 1 
thickness of the timber. 

S 

I,a!, this center line out on both 
top anal hollom. using ii combina- 
tion sqtthrc. Finally,’ ia!, OUI the 
cliagonal l’inc on the sides o,f the 
timber. hlnrk insitlt: = from .to$. 
posl entl to boltom center end .of 
timber first, and then, mark ‘L’n 
111~: otttsitle. Just reverse from’tht: 
bnltom.end to top center end:. , 

. -. 
. I 

.-. _ .~. 
. i- 

“.- 

..! ,, 

,,. i. 

4. To relieve the waste. sim’ply saw the diagonals to the center of the” 
thickness, r,ip (saw]-down. the thickness line to th,e.diagonal line-and 

- remove. , L’ 2 t’ i 

.̂ 

: 

. _ 

- 

. . 

_ 

,- . 

., 

I 

1 

The matching timben,, B; is approached in much the same way. The 
difference is in the length of the timber, and the joint is just the op- . 
posi te. 
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.- . 

. Tbe(e are,.of c&rse;manv other joints used in timber framing. With the joints 
I . we hSve di&ussed, however,’ you should be able to frame a’ house. Any other 

joinery you might use will be modifications of the joi&“we have discyssed. You will 
’ be able to make these joints fit your specific needs at your building site. _‘.’ ‘ - .;. - k I 

. . 3; I 
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:: _ 
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LAYING OlJT AND CUTTING BRACES 

,. 

B ’ 

. 
‘I r 8 

* : :e I 
8 .$LA+ING OUT- A.N *’ 

CUTTING BRA&S 5 

_- ‘ 

4- 

d r 1 
?r 

_- 
.’ 

Braces are the smallest members of the timber frame,. yet, because thej, help to 
make a strdcture able to wikhstand the forces of the’wind, they are among the 
frame’s most important memt%rs. When entire wall8 were composed of stone.or s-. 
masbnry, braces were unnecessary because the mass of these structures made them . 
resilient. Stone or masonry frames were braced by buttresses. When lighter wood 
frames were developecl, some method for resisting wiri& pressure had to be 
developed. The carpetiters borrowed a concept fromn”shipwrights who used the 8 _ 
“knee brace” to make their boats rigid. iCiiee braces were deG&jned to?onserve in- 
ternal space, thus their lose in buildings allowed for mofe. ~!OQL and wall space, ~ 
which in turn allowed for windows and doors. 3 .’ . 
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*,” 

fi structure mist he both stable and rigid. To be cdnsidered stable, a structure 
. must* immobile in respect to the earth. The live load, of peuple and their 

possessions, and the dead load of the building itself! including a large chimney and 
‘I f’ Ireplaces, are all downward forces which help to make a-structure stable. The pull 

of gravity directs these forces downward along the posts to the foundation and the -* 
earth. To he considered rigid; a structure qust be immobile in respect to itself, An 
unhraced rectangle, however heavy it might be, lacks rigidity. Its shape can easily 
change to a parallelogram without its dimensions changing. 

1 
10 _ --I ’ * a 

,.* L ? .‘ J 

Qmi;are an unhra@d rectangle to a triangle. A triangle cannot charige shape 
without at least one df its dimensions also changing. Braces create triangles w.hich in 
turn create a rigid structure. 

q 
: 1--lL 
’ lo -.~.-- * * 

.- 20 I 
. . . 

-L ~-.- --- I 

What we are bracing the frame against is the force of the wind, which can be ex- 
traordinary. The formula-for determining this force is P = .00256 ~2, where P is the 
pressure against a surface in pounds per square .foot, and v is the velocity of the 
wind in miles per hour. Thus a 50.mile perhhour gust could apply 6.4 pounds per , 

* ._ ,----- 

I 

I 
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: square foot. If you had a 17 foot wall that was 40 feet long, there would he 4,352 
pounds of press!lre against it, not including the pressure on the roof. Although this is 

-.. a simplification of the i-otal.-situation, it is clear that the frame somehow must with- - 
stand this degree bf fo&e. A 3 mile per hour gust tends to lift, tbvist. overturn, 
and/or bend the building, as well as press against it. A large structure such as a 30 or 

c 
40 foot timber frame weighs some 50,000 pour~ds and could withstand the 4fl.flOO 
pounds of pressure and the 10.000 pounds of lift forces that are created by a 
hurricane. It is remarkable and’s0 ewhat ironic that with technological advances, 

builders can constr’uct a prefab h Qt se in a factor!,, ship it down our roads and place . ’ 
it on a foundation without its developing a single’crack in a w‘indow or the 
sheetrock, and then have the whole thing blow away in a bad storm because of its 
fundamental izstahility. 

There,are $nmc gonggal rules IO observe regarding effective bra.cing. The brace 
should he aho’ut ,h.$f as long as the posts, and placed at a 45 degree angle to the post. 

~ All the corher post3 s~oul~l 1,~: braced from the post to the plate,or girt, and to the sill 
or plate or girt. It is important that hraccs arc? plactxl so that the!. O~JIUS~ eacfi other. . ;- 

g? 

y,.,p;. ,I1 ‘. 
- ,’ 

+P % 4 
. 

Y 3 ‘, 
/ 

: .I -, 

In a’properly built?‘dof system, one rafter braces the other. Though the raf:er 
pairs push against each other,,the pairs could still t,$ple over. When king posts are 
used, bra.ces can be placed from the’post to the ridge. In a gambrel roof, braces can 
be placed from. the posts to the girts. In a strai!pirun gable roof,, braces must be put 
between the rafters and purlins. I 

Flow you choose to cut your braces w)f(be a ,decision which depends on the 
system yqu intend to Lb for raising. You $n either let in the braces-once the rest of 
the frame is raisqd, or you can @in the @aces to the posts and othe’r timbers prior to 
raisingteach complete bent. If you let i’b the braces after the frame is r.aised, you ca’n 
use a half-lap joint or nail or peg in a brace that has a flush cut at a 45 degree angle. 

, . 

_I 
r’ 

. 
_) 

‘. 



.A Flush-Cut Braces’,, 
i: 

. ; 
\ \ . Yu’ 

I ,, 9 
The simplest and mo’L)~asic brace-cutting method is to cut 4” x 4” timbers to 4 

foot overall lengths with =pposing 45 degree cuts on each end Else a comb’ina’tion \ 
square to lay out the 45 degree angle on one end. Draw square lines doLvn the other 
two faces and conhect all the lines on the hack side. Then, measure down 4 feet 
from* the longest~rmint and lay, out the 45 degree <uts in the opposite directio,n. 
Repeat the entire line-drawing process on the other side pf the. timber, 

i,. 

If you use$a power circular saw to make’the duts,,set the saw to its maximum 
re cut the angle lines on one side. Then turn the piece over and y 

. 
HalfdLap Braces 

: Begin this brace’ as you would a 
flush-cut brace, by laying out the op- 
posing 45 degree lines. Then, lay out 

: the squaring-off lines on all four 
faces at both ends of the brace. i 8 

.l? . . 
f B 

Next, make the square cut!? yff both 
ends. Then set the circular saw to a 

rY ‘.depth that measure6 one-half- the 
thickness of the brace. Cut the angle 

. li(les. Finally, use a framing chisel to 
remove the s’mall triangular piecesof 
wood. ‘, - 

. 
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Half-Lap Variations 

You ,c:;ln choose ta usr :I longer tenon for the h;llf~laIt brace This req’lires 
~cnrcful consideration of the +ngles so that ~OII do not remo\.e too rnrlch \vood from 
either the post or girt. Ynu can use the same cutting method. First. make the 
squarinffoff cuts antl all the full clepth cuts. Then, make the one-half depth cuts and ‘ 
chisel out the waste. 

U 

. . . . 

_.I 
. 

_ * 

0 

J 

Central Tenon Brace 
. ; 1 

-> 
“I 

If ‘yt~?~ chonsc! to IPI in >‘orlr I)r;~c:es boforct !‘OII rllisv tht, frame. ;1nc1 IO in.(:luclc! 
them in ;I I)c:nt, >‘tru will n~:(!tl cl contra1 tenon on ~~otrr~l~races. ‘1’0 Ia!, out thr c:t:ntr.;ll 

.’ ,, , 
t&non,on the l).r;lc:r:,’ foIlo~v.thr? rdes for tlt?tt:rmining thickness ~~f.*tt:nc~ns in (:haIltt:r 
7 nn page 32. The length of the tenon clepentls on the pregcrihed angles and tlimen- 

4 

“sions of the braces. L ‘T 



You will need corresponding mortise5pn the posts, girts. and plates. The ditien- 
sioqs of these mottises should he measured ver!’ accurateI!,. Great care should aIs0 
be taken in cletermininq whicbi: po@s will he braced, where those posts \yiIl 1)~: I 
located, which will he in the corners, and which direction each post will he fat;ing. 

: 
Also, you must remember !hat boxing the timbers will vaq: the fittings hl, l/4 to l/z 

, inch and this can throw the whole frame out of square and plumb. I,astl!,, !‘()!I must 
consider whether the hraceswill he flush v,ith the insidtrof the post. the outsitle of 
the post. or he placed in the biddIe.,Becausc of all these variables, M’C suggest that 
you cut~the mortises onqaising clay when you can Iay out the entire bent, and make 
*all adjustments hefore’@u hegin cutting. 

!f ydu do WI your mortises before raising day. somerodf mathematics Lvill help 
you to place the mortises nn the posts.‘girts and plates:Since the brace creates a 
tri,nngIc, ynu can llse tht: formula a2 + b2 = ~2 to determine the placement of the 
mortise:. If ‘1~:” is the brace. we-know thi-!t jt measurys 4 feet. \,Z’P also knn\v that a=h, 
sinct! the pos~~ncl girt join at right angl~e, anal tlif? hrilcrl is nI 2 4~ df?grc:(: angle to thf: 
posl antI girt. Thcreforc~, ?a2 = M’, ilI7rI 110th ;I antI 1, ocll~;ll the! sql~,lrf’ root crf H fcc:~: ' 
This will I>(! the mc:;lsllrcmc?nt’from 

I 
Ihi? intc?‘rsc:c:tion of the insiclo c:c)rnc:r of the r)ost 

and girt to thf! hotlom of the tnortistl. ’ 
I 
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Next, locate ‘the mortise and the 
correct angl&s within the thickness of 
the post and girt, either flush to the 
outside or inside’, or plar:ed 

somewhere in between. This his an 
aesthetic choice,: you. are deter- 
mining how much of the brace !‘nu 

vvant exposed in !,o~I? finished in-i 
. tf!rior wall. i 

c 
, 

59 , 

Lay out and cut the mortise so that it corresponds to the tenon. 
. Now that !‘(III have chosen il methotl for hra<ihg your frame, we will describe 

how to raise anrl sectire the bracc~s, according to whichever method you used. In the 
case of.the flush-cut brace, nail or peg the brace~jn place in the raised frame using 6 
or A inch spikes, or oak pegs.. :; 

__-__I.. _ 
I 

If you are using a half-lap joint, hold the brace in its proper place and draw 
around, or scribe, the joint. Then notch out the mortise w-ith a chisel. Use Pegs or 
nails to secure the brace, being careful not to split the lap or drive all the way 
through. the post.- 

B ‘-u . 1 

A- *- 



To*raiski the bent including the l~r;~c:os.~begin by Ial-irrg out the l;ent, making al] 
nec.esskr>, adjllstmcnts ftir tlime,nsions. hosing. and squareness. Do not peg the l)ent 
together.-T.a!, the braces ore the to.1) surfilce of the bent ant1 make marks at tfle in- 
tersection of the hracc! nncl the post ;Ind girt. J%il(:f’ tho dimensions of th(> tenon onto 
the l)nst and girt surfaces. d, I 
I- _ ‘; ‘iQL - ,, 

-- 

Make.surct the shnultler c;lts of the hra(;e are ir;l%ne \yith thr! fase of the post _, 
and girt. ‘I’~~QsI~T<I comhinntion square to the depth of the shoul(ler if the brace is to 
he flush7c ihc outside of the building. [,a$. th.is line nnt on the appropriate faces of ’ 
the post and girt. Next, Ia!, out a second link so that it is’parallel to fhe first, and a 

equal to the thickness of the tenon. Finally, draw square lines down from the marks 
on th’e post and girt, and then relieve the waste. “ 

To set bhcse braces, angle the posts away from the girt at th;! bottom, and insert 
the brace. Pull the wqole bent back to its final position, and peg the unit tbgether, 

I .I 

post to girl. and brace to post and girt. Carefull>, raise the bent. 
P 

Cutting Pegs 

0 The pegs, or trenails. are even smaller than <he braces. hut they, too, plaq:a vital ‘ 
ryQle in the structure of the timber frame. ‘I 

are the fastening devices fc;‘r securing the joinery of a timber frame. We 
to ma,ke ours from oak. They var!. in size according to the size of th‘e memdprs 

holding togefher. The dia‘peter of the peg is related to the length’of ;he 
_ 

tenon. Generally, the diameter of a peg is one-third the length of t6e tenon. For ex- 
ample. if the tenon is 3 inches long, the peg should he 1 inch in diameteir. If it is a 
tusk tenon and the mdrtise is in a 7 inch timber, then the diameter of the peg shduld 
be 2% inches. A peg [his large is called a trenail (pronounced tru-nl). If the tenon is 
2 inches long, then the diametek of&the peg should he 5/8 inches. A peg this sinall is 

P usually called a pin. . 
‘9 * The lengths of all these pegs depend on whether or not they will protrude froti 

the timber once they are driven in place, If it is permissible for them ta protrude ’ 
because no other timber will be in the way, then t.hey should be-2 inches longer than .’ : “’ 
the thickness of the timber. Pegs for rafters, collar ties, most braces, cor,ner joinery. -..S.’ 

s scarf joints, and posts at sills should he longer than the thickness of th’e timber being 
--pdgged. Otherwise, they should only he-as long ai the tin?ber is t-hick.. s Ij . 
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-a; :+% I : I .” _ e-- 
/ Nuy, Ir:l’s talk ahout &‘e hblg foe ihe peg. The corners of the siluare peg hind the 

11f:g pf?Jnlilnc:~lll~ I0 llie. holf?;; thus it heco.n:es. ‘ils in the old Jage. “a squat-c j)eg in a ’ 
round hole.” The holes ‘for the pegs-are hored on raising day. and should he just a 
hair smallef than the I;eg. ‘Obyiouslv; ttie’peg cannot he compl@tely square, [that is, ,- ., 

. et111al lo the diamctcr of‘ihc hole), ;r it wolrkin’r fit in the hole at ail. So, lo cut the I “...-L:“-~““.. .,...,.,.,...,. 
_ inch pegs, rip some I inch” oak hoqrds into I” x I” strips. Then @It t%‘cse stiips to 

c -: 
: p.ropcr lwgth:’ With a hatchet ok a- plane, knock off the sharp coiners. creating 

: 1%’ Foilghl!. the- shape of an octagon. I:ina.lly, point the en’d of the peg slightly. . ‘.’ f 

. The alternative to. this rnethod,ls..labo.~~,~~o~d peg sizirqmachine. This is a - 
.Li>& 6f,hard steel thit has holes ranging from I/Z in& to 2 inches drilled in it. After - 

I - ~LI%$ing-&6wn the-oak boards, rougkoffthe squarecorners and poibt the stock. Then r. I.- 
as ‘a final step, take a maul and drive the pegs through the appropriate size hole in ’ 

-, 1) I ttiei,steel. This method will give you a very rough round peg. . ‘, 
,: 

The fin’al step for cut&g pegs, whether you. use a peg sizing machine or not,-is 
- to make smaJl,cuts i6 th’e +de.of the peg with a hatchet of knife.!Tbese notches will 

,- 

. f A. L p+evend the peg frotn backing out. P , 
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. . 
,> Rafters are unique membersDof the’timber frame: They are t&e last timbers to 

i;i . ; 
‘* be raised, and are, as, expos~ed as the other timbers in the finishe’d house. In many 

*I ’ respects,. they are the timbers that work hardest i-n the, frame. Be&use rafters slope, 
._ Iand because’they mustsupport:a.surface at the highest and least diotected boint of 
rl the house, they are subjzc’t,to the most complex set of foroes.“By comparison, the?.. 

other t:mbers’in the frame support only vertical loads; loads which proceed straight’ ‘, 

I ,down to the e.arth. Even additional’ posts, girts, plates and joists are merely stacked 
’ upon the ones beneath’them and only add to the vertical force. The rafters,-on the 

other h&d, try to foSe’the.building apart at the plate. In a frxme,..then, there are 
. two forces, operating porpendi&ilar,tf, one another, which at once ,try to spread the 

frame apart and press it down: _ 
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1 . . . If the ,rafters;in a house are ,short.(for instance, ,if ihey are 12 feet) the b’uilder P s. 

.,. * . 
probabl$‘would decide:not to have an attic floor. In this situation, joists or gi’rts 
would act 2; ties and &solve the spreadiilg forces of the rafters. If the rafters in a 

-. t 
_ house are lb&r, if they are between 16 feet and 20 feet and $ they are small 

timbers, 5” x 7”s; ,then t,he collar ties would not only resolve the spreading forces, 
;, but also would provide support to preyent sagging fr.om weight loads, In.this case, 

‘,,F 
~.’ .:,/ 

there would also be floor framing for the.attic. In a roof system using both long and 
I large principal rafters, 1he collar ties Gould resolve all of these forces. a 

’ : 
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At the ridge. the.rafters are actuall>~ leaning against’each other. An!. forces 
‘against the roof*ase clisperyed along t,he rafte’r portions toLvards the feet. The s’teoper 
the roof pitch, the.less $ush the spreading forces exert at the feet. 

Anoth,er method of resolving the sprea’;ring forces i-g to use a largT3 vertical 
timber, called a king post, to support each.pair of rafters, Operating in pa?tnerShip 
with tho king post is the large ridge poIs+: off Lvhich the rafters “hnng.“‘Ironic:all~, 
th’e use of these ti~i!>ers,tcnds RI re\‘erse the situ;ition - the rafter feet now try to 5 
pull togathcr. Tho tension st;lhilizt:s, ho\vever, !,c?c:gust: thrt fctc!t rest on tht? plate. so 
Ihitt sonjt: of the frlrdc is I,cing tli\,ortf!tl tlo~rhwxcl. 

c 

i -third opiion for stabilizing the rafteZis to use a major purlin swported hy 

j_ ,.,, 

~_\j 
queen posts. This is an old system.‘one you see used in*rnan!f a barn today. A queen 
post m,eets the rafter at thepoint at which aI1 the dowriward pushing forces meet the 

* 

outward pushing forces. The post actually “captures” the fbrces at that point and’ 
transmits them downward to the posts beneath. .~_’ 
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: 4- 2 The gamt!rel roo*f ~$~..$&“t variation of this nlc$system. In a gambrel roof, the 

‘5 

rn:ljor l)$rlins are supI)fi,$4l PI!. irertical. posts, and fhe roof has two slopes. This 
system is toc:hni~?:~ll!, s$l-flsrll,l,clrting’ The tenclenc! nf the upper set nf Fafters to 
sprc:;lcl al)art is c3ffst:t hy th.<l-ti$or p;lrlins. The r,urlins are braced in [Ilace h-v the 
Issuer rafter. s(!t. ‘Th.c raftctrs. th&n,-.f(;rm a rigi(l tri’xngle. ith the post sup~~or.tir& the 
major I)urlin ilnd Lvith the girt forming the hash-of the’trianglw. The rafters in a gam- 
hrel rtiof rt!sc:mble old huttresses in tiedie\ral a;ches. Araces. collar ties atid ridge 
poles can. adso be use,d to pio\:ide- qoi-e rigidits,. 

: NOM’ that you understand the forces with tibich rtifters contend, you canchoose 1 
wh’ich rafter system you want to use. AlLof these sy.stems manage to stabilize the 
forces acle.quately. Therefore, decide first which direction the joists in the attic flopr 
will lie. If thev run from front to back, they will act as,the rafter ties. Tf thejl rup 
fro& side to side. yo.4 will need an additional sy‘stem to tie the rafters together. 

: 

Decide what shape and pitch your roof ,fiill be, and whether or not $0~ wapt an 
overhang. Then., select the sy?tem whi?li best fits your overall plan. q I 

, 
: 

Principal Rafters and Purlins l&if System 
; 

a 

In New England, thisais the most common’traditional roof system. The rafters 1 
are major timbers: <” x 7” to 7:’ x 9”. placed generally 8 to 12 fekt on def;ten T.he 

‘, /’ 

purlins and ridge pole’are srriall.timbers, 3” x 3” to 5” x 5”, placed generally 4 feet 
on centex.This system uses .the fewest number of rafters. [And since’rafters are ihe 

d, . I’,, r 
. . I . . 
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most complex timbers to cut and theAhighest to raise, the felver the better!] :Th,e 
sheathing boards should bein a vertical positjon when they’are natled to the raf-ters,. 
Collar ties set approximately half-way up’the rafter are optional, depend&$+ on thq 
size‘of the roof system. Any pitch shallower than a 61?2’is not traaftiona’l,knrY would 
require special attention. ; a I. ’ 1 .‘.’ : ,, _. 

PUR,LINS WITH ’ 

PriFciph!-kRaft.ers’ and Secondary Rafters System 
, I .) 

* . This system was used in barn framing and is less’popular in New. England. The 
principal rafters are 6” x 8” to 7” x 9”, placed & to 12 feet on center. Collar.ties are 
req$ired to stahiliae these rafters, and prior’ to raising, they are assembled, along 
with,, the rafters, ,as a major-frame bent. Between these principal rafters lie the 
seoBondary rafters, v&ich are 4” x.5”‘or 4:’ x 6”, and are placed 20 to 36 inches on 
center. No collar ties are required with‘secondary rafters, since the main structure 
is provi.ded by the principal rafters.The main function of the secondary rafters is to 

.- provida’a nailing surface for the sheathing. Purlins are not necessary if you use this 
system, and the use of a,ridge: pole is optional.- ., I ,, ‘_ ,’ 
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Principal Rafters Only Syste-i 
_ i. 

v 

,‘l’his system is proh;;hl!f as traditional ‘a$ the princil 
‘system, brat it is not tommdnly found inJv&ew Englan’d. The I 

lal ,rafteTs and purlins 
afters are-t?” x 6” 0~7” x 

:, 
ct ‘7”,.plnced 3 lo 4 feet on center. We haveseen ridge poles, which are used as often as .: 1 

., noh,in this systeni, th.at ark as large as’thg raf:ters and are supported by a king post, 
There a’re no purlim?,.and collar ties are o’ptiona,]. The sheathing boards should be in , . . 7. 

.> 
a horizontal position when they are nailed to the ratters. 
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.Options at the geak ’ f ’ 
-. I ,^ 

& Reqardle>s‘which of the,ab&e gyst’ems yo&. ui$, you d lave some optIons as to 
what method of jbining you will usefbr the rafter-:pairs at the peak. One choice is to 

’ 
uSe,a ,mortise and, tenop joint, whj-tih,isth& most trgditi.ona’l I - method, and the method .’ ,, 

- . that we use. Another tiethoh is to use.a half-lap joiti. Or!yc lucan half-lap the r’after 
. into a large ridge ‘pole: in.tihich caqep’ne rnemger of the raf.ter pair doe’s not tiak-e, . 

. contact <@th the.other., ’ Y ‘. , I 
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‘In eiih’er of thes’:, t:o systems. the rafters‘can be b’oxed3gecor‘ati\-ely or sized at - 
the ridge: . ” ” -. : . 
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:. Optiuns at the @dl’ ’ . 
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. . .;: There are three !ra$i~ti~~,&~l joi,nts th;ii can he used at Lh(:.rafter foot’to soqurc: the 
‘. . . . tim6e.r to the’plate. W,ie^re there is no,overhang, we rl.se the iGrdsmo~l’t~ ioilil,, whAh 

:” I. feirs on ibe. edge gf.thy plate. : “‘- ! ,. , 
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If t’htt;c is to 1,~ an ti\,orhilng, 
(:a I CII la t e the cl i m ensions -of the 

d ’ , overhanging portion of the rafte’r. 
You can measure the d;Stance-of the 

. ’ tot51 overhang on the raj’trr. or gn the 

-1 horizdntnl line. L _ “rr. 
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I ROOF MATHEti’ATICS 
p /. 

1 

it is iml)ortant /to 11c careful in caiculatipg yoilr rafter measurements because 1 
you will not hat;Q q chance to check !*our accura.cy until raisiAg day. Until-then, only 
theory and math $an guide !fou. Yet the rafters‘ must work with each other in a pair,: 
and they also m&t work-w*ith the rest of the‘frame that vdu have cut. The.first‘step 
necessary for la&ing out rafters is to determine dverali’length. 

There ar’e four differeht w~~ys JP determine rafter length, and, as usual, we have ; . 
our favorite method. One way to ,calculate rafter length is to use Pythagorus’s . 
fnrmulu. Any t’odf can .be seen as a;cbllection of right,briangles. Two si-des of the 1 
trianglecan be detkrmined from .the Yiouse dimensions. The third side can be de’ter- 
minecl using !he formula a2 +. b* = c2. Let;s look at a.typical g’able roof as an exam2 ‘- 
pie. One side’of the ‘triangle is the-rise, Dr height tojhe ridge, which we’ll call “a.“, 
The secqnd tinown side is fhe qun, which we’ll call “b.” The hypotenuse, or I’c.” ofi* 
the triangle, is tKe rifter:,lkngth. : I. L 
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.YOII nr~\v. know thci fol.c(ls \\‘hich thy: rnftCrs mllst 1)(:;1r.~anJ what >‘our options 
ilrc f(~r \,;lriolls qsstoms r>f rilftc?r-r!l;lking. tSnt:c: >'OII tlc:c:jclr!‘,imong thcsc slrstcms, you 

nc?rd to know som[:thing ;lhorlt the mathematics involved in !;,ying out thr? rafters. 
L ~ 
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A sticond method for making these calculati6n.s is-merely to refer to a table in . 

.u which a factor has been developed for determinijng raf,ter IenatR. If VOII multiply 
f this fac’tor by the run, you will have the length of the rafter. We are includi.nk jhk 

table heldw, but we feel that its use precludes any real understanding of rafters and 
th’eir relationship to the rest of a structure. The table is useful as a wa!’ io double 

I 
* 

I ch.eck your own calculations, and it certainly saves time. We would recommend, 
_ however. that you use the table only after you have mastered one of the practica1 

. meth’ods. . 
2 f 

‘, c ’ c 
\ CONSTANT TABLE FOR COMMON A 

’ 

RAFTER LENGTHS Y 

WHEN .ROOF’IS EQUAL<PITCI-i 

, 

cut. Constant 

. 
I ?3/12 ‘I+ ‘1.03 

’ ’ ; 4/12 1.05 
5/12 \ . 1.06 

A 6/l 2 1.12 
‘7&z 1.16 
a/12 1.20 

. , Rul~.tr~ firltl c:urnmr~r~ 
ro(lr:r lenglh: Multipl!~ 
rafter run [qne-half the 
ro.of span) hy., the :cons- 
tant given *for the re- 
quir$cl pilch’: Result . ‘- 

0’ ( equals rafter length. If 
roof. has a tibr’nice, 
Qverhang length m~ust -be 

‘. ., 

9/12 1.25 
10/12 1.30 

: 12/12 * 1.41 
J4/12. - ’ . ., 1.54 
15/12 1:60 * 
16/12 *, 1.67 

M/i2 ’ 
20/‘12’ : 

/‘1.*0 

1.95 
, 22/1$ 2.09 

‘24/l@ 
26/#2 ’ 

$24 

* 26/$2 / 
F.39 

30& 

‘,;r’“.?” 

. 
32/q$ ’ \2.;70 1.2.85 
34/12 . 

36/@ 
3.p1, 

. 36/12 3.33 3.17 

40/12 3.48 
1’ 

, 

added to fhis resuIt:Then : ‘+ I 
increase to a standard ‘. 

1,ength of lumber. 3 * 
’ ‘* .s ~ s -- 

Rxompte: If the run ’ 
is 15 feei and your roof I 

has an 8/12 pitch, mu’ldp- 
/ 

Iy 15 time.5 the dons’tant, 
180;which equals an 18 
foot rafter length. ‘. 
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A third method for determining rafter length is called lofting This method t-e- 
quires vou to draw vour roof on \‘our deck, full scale, and measuEe the poirits and 

les. This, however, is a very cumbersome way to make calculations. You.also f 0 
2” Ild have to delay ra’fter layout until your first Roor frame and deck were cut and 
id 

,* 
. . 

t. 
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WC 

lai 

. . 

A fourth..methoci, which we’ve saved for last, is the m’ost difficult to master, ~~IsL., 
it is the method which best helps the builder to understand rafters. It.requires the ’ ’ 
else and understanding of an invaluable. tool, the framini square. While whole 

, 

books have, been written about the use of this one.tool, ‘we will try .to give you h. 
enough information here for ;ou to ‘be able to useLii. Meanwhile, please,.reacl Roof c 

FLuming by H. H. Siegele. 
,The framing square has a 24 inch blade, called the body, tind’a 1.6 inch arm,., 

9 

.i called the tongue: Please also purchase two points, which are moveable hwftons o? 
. 

- 
knobs tihidh can he set and tightened anywhere along thk body or tongue. Think of 
this tool as a miniature roof system, with the -body representing the run, and the’ 

~~ ,“” ;I 

tongue repreSenting the rise. By setting the points to a-given roof pitch, the rise and 
run can be kept constant for determining rafter Lengths. Remember that the roofs ,r 

: pitch is exprbssed as a ratio. For example, a g/12 pitch means that for every9 inches I_ 
that the roof slope ri’ses vertically, it m’easures 12 inches on the hoyizontal. a, n 

i F? e 
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There are some advantages to expre’ssing the roof pitch as some numher”‘i.n,..’ . 
twelve.” The number twelve happens to be in the middle of the hoa? of th’e fratiing ! - square and alAows for sotie flexibility:n meas.uring in hoth directions. Secondly, 
building measurevents are usually expressed in feet. Therefore, the tieasuring’ 

. 
,; 

base. is kept cons’istent”-+fot: the rjfters a’qd the other components of the frame. 

9 By setting the square points’and.keepi,ng the rise and run ConstaFt you will he 
. abI’e to determine the rafier length ivith a prdce& called stP/,pr,ng off To describe . 

4 ’ this pro&ss. let’? try to deter,min.e th&lenith of a yaft6r i‘or a roof \vith ‘a g/12 pitkh,’ 

E ._ Set the point on th6 hod\, of the framing squarc’at t\velve and the’.point on the tongue 
’ at nine. To “step off” the rafter length. mo\‘e the square along the rafter on t’hk top ‘---- 

s~~i.fac:c!. marking the necessary intersect?ons. as ,shown in the-drawing. \Vhen using c i : 
:I ratio t(I s’lol);),ff the,roof,. the numh;~r of timss that y’or~ movP i%e square willalwa~~s 27 

I -,e 1)~ tho’same number t1i;lt’rl!!st:cit);~~s the run of !,Lur I)uil(ling. ptrr example. a ~6 fol)t 3” c 
‘. witit! I1uiltlin[: woultl ‘have ii. I3 foot run, ;\ri,d LOLL would step off th(:.rtrftc?r 1~3 tint!s‘ ., 

‘. ’ We prefer 1‘0 set the square pvints \o the actual rise nnd’kun of tl$: i,uil;ling. ITor 
example, if the rise were ,t3.feet atid the run were ,tsfeet, the.poin,ts wduld be so set ’ 

I on the tongue and body ros$ective\!;. Measuring the.distafice bet.weert 13‘and 15 feet 
I give’s=),bu the rafter length. When using the actual hilil’clihg’diniensions tti step oTf. : c 

the’rafter length, you always move the square alqng the. raftir >I& times. You do _ ’ 

. . I *. : I 
‘,C *_ ‘/ The*speLifics fqr using this method will be prqsented in the next section an lax- J j- 

? 1 _ 
* P 

,i-ng out’and cutting raftt3rs. For now, we wante‘d t& fa&ili&ze you with the framing 
qquare and the method. Decide which combinatiori of rnetho’ds. best suits-your 

. , 
, 

needs. i , . i * ._ : * 1 1 J 
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LA~I~NG.OUT’PRItiC,IPAL RAFT$RS ‘LANlj PORLINS ROdF SYSTEiy : 
.> 2. 

The fi$t ztep in l@i,ing o!l!.&e,rafters is to iietermine the overal’l leigth. The 
male’ raf’ters will he,shqFter than the female rafters hy some 4 inches. If you have 
some raftgr siicks’that a’?$ short’for some reason, \.,ou can uie them as-male rafters. 

* . . ‘.h ‘-9.’ 
.’ 

?$ 
. , 

;,* . . ‘5. . 
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.2), : -G-i E,~thrip.ak 8 _/ ‘- 
* 

F 1 
_ ‘; 

._ 
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m L 

. I’ +: 

v .</ 

L ,,;-‘. --WC 6ind it is useful tx) la>! out both the male and ftiti’ale measurements on one 
F.timhe- Except for the jqirier,!, at the peak, all the mdle and female rafters’will be the .- 
“same. Th”e’refore,.once’kou.have stepped off pne raf!er in this manner and checked-; 
ii. you have dete%ined the length of the remaining mQle and female rafters. You .II 
then .n&&cl onI+-a‘b&el square and those measurements te ,l’ay out the @ti&ining 
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n 
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I hhen YOU “cd the rafters, E-J is the cut--off ‘6qe for; th6 female;and H-F ’ 
‘_ ‘I- ..rBpresents rh,e shoulder of the tenop oh the malk rafter. ?. * \ 5 , . 

I . -* : 
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I ’ The Peak 
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.Tb lay out the tenon for the male radeer,:mark j!nes between F-F an% J-J t,o repre- 

,::. : 

* 
sent ‘the thi’cknegs of the,,renoq. The length of the tenon - 4 inches br.so z is 

.i 
L ‘measuredwing line H-F as a:vzference point. This same,section also delinkates th’6 

a&a of fh’e morfise for the female rafter. Us@ F-l-.a’s a reference point, and measure 
I” 

the..4 inches or sn rl&th rlnkrn li,o U-P ’ - 
.1 1 ,, 

. , 
, ‘c. ’ .% \ 

PtirliA Layout - 
: ,’ I, ..,* I I , .,; , .I 

c j. 5* < _ 

,. ‘,“’ IfP)jour ro$ sy’stem is using’purlins, mark. them out using point E’ a? your 
referencg point. tay out the desired a?nters for the’iurlin pockets. ‘We use 4 f&t ‘. 

‘- . .._ 
a:: ‘. “1 

n .’ cent&s &cl 4” :x 4” ‘purlins. Note rh’rlat th?e marks are square‘ to the ,tim&Y, *.. 
regardless of $oof patch. 

~ 
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.> -, t . .: 
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,- 4 ‘- 4 ‘----\ F *, 



* 
. The purlins will either ,e squ@re-cut o.r haunched half-laps. It’is imp .$’ 

-ing the layout tGmake note’bf wh~~rafter.s$&ll be used at the gable”end 
rafters, the pot 

9 
ets; for the pu,rlin~~~nl~l.raid out oflthe insitfe surfa& 

other rafters; th;? pdckets can-+ tran‘s$&&l,to 
the square acros\s the top of the timher and marki? 
square and’mark out the mortises as before. 

f 
d 

: .’ -.‘_ j 

I. “. .Foot Layout ‘- . . .;. 
. 

, . 

To lay out’;1 hirdsmouth, mark the hori.zdntal line \h,hic:h will rest on the plate I)@ ’ I 

I’. 
using,!he framing ,From point a’. measure to point b the P 
distance equal . 

.‘\ . . . . ,’ a - 

1. ‘*’ 1 . 
” \ 

.- <. 
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,Lay ol<t the plumb line from pok; S’;o?the edge of the timber: Then, turn the 
square over SO that the tongue is in y6$‘&.t h$d and the points are on the bottom 
surface. You can disregar$l! the points &fichset th;! squar.e on the line. Then draw the 
square line, b-c. I - 

_ a _ 
,( 

. _- __---- --- 
, ‘.. 

; K’ 
c;:?. 

The Aext step is to carr\r these lines out+0 th+.+her side of the rafter to assure 
clean, square cuts. It is especially important .to do @is if yen plan to use a circular 

saw. Set a square on edge at point .c and lajl out the square lirie, c-D, and q-D on the 
top and botto,,m stirfaces of the rafter.,Finall$complete the birdsmouth ori the other 
side to match the cdmpleted side. lJse the ttio points D a’s a reference/ point, 

. 
I, d 

, 

k+ 
/” 

. 

If there is to: be an- overhang, 1 
*determine and lak- out its overall 

* 

length. , 
c - 

-- y- \ h . 
-. 

-.., ij. ; ,, _.. 4s -- ‘ : 2 p’ ; 4 
_. * . 

If the overhang is lo?Fer t’han a. . .; <. ,f 1 
dimen@on on th’e square: simply step 

~, .$& 
, 

off a~ you did for the -ra.[ter. ’ _ : 
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, 

cuts can be nlumb. muare. hnrimntal 

Neit, decide on the birdsmouth and its relationship to the plate. 
line that represents the outside of. the plate as a reference point. A6 you can see 
there are quite.a few choices. As utual,,we like the traditional solution, that of usin; 
a,sizable joint pn the rafter and plate to resolve the-lift and sprea&ng forces the 
joint will bear. Lay out the thickness of the plate from- th$.plumb~‘line. 

---- 
.* 

* 3 

, *’ 

‘I . 
.,;;. c L 

h, I ., 
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N,ext, lay 0.ut a horizontal line to 
r,ep@@ent, the top of the plate where 
this line- intersects- the bottom of the 
rafter. N 

f . . ‘, 

t horLpnta1 /’ 

/ 

/ /J-T-, 

i ‘i 
.-_ : *i _ . . / 

/” 
L.3 

;i- . .~ .. I . 

.+ 

Half-way along the ,horizontal lirie, 
lay out a thircl plumb line. This , ’ 
represents the shoulder of the 
mouth. 

+. > ..- 

Yau I - I 

t/ .- 

ayout 

. : 
. ’ Now you-have two choices on how to 
. - pfoce@d-“fron7’ point S. One is to lay 

^. out a liti& .$arallel to the top of the. 
rafter tbwards the tail cut. ‘The ,:, _ - -. 
second is to lay out’s horizontal line .* ~ .* 

.. L to the tail. Tke f&2 method is more 
‘.. ‘%+~cammonly used. 

.a -. ‘/ “? .C 
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s first method also requires that, in makifig.the mor’tise,.pu make saw kerfs 
some chisel work. to. relieve-!,he odtside of the plate. 

r .’ 

and .,, ./_. 

_’ i 
-. 

For the second method, Fou heecl’o.n!y a chisel tc;“Gake t’he mortige.. 
/, *. 

: - _ “Along with the hirrlsmouth’and the’overhang methods, toucan also .lay orit it” . 
the foot using a tenon. Follow the rule5 for I’aying out a full-width tenon, with Ihe& 71 
exceptions. The horizontal cut of-the rafter will be the shoulder of thb te,h.o,:.Pils@ 
the end of the tenon will have to be level cut. Thls,is nkcessary so that.the teAon, :‘ 

,“” 1, 

does ndt protrude beyond the width of the.building. The morti.se is laid odt to metch -:. 
‘. <the tenon. . , 

= .j _ : ,.. 

Ridge Pole Pocket Layout ,. 
n ,. . 

I. I 
4 . 

b If’you ha,ve decide: to use a ridge pole, set the heel bf &e-square to pdin~t Ks6 :“ ’ I 
I that the tongue and body bi the square intersect ‘the, top edge of the .tPmb&and, the 

end of the timber, respectively. The ‘distance between points V.aqd K will equal ,the’ 
.*, , 

,‘, 
dimensions of the ridge pole. ; . . , <.. .:- 
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,’ VVhen you lay out’ the’ ridge pole for a’roof system wiih a pi’tch‘th& is-other thigh.-’ ..~-‘,..,‘Y ; 
, square, .the top two surfack muSt be cut to match the rob‘f pitch.’ _ -. 1 . : 1 -‘,, .’ I’ 

’ ,’ . - L. 
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, = t-h@ p/e turned mr a@ fet,m h&e 
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I :> . 
.,If you c$o.oLs’e to use a half-lap joint at the peak, ydu must;make’an adjustmeht in 

.., 1.’ 
8’ 

t6e ten.o,n on t.be male rafter. Instead-of centering the tenbn and making it shorter. 
‘a.-*--._ - . 

, Y it 1 ,’ you w-ill lay it .out Eu’ll’lengt&on one.side of the ra,ffer. Lay out line- __ _ 1~s tn represent the. 

1 _ ’ 
, cut-off’ljtihs. o’q pne ‘sidbof the rafter, H-F is the cut-of’f-litie and.sho$ 
:, other’sida E-J;.is t&e cdt-off line. 

lder. On the 
s 
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&.With thehalf-lap joint, you’will’use smaller stock for the rafters, and place them 
. on closer centers. You will mqst likely not use purliris or a ridge pole. If youdo, you 

‘.will have to lay out on the male rafter as well as OJJ the female rafter for th’& ridge 
pol‘e pocket. Purlins will be laid out as we descr!i&:‘d above. L&y-out tKe:femall 4. . 
rafter as yoi~ would any half-lap joint. Remem.ber td match the &ale to the ierriale; 
keeping ‘all angles and the layout for the yige in &id. ’ 
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If ‘you Fhoose to half-lap’into aeltirge ridge pole, you will use a somewhat 
; . 

,) *’ I.. different layout. The ocerall length of, the raf.ter will,be dete’rmined by adding on 

‘. the lerigth of the lap,- hut subtraciing the dimension of the ridgeapole. s 
. 

‘. 
d 

3 Step off the lengtkas before;and la) 
OUL’ t,he dimensions of the ridge pole 
and the lap. 

. 

.L 

If you have alreacly altered the ridge 
pole .to correspond ,to the roof; then 
you can find the rafter pocket dimerJ- 
siqns by just mea,suring the ridge 
pole. Otherwise: lay a straight edge 
on line E-F. Then Jay the, framing 
square on’this line as you did before 
when you laid out the ridg’e pole, 

I : ./ 
‘i: ‘! 

_~ .-, 

;; . 

v 

’ 1 
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Fr6m poi-nt M, measure the length of’ 
the lap in the direction of the peak. 

c 

length fla7 
Lay ol!t the lap 3s usual, remember- 
ing to consider the angles. Because of M+ 

its,;sales, a standard half-lap will 

.- ,’ : 

I / 

.requir$ quite a hil of fudging during 
raisind. The old-tirriers skirted this 

-dressed xzl&r 

difficl’llty by remqving the shoulder / 
/ 

to s‘ome pleasing point and calling 
the r,esult a “dressed shoulder.” A’ _,’ . 

+h 1 e ayout is simplifigd if the roof pitch is square. In this case, the lap can he 
left square and the ridge pole will not require an!’ angle cuts on the top surface. In 

“I this system, the rafters and ridge are generalI!, square timbers to begin with, that 
h is, 5” x 5”: 6” x F” or 7” x -7”. 

T.hc last special situation we will explain is that of, laying Out dormer rafters. 
.Wk do not use dormers very often hecause they are not part of the originill timher- 

L frame tradition in New Englan’d. Dormers were almosi a1wag.s added on years ;bfter 
’ the.house was raised. Ilowever,,if you-want the extra space and light that dormers 
, aff.ord. we will ecpla.in how to, la)’ out the lines. First, mark on a wide board the 

pitch of the dorin~r’rafter.‘such ai J/12. Draw line a-h to/represent the horizontal 
cut of the ddr@$r rafter. #. 

. . . 

Next, set’your square on this 1,ine to the pitch bf the main roof, such & 12/i2. . . 
This’may. have to he reduced in order to fit.within the length of line a-b. Hold points 
.C-D .on line a-b: and read points E-F. Set these points OQ the.+quare. This ratio, 
represented hy’line L on the blade of ihe square, is the angle qf the cu.t of’ the 
dormer roof only where it meets the main roof, 

( */ 
. / 

. , ,?‘. 
’ 

.- I 
is . , 1 _ ‘_’ 

. : 

. . ; /’ 
-  I  .y&qC .s+ D * If& w a& crmvcnict~r mtia ihnr nd~~t 

,’ 
‘. 

., ,, wkhin I;ite a ‘b d ‘%o YG ttc. 
,A 
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; Y %* 
I (’ 
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1. ‘5 2,. 
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All other dormer Pafter, layo.uts, are made from the origiflal roof pi&h: Any 1 
dormer pitch can he used on spy main roof pitch, andlthis pi.tch can he found in:tte ~ . 

i same manner. 5 .a 
‘%a \ 

” : “. 
. ,.::. 

/ CU’FTIN6 R&@ER JOINTS t “” R 
, 

The cutting of rafter joints diffe;s’onl~‘Slightly fromgeneral cutting rules.-.You + 
must remember that unless ‘your pitch is s&are. the shoulders will, not be square to 

w 
‘a: 

the timber. RelievingtheiYaste for the ridge pole pocket on the female is a matter of ’ 
sawing out the small block of Good. Then bore and chisel out the mortises as usual. 
To cut the proper angles on the ri.dge pole for other than a 12/12 pitch, set the cir- 
cular saw hlade to the proper angle of the.rqof. Most saws will not saw all the way 
throdtgh. The expanse. that the saw won) ‘re,ach,oan be chopped out with a broad 
hatchet. You can use a broad axe or hatchat to do the whole ridge: Simply strike . 
chalk lines on the face of the tim’her .and remove woo.d to that li.ne. p .I 

Once you have mastered the framing,square and have, cut your first complete 1 

rafter system>you will certainl,y have-caI&e for celebration. -1 
‘.Y 

. . 
c 
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In this chapter, we will be explaininghow to square a log, how,to cut gunstock 
posts, and how to champher and bead the timbers,. The early builders had rig choice 
about the squaring of. their own timbers. All the timb.ers had ,to be molded into.’ 
some useable form for timbers, studs, boards and *miscellanSeous framing sticks. 
Even if:the early timber fr.amers wkre building a log cabin,‘fhe$‘made certain sur- 

/- . . 

’ ’ ’ 
faces level so that a floqr.*boar.d or sheathing board would lie flat:on them. Often, . 

/.. . 

’ 
they kept these cuts to-a. minimum by having a dirt floor wi:th n,o, framing.. : ,,I’ 
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TRkfllTrONAI. DECl3RATIW TkEAiMENTS OF TIMBERS 
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G3&ne of yeu’niay want to square your logs by hand, even though the ex.istenbe 
of$owe.r’inills gi-ves us,the, Choice not to.;You will need four to six’different kind&of 

* y-0 
._ 

broad~$xes and adzes.$f you:plan’ to square your own logs. This is how it is done, ‘ 
“r’, 1’ .> .; 

P -. . <L_;- Squ$ring Log;l1 ’ I 1, ’ * 
-. .” = 

‘. 1. 
‘,, ( * ‘-3% 

L * “!. ” ” , .1 51 : 
-< 

‘The..~~tting;p~~ess is the same whether you are’squ&ing one surface. or four. 
+. F~r,st,.$&‘kk “cribs” or hofding.logs by notching outa place on two shortb.utts of logs * : 

,, *:‘-. -, ‘which? &ill cradle the log being cu’t. ~I 
I_ 

.̂  

1‘ 

I 
_ , 

,‘.: I .: s ; .- 
I . g. . 

. . 

Once t-he log to‘be cut is in”plade in the cribs,.mark.out on the.endof the‘Iog:the 
desir.33 size of the finished timber. Keep the lines square. Then dra,w or score.lines 
the length’of th,e log from eadh corner to its opposing corner.,‘.’ -.-- :a .I’ 

_ * 
‘ i 3 

’ / 

‘, 

? 

Y ,. 

,Next, :Jscor.e” or chop the area between the two top 1ines.dit.h a single-bit or - . 
* double-bit axe. These cuts should be only as deep as necessary to reach the desired 

/’ g’ 

timber. size. 
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1 , ’ Use a heavy broad axe to remdvkcthe bulk of the wood. Try dojngthis &ith the 

log on its side to see if it is an easier way.for you .to work. 
n if@ : : .a * e 

.’ 
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The last step is to adze a.11 thesurfmes smpo.th. The surface you.‘areworking on 
__’ in this phase should be on top.4 , . , 

. ~- ,‘>, ‘.. is _ “‘. -_ 
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Simply repeat t.his‘Rrocess for your timbers, making sure that you lay out 
in your frame. you can hand plane as a final 

timber surface. ’ ‘pi 
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Gunstocks *- . 
<1 

_ .. 
I 

.* “A gunstock post is structurally functional. It~ioffers full ‘bearing.‘for all the 
timbers-that comae together on it. Likela ha.unch:, it’becomes a shoulder fpthe 
timbers to rest on. Therefore,,it could quite simply,b’e a post ha&g extra.width at 
the top. However, the craftsmen who’created the,early timber frames*kanted the 
posts to be not only functional, but also to be handsome. The.refore, you can choose 

. ,among several decorative optio.ne:for these hard-worki-i$j:posts, and-again, you can 
.- : . either &e-hand tools or power tools to make.them. 

A gunstock post is i to 4 inches wider at the top than it isat the botiom. It usually 
‘.‘is milled as a sqhare timber equal to the thickness of the plates and girts it ~$1 be 

: supporting. For example,‘if the plates an&girts are 7’& Q.“s, the post would be a 7” x 
9” 08.a 7” x 11”. The simplest solution is’to taper the post. If one chooses to cut a 

D - r gunstock shape, you can choos;e a simple one or a more elaborate one. .’ 
b 
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A tadpered post is 2 to 4 inches wider at the&top than at the bottom. Lay the post 

on its back with the end being tapered on top. Strike ichalk line from the top of the 
timber to the bottom. Make axe kerfs close to this line. I * 5 s. + 

L 

. 

i 

‘6 

A-, 
q-- 

’ _. 1 * _ 
‘Adze down the post starting at the toFj so that flu are working‘with the grain of _ 

the wood. Otherwise, you risk splitting into the.body of the post. If yo,u, encounter a 
knot, you’ will, have to come in from both direction,s at that ,point. * 
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on.the post is so c:alled because that is what it resembles. 
part of the post 1s about 25 inches. The narrower section. ; 
smaller than the shoulde? width.,‘ 3 

. 

The transition between the shoulder and the narrower section can be resolved ’ ’ 
in’ several ways. K 

9 

., > 
It is difficult’to cut these, andthe proper tools are required. First, hand cut your . 

*i .-z ,I. decoration .for the area of transition. 
y . i 

'5 You can’use a piece of h6av’$ cardboard, masonite, or even a slq$nch board to 
make up a template, or patterp, for the detail. Draw the pattern full scale, including 
the top wide part of the&gber, and a portion of the narrower section:Transfer the 

” pattern to both-sides of t:ytitiber. Then, use hand tools to carefully carve out the 
design. . 

Strike a straight Erie from the detail to the bottom of the iost and then make cuts 
..%Cth an axe or hain Saw to this line. 

E. 
‘J 

-b$T 
Y 

4 a, ,: 
b _,-- cuf toline 

If power is avaii’able, you can make the long rip Ram the bottom of the timber to 
the gunstock dqtail with a power iircular saw. You will then still have to use an adze 
to.cut away the area, unless your saw is a 10 or 12 inch one, or unless your posts are 

: unusually small. It is also possible to rip the entire post with a timber hand s’aw, 
which is niuch like the old pit saw. This, however, wouldjbe tedious work. 

: -1 
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Champhers and Beads 

r, Champ,h&rs and bea+..are purely decorative. This kind of decorative detail was 
.- very important to the old craftsmen because’their work-was exposed. In the old 

days, the extent to which a structure was ornamented depended on the skill, time, 
and money available. Thefefore, there was,an order of priority as to which timbers 
would be decorated. The summer would come first, and then, if~the resources were 
still availab’le, the-posts, then the girt9 and plgks. ~~ /-y’ ; 

The& $etails shduld be cut before the &&erSSSare raised. Molding planes of -_ 
various sizes are used to cut the beads, and a draw knife is used to cut the 
champhers. As with all-dethil work, champhers can be simple or elaborate depen- 
ding on your skill and taste. 

-- 

The bead and champher end with a decorative’cut called a “stop.” Firs.t, decide 
where on thze timber- you- would like these stops to be. We generally stop ou’r 
champhers and beads somB6 to 8 inches from the exposed ends of the timber. Strike 
two chalk lines from one‘stop pgint to the other on the corner surfaces to outline the 
champher. Keep in mind how wide the champheP will be’as well’. We usually make 
ours z iaches wide. i 

I .- 
/ 
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.i .qse a hatchet dr 6 chisel and carefully cut out close to the lines as much bf the 
‘waste as you can. A( the ends you will have to make shallower cuts because the stop 
will taper up to the corner surface of the limber. 

I * 

/’ 
\ 

.+- ~ - 

d * .‘. 
Next, use a draw knife to tit ?n gradually at the stop. Draw the knife for a dis- 

taqce of 2 to 3 ifiches before you reach the full depth pf the champher. 

$’ 
‘... , : ‘... ‘. 

‘.., 
‘.. 

. . 
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. , 

Nqw, take the other end and repeat ’ 
this process before you cut away the / L 
middle section of the champher. This * 
will prevent you from cutting too far, 

- (something that can easily happen). 
The stop can be finished in several _ 
ways. A simple stop is a smaller 
champher or a square cut. 

. : c, . : s’ 

, 2 

A variation of this is a 25 degree fl 
,angle cut instead of a square cut. 

A bead is cut by using -a similar process.‘It is, 
because it is not necessary t.o strike the chalk lines. 

., , = 1. 
.* / 

. simpler to’.cut a bead ’ 
ding plane Will do ‘this,.:; _ 

Ii 
’ 

for you. Ybu wiI1 not be able to taper up to the top surface at the stofis’asyou did 
with the draw knife because the head of t-he plane will prevent you from getting that 

,’ ’ L L 

close. Therefore, there is a little more handwork involved in cutting a b.ead. .. ’ ” “I% ‘. .ili 

. 
I 

., 

.‘.I-. ‘-- 
I.5 .’ ._ -.,. 

‘<. 
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To cut the stops foe the bead, you tiill 
first neel to round out a portion of 
the bead by hand. Then, make 

:.’ square cuts to meet the bead. 

117 
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,:, . . .~ ‘I\ is simpler to’round out,; pdrtion of 
. pth’ee-bead b-y hand ari$&~n.let it meat , 
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% * process of raising a’frame is simple if you are organized.*Therefore we 

’ ‘ .‘. 
this chapter -with some suggestions on organization techniques, tools ‘and 

- dimes. If your preparations for raising’are thorough, the mechanics.‘&e iasily’ 
1 .mastered. Z 

: i \ . 
I’ : ” 

‘. ’ .I 1 \ ORGANIZATION _I ’ ‘~ ( 
* _; . ._I ‘. * . , ‘_ . B&kfillin&. , r 

.’ -, 

t 
. . 

‘Prior to raising, arrange’to have the area around your fwnd‘ation backfilled. 
Thismeans having’someone come’in with a bullddzzk‘r’to push back the dirt around 

: 
the foundation walls. If this isn’t done, youwill be carrying both yourself and heavy 

. ” 
, Jim*bers‘across a ditch, a. dangerous and difficult procedure: Before you raise the 

.’ ! . 
.frame, your foundation should have at lea& ten days to set after it is poured or built. 

‘T+wenty,-eight days is ideal. ’ I 
. . 

: bi 

.I 
,I 1 .t 

\I . 
Electrical Pywer 

:> I 
; . ‘k+ 

. 
.II’ 

. 
I : ; e :you should,h8 

If you do not already have’electrical power at the site, and.you intend to use it 
._ 

.- 
ve an electrician set up a temporary service‘box’ on a tree near the 

I< * -. . ’ site. Then, call your electric company and ask them to hook up the temporary ser- 
-vice. Or, you might prefer to use a ge,nerator. - . ‘. * I. 
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It’ .* 
1 ‘, 

Checking the Measuremen’ti 
* . 

Be sure you have cb&ked the measurements of both your foundation and.ail 
.the timbers and joints you have cut. Be sure to correct any oversized portions of any 
of the joints by boxing the timbers. (It is time-consun$ng,, and discouraging, to find 
major discrepancies on raising day.) , 

. 
I:-’ -- 

” 

\ 

Organjzing Timbers 
c 

-I 

Organize the timbers at the site so that they are located near the place in the 
house where they will be raised. Also, try to store them facing the same-general 
directi’on that they’ll be eventually’when they are positioned in the frame. 

,: 1 

c 
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TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT : 

These/are the basic tools you should have on hand: 
. n 

a,minimum of three 50 foot pieces of rope 
a block and tackle ,’ 

r’ \ ‘a come along . ..a , 
two or more beetles and,sledges 

‘. . wedges, drills and augers -‘A *. 
pegs (trenails] *’ LI. ’ 
chisels, mallets, levels, hammers, planes, saws ’ ‘, 

‘, . measuring devices, plumb%o~b 
, 

I 

two’8.foot steti ladders, two 8 foot ladders, one’16 foot ladder. 

’ Temporary Bra&* / 

- You will’also need stock for temporary braces. These are 1” x 6” boards ranging 
in length from 6 -to 16 feet. 

Shims 
..;- 

* . . 1 . . s 
Have some wood shingles to use as shims for adjusting the” timbers to make 

. them level. ’ 

- . 
Stiging _ 1 I 

,. - 

/ S&gin% equipment is necessar hen you ‘raise girts and plates. We.use butt&,’ :x, 
--Y- ends of timbers accumulated during joint cutting to step on or to support planks. ?-- J 

Have some 8 and 10 faot ladders available. 

J 

<Manpower 
I+ 

. 

D 

7. Several kinds of manpower are necessary. You’ll need people to help with the 
raising, someone,-to chop the pine bough that will go atop the ridge,, someone to 
organize the beverages, and someone to org$inize the food. 

G.ENERAL P-ROCEDURES ; . 

: 
There <$re some ‘things you should check several times during the raising 

process. 

Checking for Square t L 

It is very important to’check for square frequently. You do this by measuri,ng 
diagonal points. 

I. 
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. di$g&An-&ymal*B . 
‘_ * 

Checking for Level . 
. 

You also must’check for level. This is especially critical when you are checking 
the measurements of your foundation, and when you have laid theVsills. The most 
accurate way.of doing this is to mount a level on a tripod. You probably will-need to: 

,s- rent a level for siting the high and low points of your foundation, so arrange tqrent it 
-3 

again on raising day. Have someone stand beside the foundation. They should be -%A 

holding a long stick,. steel retractable rule, or preferably, a wooden folding rule. 
Looking through the,level, note a me-asurement or point c, and then have the other 
perso’nptand at other points about 10 feet apart. The existence of any points higher. 
on th& rule than the original point c indicates that the framing is too low.,Any point 
lower than point c means the frame istoo high. Choo’se the lowest point in relation 
to point c and, using wood shingles, shim the rest of the frame [the sills and chimney 
girts) until all points are consiste,ntly even with the highest point. 

. 
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Checking for Straight Lines 

. . One way to check for straight lines is to look down the line of the sills for anv 
concave~or convex lines. If your frame has additions or ells, you may not be able to 
do this. In that case, you may tack 1 inch blocks at the corners of the sills. Pull a 
piece of string tightly over the blocks and wind the string securely around a nail at 
.either end-of the sill. Then use a piece of wood the same thickness as the blocks, in- 
serting it between the string and-th;e sill along the sill from corner to corner. You 
should note any variations in the distance between string and frame since this 
would indicate that the lines of the timbers are not straight. 

. . 

3’ > 

-hi. 

-. ? 

Checking for Plumb 
. . 

This sho,uld also become a habit. Hold a 4 foot level vertically against the 
timbers to.be sure they are not standing or lying at an angle, but are straight up and 

1 down. Or more accurately,, use ajpltimb bob much like the 1 inch blocks and string 
by holding the line 1 inch awa,y from the top of a’pos$+nd making sure the point of 
the plumb is 1 inch away from the base. % 

Lifting 7 
‘_ 

We want to remind you again about the proper method for lifting. Remember to 
use your legs, not your back, and always have enough people to do the job, A 6”+x 
12" timber 16 feet long weighs approximately 350,to 450 pounds, depending on its 
degreeiof dryness and its species. A board foot of wood weighs about 4 to 6 pounds. 

Laying Decks 
. ..- 

. . * 

j’ A:.- When laying decking, remember .to stagger the ends of the boards sa that thzy 
.do not all end on a particular joist in succession. 

i . 
7 
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Make sure the boards are tight aga-tnst each other and that they nre straight and 
- consistent with the; perimeter lines. Pay special attention as you cut the mortises 

‘. 
.I through the deck.ing to rekeive the tenons on the posts. Be careful that ybu do not hit 

,any conceaI.ed decking Fails with your chisels or bits as these w,ill be damaged ex- 
tensively and the raisifig will be delaved. ,. 

, 
, 

,I ! Temporary Bracing 
< 

- ..M Temporary bracing has two functions. First of all, it holds i post or group of 
titibers in place.until the joining-timbers are also raised. -It also holds the frame in a 
square, level,, and plumb position urrtil the permanent braces-are put in. In both . 

’ cases, it is,frnportant to position the braces so that they provide maximum su,pport 
but do not interfere with the raising pfocess. It will mean a duplication of effort-if 25 

5” * 
*temporary braces have,hfo be rsmoved in order for you to put in the purlins or the 

, ,permanent bra-ce’s. So, a little f’orethought is advisable. Generally, it isa,good idea to 
” 

e .tack the l”.x 6” board as high up as possible on the stick-or bent being braced, and 
bring it down at a 45 dggree angle. to the sill or plate. 
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1 Use several 8d or l0d nails only partially nailed in so that the? will be easily 
reti-actal%e.-Cross brace by laying a brace aefoss the first in the opposite direction. 

- 

Tack these two together at the point where they cross. When you br$cea rafter.pair, ” 
. tack‘the board to the underside of the rafter, again as high up as possible, apd bring’ 

it down at a 45 degree angle to the plate. Now you will riot have to remove the bra’c- 
ing to set the purlins. 

- 

_, I 
THE RAISING..~PRQCESS 

‘ ,” 
I 

,_, 

First Floor Frame 

We will begin with floor frame. Thes_e 
are simply set in their for square,, level, 
plilmb, and straight.Jin&Y I’ 

Next, la!:,Il&$ists cro&n up. Any framing for the masonry or stairs to a c.ellar 
sh”ould be%o’ne at this time. .- 

i. _ ., ---G&t, if vou are laying the decks as p.art of the frame raising, lay the lirst floor 
---“deck, 

_ ------iit 
leavini oien the spaces for masonry and stairs. This completes the first floor 

frame. 

Second. Floor Frame r 
’ 

There are two methods for raising’the rest of the frame. One ds to build a bent 
on the deck,and raiseqt as a-unit. Traditionally, there would usudlly be four bents.. 
The other.is to raise each%tick, one at‘; time,,bracing it until the joining sticks are in 
place. Generally, we use the second method and would recommend it for novice 
raisers. In’dividual timbers are lighter than bents, and therefore, require a smaller 
work .force. Also;there are’fewer details tp think,abqut.‘at one timq This method .’ 
does take a long time. In either method, the first 
necessary mortises for the posts:Check ihe Tmeasur gnd their positions. 

If ydu aie raising a bent, carry the necessary and girts for one bent onto 
the deck, and lay them out with tb,e tenotis at 

chvrk rne~~m-Emftr~, 

deck 
check fm mpm, 
tttmtirc in, the braca, 
put alrppdy donr 

End b&t /f&t with rqmztivvE morttie 

‘1’. . . 

_2 b _ 



. 

* 

You will need a few categories of workers for the raising:You need people at 
the girt to lift, people at the mortises PO guide the posts in, people to check for plumb, 
and peop.le to nail the temporary braces. If the.house is a single story, the workers 
will always be able to reach and support the girt once it is in position. However, if 
the ho”use is one-and-alhalf or more stories, an additional group of workers are 
needed to u‘se bar? poles. or pikes..to h&lp lift the be’nt once’it is t@ high to reach by 
hand. 

/ + 

\ 

’ I 

Remember that at the beginning stages of lifting the be/nt, the feet of the posts 
will,t_end to move out more than down. When the bent is almost upright, and there is 
more’weight pushing down, the tenons will then tend to move downward into the 

* : morfises more than outward. 

Y 
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“The pikes shotld be sei as soon as the upper frahing is lifted to head height. ;. 
Additional pikes can be set as the bent getsfiigher. ) . 
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‘: f 
‘, . . The‘pFessure applied by all the.pedple raising must be consistent along the en- .: 

. . 3 : ..-~. 
tire,line.of the bent. Timing and rhythm are very important. Therefore, one person 

i ‘-.* 
among the group should be a caller. This is someone who sets the lifting rhythm and 

i; audibly guides the raising with “easy,” “all together now,” “hupp!” or whatever 
“--* . . suits the situation. 

Tie ropes to the girts prior to raising the bent. People in your crew should hold 
these ropes in order to prevent the bent from going over .too far. 

With the first bent in place, lay out the second bent in the same way. If the first 
l*bent is very securely braced,‘you can use a block and tackle with it to help raise the 

second bOent. The second-can be used similarly for the third, and so on. 
. . 

. 

ri- 
2. 

. 1 

-4 

\ *, 

_2____ 

After the second bent is in pla:e and braced, ‘raise the front and rear plates for 
that section to tie the two bents together. The process of setting these maj.or timbers 
will require’undoing the temporary bracing; The plates a% generally slid in from 
the side’by spreading the two bents apart. This process requires some careful plan- 
ning. Have one set, of’p,eople holh the plate at the proper elevation while 
group unnails the braces and spreads the bents apart a few inches. 

another 
- ‘3 
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Once the plate is, in place, use a come along to apply a great deal of pressure to 
pull the posts totiard each other. 

Once the joints look very tight, bore 
the necessary holes for the trenaiis 
and- insert them. 
0 

\ . y -> 
. Folloiv the same procedure for the rear {late. ’ 

Because the dovetail joint is not flexible enough’to allow for the setting of the 
plates,after the summer, the summer .timber, if there is to be one, is the lastmajor 
timber raised in this section, Raise the summer and Jay it upside down on the girts. 
Then, roll the timber over and set the tenons into the mortises. The dovetail joint 
will fit tightly, and a bee&is usually required to whomp .it downinto the pock~ets. 
Prior to fitting the dovetail joint, set two temporary posts, one under each girt at the 

i 

mortise of the summer’, These’w’ill provide some support and prevent the timber I . 
from bouncing as you ‘are hammering it with the beetle. 

/’ . 
: 
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’ 
The summer is not pegged. Replace all the temporary’braces that you-removed 

.I during this.phase of the raising. : 
4% 

_ The order of raising’timbers for the third bent, and especially the-fourth, is 
different b”ecause you will have less space to work in’; Therefore, have two groups of 
people working simultaneously to raise the plates,.$ndhold them in place. A third 
group of people will then. bring the bent to the plates. 

3: / / 3 

‘. 
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:I 
This sequence is followed until the entire second floor s&tern is raised. 
Next, lay the joists. 
If you are not planning to have plaster ceilings and you want to conceal your 

electrical wiring, now is the time to rout out a canal in the top surface of your plates, 
girts and/or,summer, and then to lay the wires. Bore down through a timber at any 
point where you are planning to install a fixture. Make sure to leave enough wire -at 
,either end to make the final electrical connections. [Be sure also to check your local 
electrical codes.) 

~77 exumfe tof- A' . 

, .> 
- . 

h,ext, lay the second floor deck. 
If’vou are raising a cape, or your bents were two stories tall, you are now ready ’ 

to raise the rafters. If your house is a two-story, with single story posts, repeat the $ 
preceding steps for the second story framing. 9 / 

; _ 
, 

Rafters . 

The raising.of rafters is complicated by the fact that you will be working 9 to 18 

feet off the ground. We have f&id that the best method for getting the timbers up is 
to tie ropes to the near end and to use two sets of people pulling and lift-ing/pushing. 

I; 
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If your rafters are particularly heavy, or your -work force is limited, yoicould 
rig a boom off the top deck and use a block and tackle, Be sure to secure the boom 
tightly with adequate bracing. In determining the height of the boom, you must take 
into account the space the block and tackle and its ropes holding the timber .will . 
need. 

i 

I. 

I 

Use rop& as tag lines tied to ihe ends of the safter. These are held by people on 
the ground who are guiding the timber and by people on the deck who are pulling 
the timber-.-Raise the timber parallel to the wall, and then turn it 90 degrees to get it 
onto the \deck: 

i 

. . . I 
3. 

.* 
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This ,system.,.requires. careful coordination of all the work groups.,*Leave ,the 
,purlins on t&ground at this point to give yourselves maximum working space. Once 
all the rafters**are on the deck, you are ready to proceed. Tack some blocks to the 
outside .ofQhk’“,fr-ame on the gable’end and the side to prevent the rafter from sliding 

+ off or sprbading too far. Begin at one gable end, and lay the rafters down on the deck 
with-the birdzmcmths al their respective locations. 

r: i 

u, 

Join the r,afters at the Geak.and peg the joint:Set the colla’r tie if there i’sbne: Tie I’ : 
a string to the peak. This will-serve as 2 plumb line when,the rafter’has been raised.- 

._ 
. 

The.n the first set’can be a refesence point for the other sets, * 

. 1 One person should sia&)Bt. each foot to act as a guide. Sever’a~.pkople Gill be 
needed to do tG lifting,. and ohe person should hold the end of a tag line tied to the 
peak. I’f ‘tl?e:rafters are quite l.ong, you may also need to use @e pikes. ,H distance “a:’ 

’ is less than half the vertical height of-the rise, you do not need pikes. 
*. I. : . 
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The people at the feet are very important because they prevent the rafters from 
sliding away or spreading. The birdsmouth joint is also special because it’will not be 
properly situated in position until the rafters are almost completely upright. 

: 1‘ 
I 

Your overriding fe.ar willbe that the rafters will’be raised too far and be pushed 
over,.~,The fear is usuallygreat enough that the problem be,comes one of not raising 
the,rafters far enough to be plumb. The tag lines offer further security against the 
rafters going overboard. Temporarily brace this.first rafte,r$air by tacking a board 
to the underside, or inside, ,of the rafter, and to the plate. 

Then proceed toraise, and brace the remaining sets until you have two sets left. a 
The last set must be raised under the second-to,last set. Therefore, th.e pq’ak of the 

‘a pair must be able to passunder any collar tie that might be there. If it wijl’not, then i 
the collar tie for-the second-to-last set of rafceers must be set after the last gable pair ’ 
is raised. ;:-ti-\ ‘.‘ 

d 

‘. i 
a@ . 
1 : Y : J 

*?’ -; j ” 
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It is probably app&aching the end of the day, so while thzse last pairs of rafters 
are being raised, ask some people in the crew to begin to set the purlins. Dp not nail 
a,ny of them in at this point. 

.- 

Once these are set, the ridge pole is handed up and set in place. Now is the time 
-. ~~ to check the roof rafters as a whole for plumb. Use a come along to align the rafters 

in their final position and nail or peg the purlins and ridge poles in place. Securely 
brace the system in the correct position until the permanent braces are set. 

The whore process will pro’bably take a fuil day. Now that you are near the end 
of this productive day of work, it is time to attach the pine bough to the peak of the 
first set of rafters raised. This tradition is attributed to three sources. One source 
claims that the old-timerswanted to pay homage,,to nature for producing the trees 
from which they built their homes. Another says that the pine bough was a symbol 
that the colonists’ house was “free,” and did not belong to the king., A third source 
says that the tree ‘was homage to god, placed akthe highest point of the house,in 
order to be closer to the heavens. To us, the pine bough is representative of all these 
ideas, but stands primarily as a symbol that the frame has been safely and 
successfully raised and the time of celebration can begin. 

The next day, some of the.crew should return to set the permanent braces. See 
Chapter 8 for a complete discussion of cutting and setting braces. 

Once the braces are all in place, the frame is officially complete. You can now 
proceed with the process of closing in the frame to make it weather-tight. ’ 
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. . . . 

Not much rohm was left for variety or individual taste. We, however, can design 
our frames to reflect our own taste while still retaining the--&racteristiob of thk I 
traditional frame. For example, we.can choose to use a small number of large joists, 
or a large n.umber of small ones, dkpending on what effect we would like for the 
ceiling. It is necessary to understand some of the prciperties of wood so that you can 

_* make depign’deL,isio’ns that will ensure .a sturdy structure. 
Wood standing on end [for instance, a post). is extremely strong. It is easy for a 

post to bear the forcesaf compression to which it is subject. For example, p,ine can 
support six hundred pounds $er square inch. Therefdre, a 4” x-4” pine post can 

7 

‘-carry 9,600 pounds. The frame and decks of a 26’ x 32’ cape weigh’approximately. 42,56d 
* pounds. Theoretically, the entire house frame could be supported by five4” x 4”s! It 

-6 would jiggle a bit, but it would be supported. Or, how about suppor.ting the frame on c 
,- one l%” x 10" pclst? It would wobble even more, but it would be able to bear the 

weight. If you choose to design your frame plan by calculating the loads your house 
” must supp~rf, remeniber that the dimensidfis of conventional lumber are smaller . 

- than the dimensions of timbers ordered from a mill. For example, a 4’l.x 4”;will AC- 
tually measure around 3%” x. 31/z”, and therefoie, will actually carry 7,350 pounds. 

1 ’ 
0 . 

0 * 

1 .- 
n \ 
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Wood lying on its side has anotH;r set of characteristics. A I” x 6” board laid flat 
will sag tinder its own weight. However, if you la+ that same boar? qn its edge, it 
becomes’quite strong. Conventionpl builders often nail two or, more boards together 
to create a strong unit. A timbkr,/however, is a solid mass of wood and therefore is e 
stronger, inch for inch, than a bdard. TWO 2” x 10” boards nailed together are not as 
strong as one 4” x 10” timber. $e strength and sturdiness of a timber franie, then, 
derives from the fact that ti 

T 

ers are @d on their edges. An interesting rule of 
thumb for determining the st ength of&ffe,rent sized timber is this: for every 2 in- 
ches of a timber’s height, it? strength increases by the ratio of the 2 inches to the 
original height. For examply: a 4” x 8” timber will be one-third stronger than a 4” x 
6”, the fraction being the rpult of the ratio of the 2 inches to the original height of 6 
inches. However, increasi/ng the width of a timber.by 2 inches only increases the 
strength of the timber by/some 10 to 15 percent. 

_ 

Architectural Grapf$c Standard6 by Ramsey and Sleeper is your best guide for 
determining what timbkrs can span what distances without support. Tlieir charts 

I 

take into account the s ecies of wood, the live and dead floor IBad:, and the deflec- 
tion, or sagging. For e 

i 
ample, if code standards for building limit floor deflection to 

1/360 of the length o$ the timber, then a !O foot timber should not deflect &bre than 
1/3 inch when carry ng a 40 pound load. According to their book, many parts of the 

P traditional timber Crame are undersized and many parts a,w oversized. Yet, these 
frames have stood/for three hundred years and more. 6tudkr oarticularlv the section 

/’ 

/ 

.’ 

. . . 

/ T epypyvvted driuwby 
I’ 

You ,must also consider the work the timbers will be doing when. you d.esign 
e plan. FOF ,example, how ,many other timber.s will be joining any one ’ 

d wha.t are the{! sizes? Since the summer timber will be joined to the girts, 
smaller in its Vertical dimension than the girt it joins. I,. 
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, 

Similarly, the joists will join the summer. There must be 2 inches of wood 
beneath the joist pockets to insure that the timber retains its strength’. With an un- 
derstanding of wood properties, the work the timbers must do and the local building 
codes, you‘can move on t.o the process of designing your particular frame. plan. The 
first and most basic decision you make concerns the size of your house. Decide what 
your overall space requirements are, without committing yourself to window or 
door placement or to the specific placements of partitions for rooms. .Inter_ior design 
decisions are best left for the time after the frame is raised, when you can ex- 
perience the house space as it really is. Decide instead how much overall floor 
space you need, and how many$tories you want. Decide on the style of the roof, and 
its .pitch. 

The two interior design questions that should be considered as you plan your 
frame. are where the stairs will be located, and where the, fireplace(s) will be 
located. Stairs in old houses were very steep. They often rose at a 40 or 45 degree 
angle between central girts that were only 7 to 9 feet apart: Colonial builders design- 
ed them this way because it was roe expensive to heat extra space and because they 
did not wa>nt to sacrifice room space f’olr a larger stair well. Their furniture was 
smaller (as were they], and their indoor activitywas centered around the keeping 
room downstairs. Stairs as we know them are a fairly recent phenomenon. The old 
design is consi’dered uncomfortable, unsafe, and impractical. Therefore, when you 
design your frame, you can allow as much as 10 feet between the central girts for 
stairs that will have a comfortable incline. 

I 
I----- 1z 

,- 
--7----@I IT-- 1’ 

Central fireplaces were a necessity’in cofonial times. The size and number of t 
fireplaces diminished as charcoal, coal and oil supplemented wood fuel. Today, if 
you choose to use electric heat, there is really no need for a chimney. However, the 
high cost of modern fuel is motivating more people to heat with wood in a properly , 

y J . 
,1 . 

.d 
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7 

t : designed fireplace or wood stove: Ii you are planning to use your fireplace for a 
heat source, you should locate it in the ceh?er of your space. Allow 4 to 8 feet of ’ 
space for each fireplace. A large, traditional kitchen fireplace with beehive ovens 
would require a space of 10 feet.. . 

h 

. . 
E 

Once you have placed thestairs and masonry on your frame elan, the rest of the 
timbers are ‘simply “bu.ilt”‘around them. For example, Ihe spade on either side of 
the central girts can be as large or as small as you choose. Yau can now comblef‘e 
your frame plan and make up a timber order. Begin with the first floor frame. Draw ’ 
the perimeter of your house. (We will use a 26’ x 32’ cape as our example:) Next, 
draw the two chimney girts from the front of the frame to.the back. We have placed’ 
ours 8 feet apart, 12 feet from each end, a’plan that will allow for both a central 
staircase and UR to thrde fireplaces. In our example, we are centering this space. 
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Next, draw in the timbers that will make up the sills. 

$u-imp~e Dodd be 6x 6 pods. on a 7,~ 7 sill or&-t 
“\. 

The last members to complete the first floor frame are the joists. We ,placed 
ours on 2 foot centers in all the areas except those which the masonry and staircase 
will occupy. From this drawing, we can determine our timber order for the first 
floor frame. - 

Sills - 8” “x 8” - 4/13, 4/12, 2/10 

Girls - El” x 10” - 2/26'or 4/14 ’ 

Note: These 26 foot 8” x 10" timbers must be 
supported by either masonry or posts. 

Joists - 4" x 8" - 24/12, 9/8 '*~. . 5 

‘This order is read, “si!ls, eight-by-eights, four thirteen-foote?!ss;‘“four twelve- 
,, footet%;“and two ten-footers.” \ 

The second floor frame is made up of posts, plates, girts, summers, and joists. In 
our example, there are eight posts, one placed at each major intersection of major 
timbers. 

I 

The plates and girts are placed as followb. 

i, ( 

I . I, 

podi 

-plate 

t i n, . 

-k -r(’ _ 
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I 

j. 

. Af;ey drawing in the east and west suqmers, we can finally draw the joists. In 
our example, these lie in the opposite direction,from the first floor joists: they are 
traditionally 
floor frame \r;. % 

1>ckd on 2 foot or 30 inch centers:The timber ord?r for the secdnd 
be as follows. L. 

-3 Girts - 7" x 9’.’ - 4/26 

.i’ 
. Note: These 26 foot 7” x 9” timbers must be, sup- ;, 

ported by either masonry or wall,framing. 
Plates - 7" x 6” - 4/12, 2/8 

P&s-- 7" x 9”“. 8/8 I 
.‘. 

Summers - 8" x 12" - Z/12 2 /: 

* ]oists - 6” x 6” - 20/13 (2 foot centers] ’ ,-‘ 
n \ 16/13 (30 inches centers] 

12/13 (3 font centers] 

If you want your joists on 2 foot centers, you can put down a 1 inch tongue and 
groove subfloor and then lay the 1 inch tongue.and gropve finish floor at a later, date 
if you wish. If you choose to place,your joists on UP to 4 foot centers, you must lay 2 
inch tongue and groove deck to ensure adequate load supporl. 

When you place youi order, order all like si?es t0gethe.r. For example, simply 
ordei’7” x 9” ‘-- 10/8,‘4/12, 4/26 for the plai&, posts and girts. 

Repeat this order tally, f$r any othe? floors if you are building a two story house. ..I ’ 
The roof frame ordef-is made up of rafters, purlins, coll:r ties, and ridge pole. ‘.Y- ’ ’ 

Rafters in ‘our example are pIaced on -8 foot centers, and.the purlins pn 4 foot 
centers. Therefore, there are five pairs of ra’ffers and !i.? pucljns, andfour sections of 

_ -._... -. 

ridge pole. h. : 
\,’ * 

.L 
. . . 

* .- . . 
.’ ’ . I’ 
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Refer to,Chapter 5 and Chapter 9 to compute the rafter length for your house. In 
oucexample, the rafters are 18’5” and we will order 19 or 20 foot timbers for them. * 

’ -If you are having collar ties, you ml st compute their lengths. You can do this by 
---bv .dete$mining ho’w high off thedeck they ill be. In our example, the rise is 13 fee?. If 

you&ant the tie to be 7 feet off the deck, there would be 6 feet of space above it. Us- 
ing our knowledge of algebra and triangles, it is easy to see that 6 feet is one-half the 
collar tie length, and that we will need a 12 foot timber for the collar tie. 

tie 

The timber order for the roof syste.m will be as fallows. 4 
-2 Rdff&s - 6” x 8” - lo/19 or lo/20 

.’ *. Purlins.ond Ridge - 4” x 4” - 36/8 ’ 
.I 

Collar Ties “-- .4” x 8” - 5/‘12 z ” 

Finally, you wiil need to order braces. Order two braces, each 4 feet long, for 
every outside post. “~. b: ’ 

Braces.?’ x 4”.,: 16/8 -. 
-. d (Combine”the brace order 8’ - 4” x 4”s you are order- 

ing for p,urlins and ridge 
1. I . 

T Remember that you can vary .tlie sizes o your timbers and the distances 
b:etwe’en them, but be sure you have ,consider d deflection, live and dead loads, 

,local code requirements,; and, the joinery y ach timber will contain. Again, 
) Hou&smiths can help you with your timber p an’and order in a number of ways if 

J 

‘you are unsure about doing it by yourself. W can draw your plan if we know the 
statistics of your house, and you’can figure o t your order. Or, we can do both draw- 
ing and the order. Or,’ you can send us your- an and order and we can ‘check it over. 

F ( You can a,Jso send us your plan and ask how you can vary the size of certain timbers 
‘- to meet your design needs. Write to us fo details regarding such consultation. I 

c 
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P: ,’ We have chosen the construction of a 12’ x 16’ shed as a practice project for 
several reasons. First, building a small structure is an ideal way to become ac- 
customed to working with timbers. Second, the shedis big enough to be useful dur- 

+ng the construction of your main house as a tool shed, or even living space. And 
third, it will be a useful size for an outbuilding shop, studio,,one~car.~rage, or small 
barn. We are going to design the building from the ground,up. W,e-have overdesign- 
ed the structure of this shed in.order toinclude many of the joints that you will need 
to construct a larger- structure. Thus, ,there is a summer timber in our shed, though 
there would hot usually be one for a building this size.+We conclude this chapter 
with the personal account of a friend of ours who is now on the staff of Housesmiths. 
He built this shed without having much prior experience in timber fqa.ming, by us- 
ing the frame.drav$ngs and timber schedules. we have included in this chapter. 

>,. .a 
Beginning with’ the foundation, we suggest that you sei the shed on concrete or 

stone piers. Using piers will minimize your initiai costs and will not scar the earth. It. 
will also allow you the flexibility to move the shed to a better location in the future. * 
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We understand;that as the complex of buildings and landscaping grows, the original 
site of the shed’may not be satisfactory. Therefore, the shed will be’able to be jack- 
ed up slightly, setion skids, and dragged to anoth,er location. 

We also suggest tha-t you use 2 inch planks for the first floor in order to give the 
shed enough rigidityto serve as a shop. These planks camsupport heavy equipment, 
The second deck can consist of 1 inch boards to support lighter storage or a sleeping 
loft. The doorsand windows can be put any place except where there is a timber or. 
brace. The final covering of clapboards, shingles or boards can be delayed until 
later to offset the initial expenses. The roof need only be covered with some water- 
proof material to keep the interior dry duling the initial phase of use. 

Now, for the specifications. We have chosen the 12’ x 16’ base measurem’ent 
with an 6 fool wall, a 12/12 roof pitch (square), and a summer timber: Here are the 
descriptions of the foundation plan, the timber frame * drawings jrrcl‘uding 
elevations, and the timber schedules. [Drawings begin. on page ‘150.) r 

Foundation Plan 8 
: : 

Consider the future use of the building, access during’construction. levelness; ..J’ 
a 1 
, j 

dryness, and stability of the soil when selecting your site. Remove enough topsoil “3 
and make your foundation level with the highest point on your site. To check the . 
piers for squareness, the diagonal measurements must be equal. . . I, I. . : ‘*, 

__ I 
_ ‘* Timber Frame Drawings .’ ~ 

t . 

These drawings show the overall frame plan from the frcni of the framea, the ,., 
end of the frame, and from above the frame. There are also drawings which show 1 

..” 

some of the detail of some ,of the joineryin the frame. , . 5 
‘. ” 

Timber Schedules’ 
, . 

.’ I _. / 
. 

The timber drawings, orrschedules, show the namei.size, length,-Oand.quantity. : 
needed of that.particular timber, the dimensions of each of its joints, and the loca: 6 
tion of the timber in the frame. 

Roman numerals (I, II, etc.) and capital letters [A, B-B, etc.).indicatewhere the 
timber goes in the frame. The order of these n,umerals and letters is significant, For 
example, in the code ‘,‘A-B,“’ the “A” is the left end of, the timber when it is in place, 
as pictured, in the frame; and “B” is the right end. These numerals and ,l&&ers cor- 

, 

respond to identical ones on the frame drawings.,For example, acorner post shown 
on a timber sch,edule and.coded i’D” will match with a paat@ labeled “C-D” and a . ’ 

girt 
‘i, 

abeled .“D-B”‘on the frame drawing, Aii the ends of these t’imbers’labkled. “D” 
will e’et‘.at the joint over the post labeled “D.” 1 
. 

. 

_a 
% 6 x 6 - ;S means the timbers are 6 inches by 6 inches and are 18 ” 

_ i feet long: ’ I\ I 
2’PC. means you, need two pieces of the item shown in the 

:w ‘drawing ,for your frame. I / I 
*’ -_ . .s 
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, .Sill is the qme*of the timber shown. . . 

. ‘i 18’0” OAL ‘means ‘that the particulagdimension giGen is for the 
I’ . * overall length af. the timber. 
: ,_ . @ . . C+‘meatis cenierIine for the joIn%. .: & :. . .^ ,_ j. 

P C.S. ‘mBans,to<make a rough but square‘cut. with a chain sati: ’ : .a . <’ . . ‘. * ‘, The order of the .dimknsions.given for a’joint’is impo;tant. For example, a m&r- 
) : tise that is 4 x 4 x 2 is 4 inches wide,, 4 inches h?gh, .and 2 inches deep. : 
. 

-, c Here is the material list of the timbers’bnd lumber needed.to frame the shed, 

- F+t ‘Floor ’ 
. 

. . . 
-_ % I- . 

II 0 sills L 6 x 10 .- Z/16. 2/12 
% 

.I 
.s * .’ 

\. 
. . jo’ists - 6x8-.7/12 . \ 

. 

Sec&d laoor 
8 . . 

.* 
h 

. . . P 
. u . - 

-posts - 6 x 6 - 4;liI 
. , ; * 

1 
, 

,! 
girts - 6 x 10 - 2/12 ” 8. . 0. 
plates - 6 x 10 - 2/16 . ’ 

, 
.’ 

< 
_ .._ Summer Y 8 x 12 - l/16‘ .‘, L. 

jo++ts - 6 i 6 ,- S/b [or 3/12) ” , 
,’ ’ t.;, 

’ ’ Roof. 
- .’ , c. 4 . i 

.~ 
.” . ‘. rafters - .6 x 6’- 6/;0” ’ ?. 

a ” . :’ purl&s 4-.4’x 4 : 10/8 - ‘\ 

‘ 
; I’ , 

Braces,.‘Winddw and’Do& Framing, fiailers 
.c 

. - , . , -L, 
WL’ 

. .r .,. ‘. 
.‘. ’ 4.-x,4 - 20/E, -’ I * , . . * , . . ’ i I Trenails .I . . . . 

. . 

. 40\: 1 inch by .8 inch diameter’ - 
1 

. 8.0 - % inch by 6,inch diameter .‘ i 

, Decking .I 

., . 1 

. plus 40 board feet for waste 
t .. 

, - : 

and milling ., . ‘. 
-. 

i., l ,~ 
D 

‘il 

, I 
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, ‘I d After you have.stud?lhd all the dratiifigs,groceed to cu’t your timbers.‘You c$fi I ’ 
develop your own s‘ystem fby doing this, as w~‘&suggeste#in thk’ laying aut and cut- 

, 
. 

ting chapters. Be sur; to take i’R.to account any boxing that will be needed-./Check the 
measurements of each timber’as you go so -that you ,do not retieat 8 mistake. Refeb. 
often to the drawing+ aRd keep the ehtire frame immind as.you’cut each tipber. 1 . 

1 Next con&s-the raisijg. We sugge?t that you lay the first floor frafniug‘and the 
*,. 

’ 
-deck &me tihe before yotirtfriehds assemblgt;,help ye& +ise’: This will give you 
. al!*something to walk on an&work off of for &more efficient.and safer.raisjng. Be, “1. 

. sur’e ihat you,“check tii overall ‘dimension6 for adcuracy af each.lev’el. ‘I’h-e base 
. - mkasur‘e must remain.12’ x 16’ on the outside, apd’811 nieasurements’must be square; 

‘plunib and I’etel. You can us& shi.ms betwee% the fo k frame to help : 
iev,el-the sills. It-is im’perative t&t tt& first floor deck be level and square. The rest 

pt: 
‘*. 

. \. , ’ ,of th+ building will beoff if you don’t make sure these&itial measurements are$c- . - 
,cu’rafe. : , p f ” 

a 
Although we do not examine the ‘closing in offa’timbir f&me in this bookpwe 

, 4 

, Gould like to give yo.ti;~i few directions for your sh’ed. sheathing a timber frame -, . . . . 

diffeisfrom Bhea,thi;ibaconventional fr>me,‘because ihe sheathingboards &e nail- 
ed vertica!lyllnot horizontally. You will need 576:board fe’et,. plus waste, of l.inch & 

L( ’ boaids to,sheathe the shed. Subtract the area that,your*windowaand doors will oc- . 
cupy before ordering; You will’ need 302 board fret pf 1 inch boards tp sheathe the 

. rqof. Apply the roof boards from ridge toplate, that is, vertically, as’yu.u did the wall 
. , she-athing. ‘. P ‘d 

I 
-We think’thk’ipecifics of cutting arid raising this’shed can best be prksented’by : 

a novice who, aFtually did it using orily a little previotisly acquired conventional 
carpentry skill and’ the drawings. This is Arthur He,ndrick’s journal of the event: 1 .’ ..- . . . 

< 
B . 

I. J hid ‘been working With Housesmi’ths for abottra..weei and Gad seen 
* only a couple of timber fraine buildings when Stewart Ellibtt asked me if I’d . 

: _’ like.to cut and caise’a [rame myself. Never having taken part.in the building 
of ,this typs-pfhoys_e_, I was doubtful of my ahilities?I agreed iS give it a try. 
My backgcoundin construction h&3 been eight months’tiith‘a conventional, 
stud-fraee company, so I was familiar with the tools of the trade, but the par- 
ticulars of the post and beam method were’completely different dram 
anything I had done. 

The’cldud of doubt beg& io cleal: &hen’Stewari bro&t our drawings of 
B 

the btiilding. The shed was to hoGie several ‘chickens’ a-nd a threeve&oid I 
Welsh pony n.amed Pony. : . 

= The drawings included each timber with all ihe necessary dimensioqs, 
joints ahd locations. It ‘looked simple, anti I ~,BS assured that it W&L 

Not knowing exactly how to go about cutting a frame: I went clown to the 
‘,field to begin. Like a soldier going to battle, I ;y’as arb-kd.‘I had a power saw,a 

large power drill, a four.point hand saw, a z inch wide socket chisel, a mallet, 
a z foot square, tape measure andzcarpenfer’s’penctl. 

I began with the joipts because they looked easy. Their ends only had to 
be squared to proper length. A little pile of finished joists l$lstered’my con- 
fidence so that I jum ed’into the girts and posts n&xt, comple’ting the mortise 
and tenon joints. I b! id $e summer dovetail joint last. 

The cutting of the posts, girts, rafters and:the summer went smoothly and 
rapidly. The only real problem-arose when I cut the gi& be’fore I cut the 

1 summer. The dovetail pocket in the girt that receives the summer is cut exact- 
-@to match the dimensions of the 8” x 12” piece of wood being put into.it. .- 

e 
I 

. . 
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Wood, howeter. is imperfect. There can be variations of up to ~4 inch. After ~ 
cutti’ng one end girt and its po&et fqr the summer, r found that the summer 
measured 11% inches, not 12 inches. Hence. I had a gap In the finished frame 
on one side of the summer joint. Fortunately this happ.ened only on one end; 
because I had not yet CUP Ihe other girt, I was able to,inzke it fit more precisc- 
ly. I learned my lesTon: cut .the summer timber tenons before you cut their . 
correspqndipg pockets, in the girts,, You may need to do some customizing. 
This order OT outting also helps to mack the matching joints. This removes Ihe 
possibility of having to take’the summer down to rotate it. This would not be 
an easy chore rwith a 16 foot 8” x 12”! 

,. 

My horse shed was cut and stacked, and awaiting its raising. I placed the 
sills on.six 4 foot posts that I had buried about a yard deep and leveled with a 
transit. When the sills were securely pegged, we laid the floor joists and, 
checked for square by cross-measuring the floor. Then the decks were 
applied, making a floor that could support just about anything. The shed sat 
like ihis for a few days while I rounded up people to help raise it. 

,The raising of my horse shed began a little behind schedule on this 
November clay. In fact, if yas just before dusk! The nearing darkness wasn’t 

/ much of a problem. though, as lqls of people had come to help It’s funny how 
. many people are attracted to a hunch of fdlks scurrying around trying to- 

assemble a large, three-dimensional puzzle in the dark, seemingly super- ’ 
vised by an impatient Welsh p’ony. The throng and the fun quickly turned Ihe ’ 

* ridge pole party into a summer timber party. This isn’t as had as a basement 
Y sill party, hut ii’s not exactly what our limber-frame forefqthers had in mind. 

Or. waB it? i \ 
The shed climbed swiftly higher. The four corner .posls and the-plates 

.and girts were soundly braced and pegged together. and waiting for the 
- --swmner. The summer was a particularly heavy timber, and iI soon became 

I clear that all the helpers on,hand would be needed to hoist it to its final 
resting place, 7 feet above th,e deck. So hoist we did. Ten backs and 20 arms 
and the summer was home and she was tight., 

From there it seemed only minutes until the joists were inserted, the 
. . rafters pegged together and the pu$ns firmly nailed. The ridge pole and the 

traditional pine bough were up and the frame was done! . 
Complete darkhess had fallen by then, so I couldn’t see my raised frame, 

hut I kriew from sitting on th’e Mge pole that the horse shedwas strogg and, . 
even in the dark, beautirul. There had been a few errors irt my cutting, but 
n,ot@ing that couldn’t be taken care of with a little $xba cutting or% few blows 

>. with the sledge hammer. I had a tremendous feeling of elation gitling gn the 
ridge pole. The frame was up - strong, handsoqe, traditional, anJ sur- 
.pAsingly simple. a. < . , 

Now you ha,;e studie)d this book and are ready to b@gin bu;lding either the pr.ac- i .‘F -’ 

tice shed or your house frame. We hope that what we have written in this book tells 
you all you’ll ne,ed to know to build a timber frame. If youfeel confident abut your 
math skills but rrot your carpentry, you can send us the sp’ecifications and drawings 
for your frame and we can ctit your timbers for you. We can then either ship them -to 
you or you cari.pick them up. Then, you and your,friends can raise the frame’. If you 
do not feel confident about raising the frame, one -or bore of us can come to your 
site to supervise your crew, or ours. We are alway’s eager. to answer questions and 
letters from the folks who have read this book and are building themselves a timber 
frame. Please write to us if you would like price quotations on drawings, timber cut- ” 
ting, or,?aisings. Thank you for your inierest in tkmb.er framing and best of luck! ~ 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
’ 

Thik bibliography is a small sampling of useful books since there are- 
- literally hundreds of-books available that would be helpful. We feel thaTas 

an owner-builder or intekested party 

as possible in the design and execute 
you should have as much parti&pation 

% n of your home. Reading and research 
arc an important foundation to such participation. Therefore. in addition to 
the hibliographv; we would like to mentiort some general sources.of good 

. < publications which will help you make your home a very personal statenient. 
.- ,First, c,heck into the universities and colleges in your area. They may . 

-offer their resources to their community at reasonahle rates. Also. check wi\h ’ 
the Extension Servide for pamphl6ts rela.lea to building. There are also .-_ 

,-$+eral groups starting their own schools to Peach peoplerhow to build their 
bwn homes. Most of these are contemporary in their design phildsophy and 

I are particularly concerned with energy conservation. The federal. and state 
government supply various sources of information, most of which are free or 
very inixpensive. In particular, the Library of Congress sponsors one 
program that is of special interest to us. The Historical American Building 
Survey offers measured draw,ings and phqtos of extinct and existing 
hislorical houses. In order to order these, you need the catalogues which list 

LP 

P 

the houses for which plans are available. These can be obtained by writing to 
the Library of Congress Photoduplication Service, IO 1st St. SE. Washington, . 
D.C., 20540. Request information on how to order the “Cdtalogues of tile 
Measllred Dratiings and Phbtographs of the Survey in the Library of 
Congress ,” MaJch 1, 1941, and January 1959, #PB 177 632 and 633. These are . 
extensive and expehsive catalogues containing descriptions of thousands of 
homes. %maller.catalogues listing tiistorical homes by ,the state are also 
available. State, local and private preservation groups are also a’source of in- 
formation. 

ANDERSON,! L. 0. Hdw fo Build a Wbod-Frame House. New York. New 

. J 

York: Do$er ‘Publications, Inc., 1&% 
A good codtventional “how to” for all standard residential ,ionstruction. 
Concerned ‘with all phas& of construction. .J 

BLACKBURN, GRAHAM. Mjustroted Housebuilding. Woodstock, New York: 
The Overlook Press, 1974. 

BOERICKE, ART, and SHAPIRO, BARRY. Handmade Houses, II Guide to’the 
Woodbu tcher’s Art. San Francisco, CaHfornia: Scrimshaw .Press, 1973. 

*An entertaining, pictorial, artsy book. 
THE COLoNIAL WILLIAMSBURG FOUNDATION. A Portfolio df Eighty- 

Eight Original Williamsburg Buildings. New York: Holt, Rinehart, and 
Winston;‘l971.’ 
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ECCLI, EUGENE.~.I,orv-Cast.’ Eherg!.-Efficient Shelter for thr O\\,nra; o.ntl 
-. Ruilder. Em,qaus. Pennsylvari’ia: Rodale Press. Inc.. 1975. 

This hook contains the ‘writings qf many talented people. Though prin- ’ 
cipally concerned with en&ay and cost. much of the inform;ltion is 

\ / 
applicable. jt’s ~loaded with ideas. 

FIELDS. CURTIS P. he ForgolIen .4rt of Building o Sfonr, \\‘ull I)uhlin. Nc?u 
Hampshire: Yaikee. Inc.:1971. 1 

FITCII, JAMES M. jimerican Building New York: Schocken Books, 196fi 
HO-WELLS, JOHN MEAD. The .Irch,jfctcfural Hrrifoge of thP PiscatacIuo 

New Y&k: Architectural Book Publishing Co., Inc., 19fi5. 
KAHN, LLOYD. Shelter. Bolinas. California: Shelter Publications, 1973. 
KAINS. M. G. Five Acres on&Independence. New York, Nelv York: Dover 

Publications, Inc., 1973. 
4 Explores more.land uses and self-sufficiency, hut not much usable in- 

‘. formation for it is hard IO have a house and no land 
’ e’ KAI !FMANN. I IENRY. ‘T’hr~ :!rnt~rrcon Form liousra NPM. 1’ork I Iilwthorn 

Oooks. Inc.. ,f975. . 
KEI,I,Y, J. FREI1I?RICK. 1:clrl\, Il~~rnc~strc: :\rc:hrtr~c:furr~ trf t,‘clnrllLr,tlr,ut Now 

York, New York: f)o\,c!r I’uhlicaticlns. Inc. ICE:! 
This is the first hook I’\:e reatFth:jt actually historic:,lll.y stu[lic:rl the c:r,m- 
ponent parts of jhe earl!, h[,m&s Muding the frame 

KERN.. KEN. ‘l’hra Ol\~nr~r-Hoilt I If~rnr~ Auberry. California I Irrmr~stc~a~l Press. 
1972.' 

c 

Siting, costs, and altern~ltt: 
Q 
mctthods arl’ the main sources of inform,l- 

._ 

tion. 
KERN, KEN. ‘J’he O\vnc!,r-Huilf I Io’mrste~~d. Auberry. California: ttom.cstead 

Press. 1972. ., t, * 
‘. .-s.. QDDER, SMITH, G. E. .-\ Pictorial kfistor!, of ,qrchitecture in .-\mericn. New 

,‘. 
- 4’qk: American Heritage Publishing Co., Inc., 19%. 

OI.IVER~‘I%AL&. Shelter and Society. New York, New York: Frederick A. k 
1 Praegar. P<bi-sh_ers, 1969. 

ORTON, VREST. The Fisrgptleh Art of Building a Good Firepjoce., Dublin, 
New Hampshire: Yankee;lnG, 1969. 

--.. PETERSON, CHARLES E. The Curpenters’ Cornpan!, of the City and County. 
of Philudelphio 178(i Rule Rook. Ph?hdeip-hia. Pynnsylvania: Bell 

s 

Publishing Co., 1971. *. 
:” 2 

A fine reprint of an old manual. Gives insight &the ald‘methods and 
.? ideas - contains much useful information. 

PRATT, RICHARD. A Treosuq, of Early .4mericun Homes. New York, New 
York: Whittlesey House, 1949. 

RAMSEY. CHARLES G., A. I. A.. and SLEEPER, HAROLD R.: F. A. I. A. 
Architecfurul Graphic Standords.,.New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., i 
1956. 

This book is reprinted every seyeral years and updated according to 
: codes, needs, and technology. It’s the architects’ bible with hundreds of 

pages of details, charts, and tables. It’s expensive, so check your library. ‘,% 
ROBERTS, REX. Y6ur Engine&red House. New York: M. Evans and Co., Inc., * 

1964. ‘, i/s 1’ * 
ROBINSON; ALBERT G. OId New Englnnd Houses. New York: Weathervane 

Books, 19zo. 
SCOTT, JOHN S. A Dictionary,of Building. Great Britain: Hazel], Watson, and 

0 

> Viney Ltd., 1974. 
SIEGELE, H. k. Roof F$ming. New York, New, York: Drake Publishers, Inc., . . 

,_ 1972. 
An excellerft anticoncise source of information on the use of the fram- 

1 ing square and. understandirig roofs. * 
P . 
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SLOANE. ERIC:. Our \‘nnishing I.andscopf~ New York: Funk and \l’apnallg. 
19ss. 

SI,OANE. ERIC. Hr~\~~~renc:r? for It’ootl. New York: Funk and LVagnalls. 196;‘~\ 
SLOANE. ERIC. ‘Thr Srcond Rorrctl and The Cracker Rarwf Sew York: Funk 

and WagnaIls. 1967. 
“‘k.%,+ 

SYLVESTER. W. A. ‘J’hr .\Iodern IIcluse-Carpenter’s (:nrnpunicln Nebv York: 
“’ 

Palliser. Palliser and Co., 1883. 
,, 

’ Offers an insight to the history of building kvith much useful informa- 
tion. L 

*. TliWiS. EDIVARD. Cnluniof I.I!,rng Cleveland. Ohio: The LVorld Puhlisl~ing ‘I._ 

co., 1957. 

Ii. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICIJLTlJKE. ‘J’re:rs for Shade clntl Rvuut\. 
Bnlletin 117. Washiqton, -Q:g.z IJ. S. Government Printing Office. 

‘.,%. z 

U S. D.EPARTMENT OF j4GR!CULTURE. 12’ood Ilontlbfiok Vv’ashington. 
D.C.: IJ.S. Government P.rinting Off?ce. Division of Documents. 1955. 

Il. S. NAVY. EjJIIREAI.J OF NAVAL PERSONNEI.. RUS~C Constructlnn 
Techniques for llouses *and Small Ruildings Simpl!, Espla~b~d Near. 
York: Dover II 

WAGNER. WII.I.1 P 
ications, Inc.. 1972. 

H. ,\lodern Carpenfr!~. South IHolland. Illinois: The 
Goodheart-CVilcos Co.. Inc.. 1969. 

_- . 
-. 

A gorrd source of con\,entional methorls and materials. l 

WII.I;IAMS. CIqRISTOPIIEIX~ (:ruffsmrn rlt’ .TcAcessrt\, New York. First \‘in- 
tags> Botjks. Rantlom llr~rqc. 1974. 

t 
M’II.SON. -1. I)01 iGI,AS. anal ROCEKS. (:I.EI.I. hl Srrrg~lr~ic~tl (:trrpclllt,r\ 

-3 
I.:stimclfln,q New Yurk. New York: Simmons-I~o;lrtlm;ln Boc~ks. 196~ ‘5 
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GLOSSARY 

adze - a tool like an axe used for 
roughly surfacing a timber. 

auger - a drilling tool shaped like a 
corkscrew and used for boring 

1 holes in wood. 

backfill& - replacing the earth 
around a foundation) which was 
removed cluring excavation. 

balloon frame *modern American 
house construction in which studs 
run to the roof plate past the floor 
joists which are nailed to them. 

barn pole - a long pole with a pointed 
steel head used in raising bents: 
also called a pike. I--, bead - a semi-circulbr molding. 

----Y 
I ’ 

beetle - a heavy maul or mallet;, 
\ i 

should be used in cases In bvhich 
t material would be damaged by a 

_I 
\ sledge liammer. 
b&nnt - a section of the frame which is 

&mposed of a line of vertical posts 
an % the horizontal timbers that con- 
necl them., 

bevel square ‘& a square with a hing- 
ed blade- pa&ng through the han- 
dle: the angle between .the blade 
and the handle is’ adjustable. 

birdsmouth - a V7shaped joint used 
at the plate end of a rafter. 

blade - the longer blade of a framing 
square measuring 44 inches long 

’ and z inches wide, also ci&&+he 
body. 5 

block and tackle - a set of bulky,“solid 
pieces of wood and ropes us&d fo+ 

-. ; 
1 hoisting. o a // 

I’ ’ > 

- 

. . 

L 
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board foot ~ ,In abstract m(?asuro- 
ment for lumber I inch thick, I:! in- 

_ c.hr:s \vide, ancl 12 inches lijnp. 

body - the longer blade of a framing 
square measuring 24 inches in 

_, 
‘I * 

length and Z. inches in width: also 
calred the hl’ade. 

‘b ox -- to sha1.e or plane down an! 
portions of a joint b;hich m‘ay he 
oversized. , 

braces srnilllr!r limll(!rs ~)l;rc:c:cl 
tliilg0nall~ hetwecn posts ant1 girts 
or platc?s tn make n sfru:ture more 
rigid d 

b+k nogging - bricks and clay mor- = 
tar used to fill ia the open areas of. 
the timber frame on the exterior 
walls; it is covered by. clapboards 
outside, and by,plaster inside. . 

broad axe - a wide-edged axe with a 
Qutting bevel on orie side pnly; used 

for rough dressing a timber. a 

br.oad hatchet - a wide-edged hatchet 
with a cutting bevel on one side on- 
ly; used for rough dressing of. 8 
timber or jdilqt. ’ 

buck’saw - ’ a saw set in a deep H- 
shaped frame for sawing wood on a t ’ 
sawbuck or sawhorse. 

buftress - a projeciing s,urface 
I designed to support a wall or 

building; receives the lateral / 
pressure exerted at a .particular .’ 
point in a single directiw. 

cape - a house design of usually 1 to 
l%isturie-s with-&straight-run gable 
roof. 

I. 

.‘ .‘, 
_. 
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carpenter’s pencil L a large, flat pen- 
,cil with soft-lead used for markink 
measurements. 

centpr line - the midline on the face 
of a timber, or joint. 

ceritral tknon - a tenon that protrudes 
from the center of the end of a 
timber. 

champher - an edge cut off 
symmetrically at a 45 degree angle. 

qircular saw - an electrical saw with 
a circular steel disc which has teeth 
cut round the rim. 

-. clapboards - narrow boards thicke.r 
ai i&e edge: used as siditig. 

collar tie i%etimber parallel to the 

c girts which conn&ts raftecpairsat 
a given height. 

i combination square - an adjustable 
tool which can he used as an inside 
nr outside try square, mitre square, 
plumb rule, and marking gauge. 

come alon’g - adnotched bar with a 
click works to prevent reversal of 
motion operating a cable or rope; 
used for gaining leverage and for 
pulling timbers together during 
raising. a’ 

compression - a&force that presses or 
squeezes. 

concave - hollow and curved, or 
rounded. 

conventiotial frame-x plywodd*anb 
., 1 

I .’ stud construction. 

convex - curved or rounded as the 

.’ 

,... 

exterior of- circular form viewed 
from without. 

cornerlchisel - ubed ior cutting out 
mor ises and having an L-shaped 
bla e. ” I) 

cribs a a ‘cradle made of logs for 

race 2 to,lay one temporary 
across another, ‘so that the 

are tacked together at’the point 

J 

d - an abbreviation used with nail ; 
sizes: an ahbeviZ+tion for “penny,” 

dead load - the coS+ql weight of 
all the materials and’all the perma- 
nent attachments of a strutiture. 

deck - floor. L 

deflection - a bending downward, or 
sagging. 

dormer ~ a vertical window or open- 
ing coming. through a sloping roof; 
usually provided with its own pitch- 
ed roof. 

double-62 axe - axe with sharp edges 
running on two sides of the head. 

d&ble-tenoned scarf joint - a scarf 
joint without bevel cuts, but with 
two tenons on each member which 
rlln perpendicular to each other: 
contains a mortise to receive 
folding wedges (see diagram). 

dovetail - a joint used to secure the 
su.inmer---timber: has a dovetail- 
shaped ten&rnd_a corresponding ’ 
mortise. .._ ‘._ 

draw knife - a -tool having ahlade 
with a handle at each end: hy’draw- 
ing it toward you, you can shave 
surfaces. 

dressed-one-side - a board that has 
been planed on one side. 

dressed shoulder - a planed and 
shaped portion of the joint. 

excavation - digging of a cavity to 
make spa’ce for a foundation. 

face - a surface of a timber. 

first floor frame - sills, girts and 
joists resting on the f.oundation. * 

flush cut - an even cut unbroken in’ ’ r 
one plqn6. 1 ,J * 

forces 1 strengthsdr energies. 

foundation - +wood or masonry sup- 
port of the building resting on the’ 
earth. ,,‘+. J. ” 

framing chisel -% large chisel with 
long, heavy blades: strang eno-ugh 

1 to be hi’t with a heavy, mallet. 
I 

8, 
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framing square ~ an I,-shaped 
m@al or petal-and-wood tool for 

I, 
setting out right angles: has a hod! 
(or bl$el 24 inches long and 2 in- 
ches 7&e. and a tongue 16 inchf:s 

,: long atid II,/? inches wide. 

full-width tenon - a tenon that is the 
same’ .width as the tirnher from 

~ which it projects. 

gable roof - a sloping ronf with one or 
two t-rianHul;lr-sh;ll,eti end ~valls 
between the rafters. 

gambrel - a roof design with a louver 
steeper slope and an upper flatter 
one; designed so that each gable is 
pentagonal: 

D garrison ~ a house design having a se- 
cond story pcrimcter larger than 
the fir;t story perimeter. 

girt - miljur horizontal timher which. 
runs from the front III tht: hack of ;I 
structure 

gunstock post - a special post which 
provides additional support at the 
point where other major timbers 
meet; the’y widen in size in one 
Iraverse direction from floor to ceil- 

7 + ing. 

: half-dovetail - this joint is one-half of 
a dovefail; used for joining collar 
ties to rafters and braces to posts. 

i and for other similar situations. 
1 - 
I 

half-lap - a joint having an,L-shaped 
mortise an’d a corresponiling L- 
shaped ten:on. 

half-lap scarf’joint - anothe*r term for 
scarf joini which uses the half-lap 
as its method of joining, for exam- 
ple, two giris joined end to end [see 
diagram). ,_ * 

ha&d scarf - a scarf joint splayed~ 
dotin the width of the ti?ber thus 

‘TIfE I‘I\IREH FK \\lIY(; l30( )h: 

haunch - the part of the lvhole timber ,I 
ht,!,onti the shoulder which is let 
into ,tnoth.c,r timher. . 

haunched half-lap - ri ].oint \vith ,1 
tt~ncln: full-width part of the irholr 
timl)cr be!,ond ,the shoulder is let 
intro another timhctr. i v <I dovrta11 

housing a, mortise, 
.- 

inside dimension‘ thr> length of <I * 
timbfxr minus thf, Iolnts on tbt~ c~ncls 5 ‘4 

joinery ~ the craft of connecting ,jntl 
securing‘ the separate rnemhers of 
the timher frame to one another b> 
means of specific cuts on the ends 
antl’or sides of thp timhcrs. 

joint - the pari. !lr the arrangement o’f 
111~ part. lvhilre t\vo or more 
tirnh(srs llrf: joi’nc?[l together 

joist sm;illl~i- h~lriz,rnt&l lirnhc~rs 
\<,hic:h r11n 1),lr;ll1~~1 to [!;lc;h ~~thc!~ 
ll(~l\~13cn ni,ijor timhers to fill 011l 
th(: slructurca; I~r~~\~itl(~-sul~l~~~rt for 
clc?l:Ks 

i 
kerfs -~ W\V cr~ts. 

king post - posts in a roof which 
:r)ans more than 3fi feel and’bvhich 
are located bet\veen the r’idge pole ’ 
and the collar ties. 

knee brace - a short diagonal timber 
placed between the horizontal and 
vertical members, of the frame to ’ 
make them rigid. 

k&t - ;I pIa& in a tree from cvhich a 
branch has grown out. 

lajring out - measurihg and marking 
joints and dimensions. . 

let-in - to make a shallow sinking in 
one timber so that it can receive or 
enclose the end of another. 1 

letting- through -? a meth’bd~ fbr 
-assembling joints whereby one* 

__ T ,sre,$ting two beveled surfaces timber passes completely through 
whlch.interlock with the receiving : -71&r. 
timber {see diagram). 

h4-hewn - a timber squared off 
level - a condition whereby no part 

of an area or timber is higher than” ’ 
.and shaped by hand. another: on an equal plane. 
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level ‘- a device for determining if 
horizontal line. having a glass tube 
nearly filled with alcohol or c:ther 
in which is enclosed a ma\feahle 
llUbtJle: when centered.- it deter- 
‘mines -whethe.r..the tangent to the 
tube at the point or line of sight is 
truly horiz;ontal. 

linear foot - 2 foot measured in a 
line. 

lintel - a small henm over a door or 
window or other openings (such as 
a fireplace). 

‘. __ 
live load -, the load, beyond the load 

‘_ , of its own weight, to cvhich a struc- 
ture is subjected. 

loads - that which burdens nr \veighs 
11own something else. 

lofting ~~ 2 method fnr rlf:tf:i-mjning b 
m c il s It r c m c n’t s 1~ y d r a \v i n g t h I? 
mcmht!rs full-scale. 

mallet - ii tool like a hammer with a 
wooden. rawhide or rubber head. 

mason - one- who builds with stone, 
brick or the like. 

masonry- - anything constructed of 
stbne. brick, tile, or concrete; used 
by masons. 

i 
+< ‘.- 

matched boards 2 tongue and+” oove 
or shiplapped boards. P 

w 2-i 
modified mortise - an open’hortise 

used for joining rafters at the peak. 

molding plane - a plane used to cut 
continuous projections or grooves 
as decoration. . . 

,. mortise and tenon - any j.oint con- 
sisting of a projection on the end of 
one timber and a corresponding slot , 
oti the other. 

mortising chisel - a chisel strong 
enough to be struck with a mallet: 
used for chtting mortises. 

. .--.---~~ / .’ .L 

oilcloth - cloth soaked in oil and tack- 
ed-to window opeflings to let in light 
but,keep out the elements; used in 
lieu of,glass. 

on center ~ a method for indicating 
* the, spacing of framing members h> 

stating the measurement from the * 
center of one member to the center 
of the succeeding nne. ., 

‘4 acitside dimension - overall length of ’ 
an rlncut timber. 

1 overhang - a projection of a roof 
‘htt!,ond the. \vall Lvhich carries it. 

overlaying - a method for assembling 
timbt,rs \vhereh!s one timber is laid 
on t.ttp of another. j 

partition, - a wall Lchich separates 
adjacent rooms. *: 

peg an oak do\v$l ranging ‘ap- 
proximateI\. from 5/8 inches to 11’~ 
inches in riiameter. 

perimeter -- ?he whoIn rllltcr houn- 
rlar! of ;I strllclurr 

4 
.< 

pike .~- ;I long pole with a pointetl steel 
hi?il(l Ilst:rl in raising bents: alsn 
c:allt~cl ii barn polo. 

I pin-- A \vootl peg no larger th;ln S/A 
inches in diameter. 

pine bough - small portion of a pint: 
tree which, once the whole lframe 
has been raised, should be &&.ched 
to the peak of the first set of rafters 
raised. 

pit saw - a two-man saw used’by 
colonial builders: one man stands T . 
in a pit and one stands on level 
ground to saw. 

plate - the major second *or third ’ 
story horizontal timber wahich runs 
from one end of the frame to the 
other and slIpports the rafters. 

* 

plumb - conforming to a true vertical 
line. 

phimb bob - a weight hanging on 6 . 
string to show the direction of the 
vertical. 

plumb line - a string on which a 
weight is hung in order to stretch 
the string into a vertical direction. 

pocket - a mortise. 
points - moveabie buttons for a fram- 

ing square to set dimensions. 
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* 
posts - upright timbers erected 

perpendicukr to-the sills at a corl 
ner and at intermediate positions 
and within the Erame. for example, 
around masonry. 

principal rafters.- these are 5” x 7” to 
7” x 9” timbers placed 8 .to 12 feel 
on center -and used with ei!her 
purlins or Secondary raft’ers or 

’ alone in some systems of roof 
rafters: if used alone, they are plac-, 
ed on 3 to 4 foot centers. 

purlin - a horizontal member of.the . 
roof frame whidh runs bet 
rafters. 

Pythagorus’s formula’- a formula for 
determining the lenkths of sides of 
right triangles: useful in computing 
rafter and brace measurements: a2 

-+ h2 = c2. 

queen posts - the two posts nearest 
the midspan of a tiuss which spans 
35 lo 70 feet. 

rabbet plane - a plane with a cutting 
iron and mouth reaching to the edge 
of the smooth undersurface: used 
for cutting Ioni step-shaped r-ec- 
tangular recesses in the edge of a 
timber. 

rafter - sloping main timber of the 
roof frame. 

relieve ---chop or chisel out a portion 
of wood in a joint. 

ridge - the horizontal apex ,of the 
roof. 

ridge pole - horiiontal timber which 
connects rafter pa2Ts at .the peak. 

rigid - stiff and immobile in respect 
to itself.. ’ 

rip saw -+ a saw for cutting w’iih the 
wood’grain.’ _ 

;ise - the’ verti’cal height from the 
supports to the ridge of a roof. 

roof pitch - a ratio of the height of the 
ridge to the span of the buildink. 

run - one-half the width of a 
.’ ‘building. 
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saltbox - a house design named for 
its roof, which’is composed of-t!vo 

. shed roofs haLping unequal pitches. 
sawyer - one byhose occupation it is 

to saw. 

scarf joint ~ a joint made hy 
champhering. halving. notching, or 
otherbvise cutting away. two pieces 
so that they correspond to each 
other, overlapping them, and then 
securing them with bolts, pegs, or 
the like. 

score - to scratch or etch a mark. 

scribing - shaping one member to the 
surface which it touches, for exam- 
ple. to fit a board snugly to a sur- 
face which, is not straight. 

secondary rafters - these are 4” x 5” 
or 4” $ 6” timhers placed 20 lo 30 in- 
ches on cknter’; used with principal 
rafters in one system of ro.of rafters. 

sheathing - the first covering of 
hoards or waterproof material on 
thd outside walls and roof. 

shim 1 ,a thin slip of wood, metal or 
# stone, often tapered; used to fill in, 

as in leveling a timber. 

shoulder - the area of the .void 
created when the waste around a 
tenon has been cut away.. 

side - the larger dimension bf a given 
timber. 

sill - major horizontal timbers which . 
lie on tGe foundaiion a’nd form the 
lowest part of the 

single-bit axe - axe 
on one side of the 

sledge - a large, heavy 

slbpe - the degr,e 
the horizontql o 
.incline. 

socket chisel - a massive chisel, with 
a sockef ,a’t the base into which the 
wood handle fits: used for m.or- i 

tising; it is strong enough to be 
stru.$ with a mallet. 

smooth-o&-side - a board that has 
beefi planed on one side. 
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span-- the wtdth of a building. 

square - an L-shaped metal or metal 
and wood tool used to set out right 

--..m-~-angl~; - ----~~ 

square - a true paFallelogram: hav’ing’ 
four equal sides and four right 

“‘l6iangle.C 1. . “. . 

square foot. - the measurement of an 
area of 144 square inches. 

square off &o cut at a right angle. 

square pitch - a roof pitch in which 
rafters meet at right angles at the 
peak. 

stable - steady and immobile in. 
respect to the earth. ^ 

staging - scaffolding. 

stepping off - a .system for deter- 
mining rafter lengths and cuts. 

stop - decorative end of n champher. 

straight-rub roof - a roof on which 
the principal parts are arranged in 
a straight line. 

stress --bressure or strain. 
.subfloor - a 1 inch floor ‘which 

1 carries the load: eventually 
‘covered by a finish floor. 

summer - a major horizontal timber 
i\r which spans ihe girts, ranging in 

width from 12 to 17% inches.. 

tabled scarf joint - similar to a 
double-tenoned scarf, the only . 
difference beihg that one of the 

_ tenons is beveled [see diagram). 

t’ag line ‘- a rope tied to the ends of a 
%mber being lifted to keep it from 

swinging from side to side. 

tail - the end portion of a birdsmouth 
joint which extends beyond the 
plate when there’is a roof overhang. 

tapered post - a post that is z to’4 in- 
ches wider at the top than ai the 

1 bottom. 

.! template - a full-size pattern of wood 
. 6 or metal ,used for repetitive layout. 
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temporary &ace - I” x 6” board, 8 to 
16 feet l*ong. used to stabilize .;’ 
members of,[he frame during rais- 

tehporary p&t‘ - a timber with 
square-cut; ends used to support 
so&e timbers during the raising 
process, or until masonry is built. 

tensile force - forces of tension. 

thickness - ihe smaller.dimensio& of 
a given timber. 

timber frame - a load-carrying struc- 
ture of timbers ranging in size fr6m 
4” x 4”s to 9” x 15”s. 

timber hand saw - five or six,point 
hand saw with the teeth set for 
cross-cut sawing. L 

tongue 1 the shorter bFade of a fram- 
ing sqllare that is 16 inches long and 

, IV: inches wide. ? 

tongue ‘and groove - a term describ- 
ing -boards which fit together, edge 
to edge: one board has a projection 
and the other has a slot. 

transit - 6 telescope mounted at a 
right angle to a horizorital axis; -in- 
cludes i‘ts own level: used for siting. .’ 
straight lines. 

transitional force - a force pa,ssing 
from ane place,to another. ’ 

trenail - an oak dowi u.,sed for 
- securing joints approximately 2 in- 

ches in diameter. 

trimming out - framing around or 
okherwise strengthening an opening 
through a flbor, roof, or wall, 

true scarf joint - another term for a 
simple scarf joint [see diqgram). 

tusk joint - a mortise and tenon joint 
in which the tenon goes.all the way 

:through the corresponding mortise. 
1 

waste - the portion-of wood cut away 
to ieveai the joint. 

wattle and daub - woven sticks 
smeared w.ith mud used tG.fill in the 
open areas of the timber frame on 
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‘, 
the exterior walls, generally 
covered with- clapboards, and 

thal tie inside stays dry. 

plaster inside. wedge - a piece of metal tapering to a 

-~~~-~~~-~ %eatherytight=-a qiruflye whmT~ 
thin edge: used for splitting wood. 

covered wi.th siding and a roof, and . width - the larger dimension of a 
c which has windows and hors, so . 

’ * 

given tiyber. 
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MODIFIED MORTISE 8 TENON AT ‘RaFTEn’ PEAK 
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